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Abstract
Jlab experiment E01-011, carried out in 2005 in JLab Hall C, is the sec-
ond generation of the hypernuclear spectroscopy experiments by the (e,e′K+)
reaction.
The (e,e′K+) reaction is complimentary to the associated production re-
actions (K−, π−), (π+, K+) since, due to a larger momentum transfer to a
hyperon, excitations of both spin-non-flip and spin-flip states are possible.
The experiment uses high quality and continuous primary electron beam
to produce neutron rich hypernuclei on various targets by the electropro-
duction. The experimental setup consists of splitter magnet, high resolution
kaon spectrometer (HKS) and electron spectrometer (Enge) implemented in
new configuration, the so called ”Tilt Method”.
Production data was taken on multiple targets: CH2,
6Li, 7Li, 9Be, 10B,
12C and 28Si. In present study the analysis of CH2,
12C and 28Si is presented.
The elementary processes of p(e, e′K+)Λ/Σ from CH2 data were used for
calibration of the spectrometer optics and kinematics. The hypernuclear
spectra of 12Λ B was obtained with ground state resolution of 0.47 ± 0.07
MeV (FWHM), the best ever achieved. Feasibility of the electroproduction
reaction to study medium to heavy targets has been proven with the first
high resolution beyond p-shell hypernuclear spectra from 28Λ Al hypernuclei.
The obtained results of the E01-011 experiment confirmed that hyper-
nuclear spectroscopy by the (e,e’K+) reaction is a very useful technique.
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Hypernucleus
A hypernucleus is a particle-stable nuclear system formed when one or more
nucleons in a normal nucleus are replaced by strange baryons - hyperons.
Hyperons , such as Λ,Σ and Ξ, in SU(3)f quark model classification are
baryons with spin J = 1/2 with at least one of the quarks in qqq structure
being a strange quark. Baryon octet with strangeness S = −1 hyperons is
shown in Fig.1.1. Conservation laws allow heavier hyperons to decay strongly
in the nuclear matter to Λ hyperons which then can decay weakly. With a
typical lifetime of 263 ps Λ hyperon can bound to nuclear medium and form
stable system, Λ hypernucleus with lifetime of 200 ps [7] [34] .
With this new degree of freedom, strangeness, hyperon is distinguishable
from nucleons and therefore does not experience Pauli blocking from nucleons
in the nucleus. With this property hyperon can populate deeply bound states
and allow us to investigate the interior structure of nuclei which is not possible
by excitation of normal nuclei. Without Pauli blocking Λ hypernuclear level
structure becomes narrower when compared to the the ordinary nuclei. This
effect is discussed in Ref.[5] showing that while nucleon deep hole states have
widths of few 10 MeV, widths of Λ bound states are on the order few 100
keV because ΛN interaction is weaker than the NN interaction.
1
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Figure 1.1: The octet of light Jπ=1/2+ baryons displayed on isospin
I3 and strangeness S plane.
1.2 Hyperon-nucleon Interaction
There is still an ongoing effort in physics community to understand baryon-
baryon interaction. A part of this is also the study of hyperon-nucleon in-
teraction which will provide us with information on hyperon-nucleon inter-
action and the relation of hyperon-nucleon (YN) and nucleon-nucleon (NN)
forces and ultimately leading to a unified understanding of SU(3) structure
of baryon-baryon interaction [13] [90] [18] [19].
In large measure the Λ maintains its identity in the nuclear medium.
Thus, the structure of the hypernuclei can be described using a simple single-
particle model basis [75]. The binding energies BΛ up to the g-shell have been
extracted from analysis if the structure observed in the (π,K) reaction as
shown in Fig.1.2. Also, the extracted depth of a local Woods-Saxon (Λ-
nucleus) potential well was ≈30 MeV. Binding energy data can be described
[89] with a phenomenological Λ-nucleus potential based on a spherical Skyrme
Hartree-Fock approach as shown in solid curves in Fig. 1.2.
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With Λ being a isoscalar particle, since it does not posses isospin (T=0),
the long range one-pion-exchange (OPE) force as seen in NN interaction is
not present in the Λ − N interaction because nucleons carry isospin T=1/2
and so Λ and nucleon can not exchange a single pion (T=1). Without OPE
force present in the Λ − N interaction the short range properties of the
baryon-baryon interaction become important. The long-range component
is due to two-pion-exchange, in the three body ΛNN interaction, which is
overshadowed by OPE in the NN force in the ordinary nuclear physics. The
OPE is still present but only in second order through ΛN − ΣN coupling.
With the Λ-Σ mass difference is only 80 MeV, the Λ (T=0) and the Σ (T=1)
couples more strongly than the N and D in the non-strange sector. This
strong coupling leads to a non negligible tensor force in the ΛN channel and
could be responsible for the glue-like role of Λ in the nuclear medium which
shrinks the nuclear size.
Through the Λ hypernuclear production experiments it has been found
that the weak coupling model which assumes that the Λ couples weakly to
the ground and excited states of the core nucleus well reproduced observed
hypernuclear ground and excited level structures [26]. The Hamiltonian for
the particle-hole shell model configuration can be expressed as [13] [90]:
H = HN +HΛ + VΛN, (1.1)
where HN is the nuclear core Hamiltonian, HΛ is Λ single-particle term
and VΛN is the Λ−N interaction. The VΛN is often expressed in phenomeno-
logical effective YN interaction by G-matrix method starting from the two-
body interaction in free space [63]. The phenomenological effective inter-
actions used: VΛN =
∑
α Vα(r), where α represents the central (Vc), tensor
(VT ), spin-orbit (VLS) and antisymmetric spin-orbit (VALS) components. The
spin-orbit splitting predicted by different models vary widely [60].
For the case of p-shell hypernuclei with a Λ in an s orbit, the pNsΛ
interaction can be described in terms of five radial integrals V, ∆, SΛ, SN and
T. The mentioned integrals are associated with the average central, spin-spin,
Λ spin-orbit, induced nucleon spin-orbit and tensor terms in the potential and
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assumed to be constant across the p-shell [18]. In terms of the five integrals
the interaction can be expressed as [18] [90]:
VΛN(r) = V0(r)+Vσ(r)~sN ·~sΛ+VΛ(r)~lNΛ ·~sΛ+VN(r)~lNΛ ·~sN+VT (r)S12, (1.2)
where lΛN is the relative Λ−N orbital angular momentum and S12 is the
usual spin-tensor operator defined as:
S12 = 3(σN · rˆ)(σΛ · rˆ)− σN · σΛ, (1.3)
with rˆ = (rΛ × rN)|rΛ × rN|. The Vα(r) coefficients are parametrized in a
three-range Gaussian form [111] as
Vα(r) =
∑
i
(ai + bikF + cik
2
F ) exp [−(r/βi)2], (1.4)
where kF is the Fermi momentum and parameters ai, bi and ci exist for
each α.
1.3 Hypernuclear production mechanisms
A Λ hypernucleus can be produced by two mechanisms: strangeness exchange
(K−, π−) and associated production (π+, K+) or (γ,K+), (e, e′K+) reactions,
as shown in Fig. 1.3. In (K−, π−) and (π+, K+) reactions, a neutron in the
target nucleus AZ is converted into a Λ which then couples to nuclear core
and forms a Λ hypernucleus AΛZ. In contrast photoproduction (γ,K
+) and
electroproduction ((e, e′K+)) reactions convert a proton in a AZ nucleus to Λ
which then couples to nuclear core and forms a neutron rich Λ hypernucleus
A
Λ(Z − 1).
Strangeness exchange reaction (K−, π−) using secondary meson beams
and associated production (π+, K+) reaction are described by elementary
processes:
K− + n→π− + Λ, (1.5)
π+ + n→K+ + Λ. (1.6)
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Figure 1.2: The binding energy of Λ single particle states as a func-
tion of core nucleus mass number (A) [89]. The solid line curves are
fittings to the data according to a phenomenological Λ potential
based on spherical Skyrme-Hatree-Fock approach [18] [105].
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Figure 1.3: Hypernuclear production mechanisms
, while photoproduction can be expressed as:
γ + p→ Λ +K+ (1.7)
Hypernucleus can be produced with all interactions that produce hyper-
ons in the nucleus[16] but experimentally useful [76] are only those with
significant cross section and detectable reaction products. Hypernuclear pro-
duction cross section depends mainly on reaction processes elementary cross
section ( elementary amplitude), target and hypernuclear wave functions, mo-
mentum transfer to the Λ hyperon and absorption of incoming and outgoing
particles [5]. Characteristics of various hypernucleus production reactions [5]
are listed in Table 1.1.
Reaction
pthreshold pprojectile qY σ
Comments
[GeV/c] [GeV/c] [GeV/c] [νb/sr]
(K−, π±) 0 0.4-0.8 <0.1 103 Substitutional Λ, Σ (∆L = 0)
K− stopped 0 0.3 (Λ) 102 Substitutional+non-subst. Λ, Σ
(π,K+) 0.6-0.8 1.0-1.5 >0.3 10 High J,deep Y orbits,polarization
(γ,K+)
0.65-0.9 (Λ)
1.0-1.4 >0.2 0.1
unnatural parity
0.73-1.05 (Σ) strong spinflip
(e,e’K+) 10−3 high resolution, mag. momentum
(K−,K+) 0.73-1.05 1.1-2.0 ≈0.5 10 ∆S=-2
(p,K+) 1.6 2.0-5.0 >1.0 <<10−3
Table 1.1: Characteristics of various hypernucleus production reac-
tions [5]. Momenta: pthreshold-threshold, pprojectile-incident , qY -recoil
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Cross section
In Fig.1.4 (Top), typical cross sections are shown schematically versus mo-
mentum transfer for some of the reactions used in hypernuclear spectroscopy.
The biggest cross section, of the elementary process reactions mentioned,
has the strangeness exchange reaction (K−, π−) with cross section up to 10
mb/sr and on the order of 5 mb/sr near pK = 800 MeV/c at forward angle
after Fermi-averaging over the nucleons [18] [21].
Strangeness production (π+, K+) reaction cross section peaks strongly at
pπ = 1.05 GeV/c with cross section approximately one order of magnitude
smaller than the strangeness exchange cross section [29] [78]. With available
pion beams with intensities much higher than that of kaon beams the smaller
cross section can be compensated .
The photoproduction process, (γ,K+) reaction, with cross section of
about 2 µb/sr, two order of magnitude less than (π+, K+) [59]. This small
cross section can be partially compensated by the high intensity electron
beam, as provided by the CEBAF at JLab.
Momentum transfer
For hypernucleus to be produced, the hyperon created with the reaction on
nucleons has to stay in the nucleus. This is described by so called ”Sticking
probability” which is largely depended on the momentum transfered to the
created hyperon. Momentum transfer (q) to the Λ hyperon for mentioned
reactions as a function of the incident particle momentum is shown in Fig.1.4
(Bottom). Sticking probability of the hyperon in the nucleus will be small
if momentum transfered is too large, when compared to the nuclear Fermi
momentum (pF ≈ 270 MeV/c). In the situation when momentum transfered
is very small the sticking probability should be high with hyperon obtaining
orbital numbers of the original nucleon [5].
As shown in Fig. 1.4, the typical momentum transfer at zero degree
scattering angle for (K−, π−) process is 50-150 MeV/c, while it is about 300-
400 MeV/c for (π+, K+) reaction and similarly for (γ,K+) reaction. The
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(a) Hypernuclear production cross section for typical
reactions versus momentum transfer
(b) Momentum transfer to the Λ hyperon is plotted
as a function of projectile laboratory momentum Pin
Figure 1.4: Cross sections and Λ recoil momentum for different el-
ementary reactions. (a) Hypernuclear production cross section [44]
[78] (b) Momentum transfer to the Λ hyperon is plotted as a function
of projectile laboratory momentum Pin. The two curves for each re-
action correspond to the two values of the kaon (pion) angle θL = 0◦
(lower curves) and θL = 10◦ (upper curves) [99] [5].
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(K−, π−) process is exothermic, while the (π+, K+) and (γ,K+) reactions
are both endothermic. Common properties for both endothermic reactions
is that the momentum transfer is maximal at the reaction threshold with
slow decrease with increasing incident particle momentum going into the
saturation region. The threshold value of the π+ lab momentum for the
(π+, K+) process to take place is 0.89 GeV/c.
In the (K−, π−) reaction, as shown in Fig.1.4, a recoilless Λ hyperon
can be produced at the so called ”magic momentum” of the incident kaon at
approximately pK− ≈ 0.55 GeV [21]. Characteristic of the (K−, π−) reaction,
because momentum transfered to the created Λ hyperon is small and at
the magic momentum of the incident kaon even zero, the orbital angular
momentum δL = 0 and spin δJ = 0 transfer to the Λ are favored. As a
result created Λ will populate the same angular momentum states as the
neutron it was created from. In the case of the hypernuclear ground state
this means that Λ will have the same angular momentum as the neutron in
the outermost shell. This are so called ”substitutional states”.
Contrary to the strangeness exchange mechanism, the associated pro-
duction reactions (π+, K+), (γ,K+) and (e, e′K+) transfer a large momen-
tum, larger than the nuclear Fermi-momentum, to the recoil hypernucleus, as
shown in Fig. 1.4. The effect of large momentum transfer is reflected in pro-
duction of hypernuclei with high-spin hypernuclear states [5]. This high-spin
stretched configurations have maximum angular momentum, Jmax = ln + lΛ
for the (π+, K+) reaction and Jmax = ln + lΛ + 1 for the photo-production
and electroproduction since photons carry spin. With such a momentum con-
figuration the parity of a state defined as (-1)J is influenced. The reaction
(π+, K+) populates natural parity states (Jmax = ln + lΛ) while electropro-
duction (e, e′K+) can populate un-natural parity states (Jmax = ln + lΛ + 1)
. This also is a consequence of the dominance of the spin-dependent terms
over the spin-independent terms in the elementary transition matrix of elec-
troproduction [60].
Hypernuclear excitations functions obtained on a 12C target by the (K−, π−),
(π+, K+) and (e, e′K+) hypernuclear production mechanism are shown in
Fig.1.5 [78].
10 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
Figure 1.5: Comparison of the excitation functions to be observed in
the (K−, π−), (π+,K+) and (e, e′K+) reactions on a 12C target [78].
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1.4 Hypernuclear Experiments
1.4.1 Overview
The first observation of a hypernucleus, as shown in Fig.1.6, was made by
M. Danysz and J. Pniewski [14] in a balloon-flown, 600 µm thick, glass-
blacked Ilford G5 emulsion plate. The Λ hypernucleus was formed by cosmic
ray and identified by its decay product [15]. This marked the beginning of
hypernuclear physics.
The most of the observed hypernuclei are Λ hypernuclei, when a single Λ
is bounded to the nuclear core represents, and as such have been extensively
studied [76]. Events have also been found which attribute to the formation
of S = −2 ΛΛ hypernuclei [108]. Because heavier hyperons, such as Σ and
Ξ, decay via strong decay the Σ+N → Λ+N and Ξ+N → Λ+Λ processes
the formed Σ and Ξ hypernuclei are unstable a width less than 5 MeV for
such configuration would be remarkable. Σ hypernuclei were also studied
and measured peak structures show a width of 7-8 MeV [32] [61].
Following O. Hashimoto and H. Tamura [78], the experimental develop-
ment of hypernuclear spectroscopy may be divided in four stages: studies
by the emulsions, counter experiments with (K−, π−) reaction, use of the
associated (π+, K+) reaction and γ-ray spectroscopy and (e, e′K+) reaction.
Summary of the Λ hypernuclei, which have been identified experimentally
so far, are summarized in Fig. 1.7.
First stage: emulsion technique
In this stage first observation of hypernucles was achieved, as shown in Fig.
1.6. Shown are the tracks of particles in a photographic emulsion. A cosmic
ray, marked ”p” in the figure, has collided with a nucleus in the emulsion.
One of the fragments from the collision decayed to lower down the cross point
marked as B to produce three new tracks. The faintest of these, traveling
towards the lower left (and marked 3 on the original), is probably due to a
pion. Reconstructed energy in the disintegration process is consistent with
12 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
Figure 1.6: The first observed hypernuclear decay in a photographic
emulsion by M.Danysz et al. [14] .
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Figure 1.7: Λ hypernuclear chart. The experimentally identified Λ
hypernuclei and the experimental methods used to study them are
shown. Update from ref. [78] .
the decay of a lambda particle in the original nuclear fragment.
In this stage hypernuclei were produced by incident cosmic rays and sec-
ondary meson beams on emulsions or bubble chambers. This stage provided
measurements of binding energies of only light hypernuclei (3 < A < 16)
ground states (and a few excited states) from weak decay of Λ hypernuclei
[30]. The Λ potential well depth was found to be approximately 2/3 of the
nucleon potential.
The results of this experiments [15] showed that biding energy of Λ in-
creased with higher mass number (A) of the nuclear core on the order of 1
MeV per nucleon in the core. Possibility of charge symmetry breaking was
suggested due to a small difference in the Λ binding energy of the mirror
hypernuclei 4ΛHe and
4
ΛH.
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Second stage: counter experiments with K− beams
The second stage in the hypernuclear spectroscopy, started in the 1970s with
the counter detector experiments through the use of low momentum, high
intensity K− beams, first at CERN (Centre Europe´en pour la Recherche
Nucleaire) [23] and later at Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL). Spec-
troscopic studies including excited states of hypernuclei became possible by
the (K−, π−) reaction. After the first experiment by the (K−stop, π
−) reaction
[40] the study of the hypernuclei continued with the in-flight (K−, π−) reac-
tion near the magic momentum producing an almost recoilless hypernuclei
[64] [65] [66] [8] [48] [49] [50].
The major impact of the in-flight (K−, π−) reaction was on the possibility
to study light p-shell hypernuclei. From measured data it was concluded that
the spin-orbit splittings of Λ orbits are very small [66]. Problems encountered
were due to low statistics and low beam intensities oof K− beams.
Third stage: use of the associated (π+, K+) reaction
In the mid 1980s, a new program using the associated production reaction
(π+, K+) began at the alternating gradient synchrotron (AGS) of Brookhaven
National Laboratory (BNL) on a carbon target [91] . This usage of this
reaction in the hypernuclear investigations was studied previously, but due
smaller cross section when compared to the (K−, π−) reaction [74] [42] [51]
it was not considered suitable for spectroscopy. High intensity pion beams
compensated for the small cross section.
Since then Λ hypernuclear spectroscopic studies were done on the higher
atomic mass targets, up to the A=89, at BNL [100] but also at the 12 GeV
proton synchrotron (PS) of the High Energy Accelerator Organization (KEK,
Japan) [41] .
Hypernuclear mass spectra with an energy resolution of 1.45-2.0 MeV
(FWHM) up to a mass number of A=208 were measured with finished Su-
perconducting Kaon Spectrometer (SKS) at the KEK [53] [45] [77]. High-
quality Λ spectra were measured and deeply bound states, such as sΛ and
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pΛ, were identified for various Λ hypernuclei. Fine peak structures related to
core-excited states were observed for light hypernuclei of 10Λ B and
12
Λ C helping
to understand the ΛN interaction by precise comparisons with configuration
mixing shell model calculations [12] [84] [83]. This effort established hyper-
nuclear spectroscopy as a broadly applicable, quantitative tool.
Fourth stage: γ-ray spectroscopy and (e, e′K+) reaction
New era in hypernuclear investigations began in the last decade with develop-
ment of two new experimental techniques based on electromagnetic probes:
the γ-ray spectroscopy [33] on the hadronic hypernuclei production reaction
and hypernuclear spectroscopy with the (e, e′K+) reaction [56].
The use of γ-ray spectroscopy in the hypernuclear spectroscopy was in-
troduced in 1970s [23] but only recently the full capabilities of its usefulness
has been exploited. The gamma rays are produced by selected transitions of
excited hypernuclear states produced by the reaction (K−, π−) or (π+, K+).
The first observation of γ-ray transition on the p-shell Λ hypernuclei was
done at the BNL-AGS [88] [87]. With the use of a germanium detector ar-
ray called Hyperball at KEK, precision spectroscopy has been carried out
with unprecedented resolution of a few keV [33]. Further γ-ray spectroscopic
studies with the Hyperball have been done at KEK [38] [37] [69] and at BNL
[31] [43].
With such a resolution the investigation of Λ hypernuclei structure by γ
spectroscopy allows us to study in detail the ΛN interaction, especially the
spin-dependent interactions (spin–spin, spin–orbit, and tensor interactions),
the ΛN–ΣN coupling interaction and charge symmetry breaking.
The second important development in the hypernuclear spectroscopy is
the use of the (e, e′K+) reaction. The high quality, high-intensity CW elec-
tron beams available at the Thomas Jefferson National Accelerator Facility
(JLab), USA, permitted the first successful (e, e′K+) spectroscopy measure-
ments [56] [39]. More on the obtained results in the following section.
A better understanding of the interior structure of the Λ hypernuclei
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is expected by combining absolute mass levels obtained by the (e, e′K+)
spectroscopy and spin doublet splittings values obtained by the γ-ray spec-
troscopy.
1.4.2 E89-009 experiment
The first successful hypernuclear spectroscopy measurements by the elec-
troproduction (e, e′K+) reaction was carried out at the Thomas Jefferson
National Accelerator Facility (JLab) in the year 2000 by the E89-009 experi-
ment : ”Investigation of the Spin Dependence of the AN Effective Interaction
in the P Shell” (HNSS for Hyper-Nuclear Spectroscopic System) [80].
The HNSS experiment showed that high resolution hypernuclear spec-
troscopy with the (e, e′K+) reaction is possible [56] [39]. The zero degree
electron tagging method was used to maximize the hypernuclear yield. The
hypernuclear mass resolution was affected by the hadron spectrometer mo-
mentum resolution and acceptance and high background rates of the brems-
strahlung electrons in the electron spectrometer system (Enge). To minimize
the high background rate in the electron arm the used beam intensity had to
be low (< 1µA for 12C target ) resulting in a small hypernuclear production
rate.
The obtained hypernuclear mass spectra in the HNSS experiment from
CH2 and
12C target are shown in Fig.1.8. Characteristic Λ single particle
states corresponding to sΛ and pΛ orbits, as well as a few core excited states
are clearly seen in the 12Λ B hypernuclear mass spectra. The resolution of the
12
Λ B ground state was 750 keV (FWHM), the best resolution at the time.
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(a) Missing mass spectra from CH2 target
(b) Spectrum of the 12Λ B hypernuclei
Figure 1.8: Missing mass spectra obtained in the E89-009 experiment.
CH2 and
12C target were used [56] [39] [110].
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1.5 Electroproduction of Hypernuclei
The basic characteristics of photoproduction interactions (γ,K+), with real
(γ + p→ K+ +Λ) and virtual photons (e+ p→ e′ +K+ +Λ/Σ0), are large
momentum transfer (q>400MeV) to the created hyperon and the strong spin-
flip (△S = 1) terms. The spin-flip, due to the virtual photon γ∗ spin, means
that photoproduction reactions will excite states with natural and unnatural
parity. The spin-flip unnatural parity states with J = Jmax = ln + lΛ + 1
are suppressed in (K−, π−) and (π+, K+) reactions. Thus photoproduction
reactions are complementary to hadronic reactions.
The disadvantage of the photoproductions is that, due to large momen-
tum transfer, the cross sections are strongly suppressed by the nucleus-
hypernucleus transition form factor. On the other hand, in contrast to the
purely hadronic processes, target nuclei are essentially transparent to the in-
cident photons and the distortion of K+ is rather small. Due to transparency
of the nuclei to the incident photons deeply bound particle-hole states can
be formed with Λ deep inside nuclei for heavy nuclei. Additionally, since
(e, e′K+) reaction uses low emittance and high energy stability (< 10−4) pri-
mary electron beam the beam energy uncertainty is very small. With well
defined beam energy, high beam intensity and high resolution spectrometers
hypernuclear states can be observed with sub-MeV resolution which may
allow us to observe the spin-orbit splittings for high orbital states.
In contrast to the hadronic processes, which produce hyperons in interac-
tion with neutrons, in the electroproduction (e, e′K+) interaction hyperons
are created on protons and so, for zero isospin T = 0 nuclei, it will excite
neutron rich T > 0 mirror hypernucleus to (K−, π−) and (π+, K+) reactions.
By studying the mirror hypernuclei, created by (e, e′K+) and (K−, π−) or
(π+, K+) reactions, Charge Symmetry Breaking effect (CSB), expected to be
significant for heavy hypernuclei with large neutron excess, can be studied.
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Figure 1.9: Kinematics of the electroproduction. The initial (pe)
and final (pe′) electron momenta define the scattering plane xz. The
transferred momentum q = pe − pe′ directed along the z-axis, and the
momentum of the kaon pK+ defines the reaction plane.
Elementary amplitude and kinematics
The kinematics of the electroproduction reaction, the elementary process of
electron scattering from proton, as sketched in Fig.1.9, can be written:
e(pe) + p(pp)→ e(pe′) + Λ(pΛ) + K+(pK+), (1.8)
where variables in the parentheses represents the four-momentum of the
corresponding particle.
The four momentum of the virtual photon q = (ω, ~q) transferred to the
nucleon is defined by ~q = ~pe− ~pe and ω = Ee−Ee′ . An azimuthal angle ΦK+
defines the angle between the scattering and reaction planes. The differential
cross section of the process, Eqn. 1.8, may be written as [96]:
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dσ =
Ee
pe
me
Ee
mp
Ep
me
Ee′
d ~pe′
(2π)3
1
2EK
d ~pK
(2π)3
mΛ
EΛ
d ~pΛ
(2π)3
(2π)4δ4(pp+q−pK−pΛ)
∑
spins
|Mfi|2
(1.9)
The transition amplitude Mfi can be written as the invariant product of
leptonic (jµ) and hadronic (J
µ) currents:
Mfi = jµ(pe′ , pe)
1
q2
Jµ(q, pp, pK , pΛ) (1.10)
The triple-differential cross section can be written as the product of lepton
Lµν and hadron tensors W
µν :
d3σ
dEe′dΩe, dΩK+
= βLµνW
µν (1.11)
The lepton tensor Lµν can be written as:
Lµν =
(2me)
2
2
∑
spins
jµ(pe′ , pe)j
+
ν (pe′ , pe) (1.12)
= Lsµν + L
a
µν (1.13)
= 2(pe′µpeν + peµpe′ν)− gµνQ2 + 2imeǫµναβqαqβ (1.14)
The hadron tensor W µν can be written as:
W µν =
1
(2π)3
mpmΛ
EpEΛ
∫
d| ~pK+|
~|pK+ |2
2EK
d ~pΛδ
4(pΛ + pK − pp − q)
×1
2
∑
spin
Jµ(pKpΛ, ppq)J
ν+(pKpΛ, ppq) (1.15)
The hadron current for electroproduction of pseudoscalar mesons can be
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written as a sum of six independent gauge invariant terms:
Jµ(pK + pΛ, ppq) =
∑
i
Aiu(pΛ)M
µ
i u(pp) (1.16)
Mµ1 =
1
2
γ5{(γ · q)γµ − γµ(γ · q)} (1.17)
Mµ2 = γ5{q2pµp − (q · pp)qµ} (1.18)
Mµ3 = γ5{q2pµΛ − (q · pΛ)qµ} (1.19)
Mµ4 = γ5{γµ(q · pp)− (γ · q)pµp} (1.20)
Mµ5 = γ5{γµ(q · pΛ)− (γ · q)pµΛ} (1.21)
Mµ6 =
1
2
γ5{(γ · q)qµ − γµq2} (1.22)
The detail description of the scalar form factors Ai is given in [35].
Performing the integration in Eqn.1.15
W µν =
1
(2π)3
mpmΛ
EpEΛ
| ~pK+ |2
4EKR
∑
spin
Jµ(pKpΛ, ppq)J
ν+(pKpΛ, ppq)
=
1
(2π)3
mpmΛ
EpEΛ
| ~pK+ |2
4EKR
W˜ µν (1.23)
R =
| ~pK|
EK
− ~pK · ~pΛ
pKEΛ
where pΛ and |PK+ | are fixed by the energy and momenta conservation.
In the reference frame where ~q‖zˆ and the xz-plane is defined by electron
momenta, the triple-differential cross section can be written as [35] [96]:
d3σ
dEe′dΩe, dΩK+
=
1
|ve − vp|
α2
Q2
Ee′
Ee
1
1− ǫ{(W
xx +W yy) (1.24)
+ ǫ(W xx −W yy) + 2ǫQ
2
ω2
W zz −
√
2ǫ(1 + ǫ)
Q2
ω2
(W zx +W xz)}
where (y = e2/4π = 1/137, Q2 = −q2 > 0 and
ǫ = (1 +
2|~q|2
Q2
tan2
θe
2
)−1 (1.25)
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with the electron scattering angle of θe.
Finally, putting |ve−vp| = (pe ·pp)/(EeEp) (for me = 0), the cross section
is:
d3σ
dEe′dΩe, dΩK+
=
1
(2π)3
α2
Q2(1− ǫ)
Ee′mp
(pe · pp)
mΛ|pK+ |2
4EΛEK +R
{(W˜ xx + W˜ yy) (1.26)
+ ǫ(W˜ xx − W˜ yy) + 2ǫQ
2
ω2
W˜ zz −
√
2ǫ(1 + ǫ)
Q2
ω2
(W˜ zx + W˜ xz)}
To express the cross section Eqn.1.26 in the form that allows an easy
connection to the photo-production (by real photons), the effective photon
energy Eγ and the virtual photon flux Γ (commonly evaluated using the lab
frame) are defined:
Eγ = ω − q
2
2mp
(1.27)
Γ =
α
2π2Q2
1
1− ǫ
Ee′mp
(pe · pp)Eγ
Lab︷︸︸︷
=
α
2π2Q2
Eγ
1− ǫ
Ee′
Ee
(1.28)
The effective photon energy Eγ represents the energy of the real photon
that would yield (in the lab frame) the same s = (pp + pγ)
2 as the actual
virtual photon in the electroproduction.
Then separating the ΦK+ dependent part and Γ
1, the triple-differential
cross section is written as [6] [52]:
d3σ
dEe, dΩe, dΩK+
= Γ { dσT
dΩK+
+ ǫ
dσL
dΩK+
+ ǫ
σp
dΩK+
+
√
2ǫ(1 + ǫ)
dσI
dΩK+
cos 2ΦK+}(1.29)
where σT, σL, σP and σI are called transverse, longitudinal, polarization and
interference cross section, respectively. They are given in terms of the baryon
currents:
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σT
dΩK
=
α
4π
mΛ
EΛ
|pK|2
4EKR
1
Eγ
(W˜ xx + W˜ yy)ΦK=0 (1.30)
σL
dΩK
=
α
4π
mΛ
EΛ
|pK|2
4EKR
1
Eγ
2Q2
ω2
(W˜ zz)ΦK=0 (1.31)
σP
dΩK
=
α
4π
mΛ
EΛ
|pK|2
4EKR
1
Eγ
(W˜ xx − W˜ yy)ΦK=0 (1.32)
σI
dΩK
=
α
4π
mΛ
EΛ
|pK|2
4EKR
1
Eγ
√
Q2
ω2
(W˜ zx + W˜ xz)ΦK=0 (1.33)
Although it is possible to calculate the hadronic tensor W˜ ij directly from
Eqn. 1.24, it is more convenient to go over to a two-component formalism.
In the CMS frame (~pp = −~q, ~pΛ = − ~pK+) :
~ǫ · ~J(pKpΛ, ppq) = f1(~σ · ~ǫ) + if2(~σ · pˆK){~σ · (qˆ × ~ǫ)}+ f3(~σ · qˆ)(pˆK · ~ǫ)
+ f4(~σ · pˆK)(pˆK · ~ǫ) + f5(~σ · qˆ)(qˆ · ~ǫ) + f6(~σ · pˆK)(qˆ · ~ǫ)
(1.34)
where qˆ = ~q/|~q|, pˆK = ~pK/| ~pK|, σ are the Pauli matrices, ǫ is the polarization
vector of the virtual photon. The functions fi are expressed in terms of the
form factors Ai ( Appendix B, Ref. [35]). Additional information can also
be found in references [96],[78],[1],[20] and [6].
Electroproduction of hypernuclei
The cross section of the electroproduction of hypernuclei:
e+A→ e′ +K+ +H
is again given by Eqn. 1.26, with the proton (hyperon) 4-momenta, masses
and so on replaced by those of the nucleus A (hypernucleus H).
The hadron current t in Eqn. 1.22 is substituted by the corresponding
many-particle matrix element between the non-relativistic nuclear and hy-
pernuclear wave functions:
T µif = 〈ΨH|
Z∑
n=1
χγχ
∗
KJ
µ(n)|ΨA〉,
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where the sum runs over the Z target protons and ΨH(ΨK) is the many-
particle translationally invariant (shell model) wave functions of target nu-
cleus (hypernucleus). χγ is the virtual photon wave function, or more pre-
cisely the product of the wave functions of incoming and outgoing electrons
in the plane wave approximation (the Coulomb distortion is neglected). χK
is kaon distorted wave function. χK is calculated with the first order optical
potential determined by [25]
1) the target nucleus density,
2) the appropriately averaged kaon-proton and kaon-neutron forward
scattering amplitudes.
All calculations are treated in the nucleus laboratory frame. The Fermi
motion of the target protons is neglected (frozen nucleon approximation),
therefore the one-particle hadron current Jµ must be expressed in the proton
laboratory frame.
In the many-body system, the transition matrix of the electroproduction
in Eqn. 1.34 is written as the following form [35]
M = ǫµJ
µ = F1(σ · ǫ) + iF2(qˆ × pˆK+) · ǫ+ F3(σ · qˆ)(pˆK + ·ǫ)
+F4(σ · pˆK+)(pˆK + ·ǫ) + F5(σ · qˆ)(qˆ · ǫ) + F6(σ · pˆK+)(qˆ · ǫ),
The (qˆ × pˆK+) · ǫ term is used instead of the term quadratic in the Pauli
matrices (σ · pˆK+){σ. (qˆ × ǫ)} + f3(σ · qˆ)(pˆK + ·ǫ), which is used in the
amplitude Eqn. 1.34 in the CMS frame. Six amplitudes Fi are expressed as
linear combinations of covariant form factors Ai [35].
Chapter 2
EXPERIMENTAL
APPARATUS AND DATA
ACQUISITION
2.1 Overview
The hypernuclear spectroscopic experiment E01-011 ”Spectroscopic study of
Λ hypernuclei up to medium-heavy mass region through the
(
e, e
′
K+
)
reac-
tion” was carried out in 2005 (from June to October) in the experimental
Hall C of the Thomas Jefferson National Accelerator Facility (JLab). Ex-
periment was proposed with a goal to measure (determine) energy levels of
Λ binding states in the s and p shell region for variety of targets and the
first study of the hypernuclear spectrum beyond the p-shell by the electro-
magnetic reaction achieved in the reaction 28Si
(
e, e
′
K+
)28
Λ
Al. Depending
on final resolution with this experimental setup we can study energy levels of
the core excited states and expected p shell splittings in heavier nuclei since
LS splitting is expected to increase with increasing Z.
Focus in the second generation hypernuclear electroproduction at JLAB
was set on the reaction 28Si
(
e, e
′
K+
)28
Λ
Al since this is the first hypernuclear
spectrum beyond p-shell by electroproduction. Data were taken also on the
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following targets CH2,
6Li,7Li,9Be,10B,12C and 28Si. CH2 target was used for
calibration purpose, since in scattering of proton from hydrogen in CH2 Λ and
Σ are produced whose masses are very well established and therefore can be
used for calibration. The reaction 12C
(
e, e
′
K+
)12
Λ
B, first achieved in HNSS
experiment, was carried out in order to improve statistics and resolution
of HNSS spectra. It is also used in calibration procedure. In addition to
the above list other reaction were studied. For the design of future Hall C
hypernuclear experiments data was taken for heavier targets 51V , 89Y , 208Pb
to study rates, quasi free production...
The E01-011 experiment is coincidence type of experiment where incident
electron beam interacts with target and Λ hypernuclei and K+ are created.
After interaction kaon was detected in coincidence with inelastically sca-
ttered electron using the two Hall C spectrometers, High Resolution Kaon
Spectrometer (HKS) and Enge spectrometer (Enge).
Since electromagnetic interaction has small cross section high luminosity
and high quality electron beam ,available to us thanks to the Continuous
Electron Beam Accelerator Facility (CEBAF) at JLab, is crucial factor in
electromagnetic study of hypernuclear systems. Detailed overview of kine-
matic conditions, Jefferson lab accelerator facility and experimental setup is
to follow.
2.2 Kinematic conditions
The reaction
(
e, e
′
K+
)
, represented in figure 2.1: incident electron with en-
ergy of 1.854 GeV, through the emission of virtual photon, interacts with
the proton embedded in nucleus. Scattered electron reaches ENGE scatter-
ing plane with central momentum of 0.319Gev/c which means that virtual
photon carries momentum of 1.5GeV. Virtual photon interacts with proton
and creates strange quark-antiquark pair and as a result proton is converted
in one hadron, Λ with quark content uds, and one strange meson, kaon K+
with quark content us¯. Λ remains in nucleus forming a bound state with bin-
ding energy Eb, and kaonK
+ is emitted with central momentum of 1.2GeV/c.
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Figure 2.1: Electroproduction of hypernuclei by (e, e
′
K+) reaction.
Kinematic conditions were chosen having in mind that in order to have
best possible statistics we need to investigate kinematic region with highest
cross section with limitation that electron spectrometer (ENGE) has lim-
ited kinematic region of scattered electron since it was designed with central
momentum of 0.3 GeV. The total cross section of Λ photoproduction as a
function of photon energy, measured by SAPHIR group [10], is shown in Fig.
2.2.
As seen in Fig.2.2 the total cross section for kaon photoproduction p (γ,K+) Λ
has maximum values in the region 1.1 − 1.5 GeV. This information to-
gether with ENGE limitations set the final value of incident electron beam to
Ee = 1.8GeV . This sets central momentum of outgoing kaon pK+ = 1.2GeV
and for this value of central momentum high resolution kaon spectrometer
(HKS) was designed and built.
Due to four momentum conservation there is momentum correlation of sca-
ttered kaon and electron, shown in Figure 2.3.
After reviewing momentum dependence in order to optimize (maximize)
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Figure 2.2: Total cross section of the p(γ,K+)Λ reaction [10].
event rate (statistics) the same review has to be done for angular depen-
dence. Angular dependence has to be optimized having in mind two factors,
maximizing electroproduction of Λ particle and at the same time background
events (bremsstrahlung, Moller scattering ) need to be minimized in order
to achieve best possible signal to noise ratio (an important feature in optical
calibration). Detailed account of background events will be given in Section
2.4.2.
As shown in section 1.5 differential cross section can be written as a product
of virtual photon flux and kaon angular dependence factor. Since virtual
photon flux is
Γ(Ee, ω, θe) =
α
4π2ω
[
E2e + E
2
e′
2E2e
(
m2eω
2
4E2eE
2
e′
+ sin2
θe′
2
)−1 − Ee′
Ee
m2eω
2
4E2eE
2
e′
(
m2eω
2
4E2eE
2
e′
+ sin2
θe′
2
)−2 − (Ee + Ee′)
2
4E2e
(
ω2
4EeEe′
+ sin2
θe′
2
)−1] (2.1)
Virtual photon flux has maximum in electron scattering angle θe for fol-
lowing value:
θe = sin
−1(
meω
4EeEe
) (2.2)
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Figure 2.3: Momentum acceptance of kaon and scattered electron
spectrometers. ( It is calculated with: beam energy 1.851 GeV, as-
sumed binding energy of 12Λ B ground states -11.37 MeV [82] and
28
Λ Al
ground state -16.92 MeV [58].)
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Figure 2.4: Virtual photon flux dependence on scattered electron
angle for 12C target. Plot is obtained with following kinematics
Ee = 1.851GeV and ω = 1.580GeV .
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Figure 2.5: Scattered kaon angular distribution of the photo pro-
duction of 12Λ B ground state doublet with a DWIA calculation [95].
, it is immediately obvious that this value is close to zero due to very
small electron mass meaning that we expect maximum in differential cross
section for very forward scattered electrons, as seen in Fig. 2.4, and that
detector package for electron arm should be in the scattering plane.
From Fig. 2.4 and Fig. 2.5 conclusion was that, in order to achieve high-
est possible yield of Λ hypernuclei production, scattered electron and kaon
need to be detected at forward angle. Further discussion on angular depen-
dence of electrons associated with virtual photon flux, Moller scattered and
bremsstrahlung electrons is left for the section 2.4.2, where new configuration
of the Enge spectrometer and it’s implications are discussed.
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Figure 2.6: Schematic overview of CEBAF and experimental halls
A,B and C at Jlab.
2.3 Jlab overview
Jlab is an electron accelerator facility offering high quality electron beam
produced by Continuous Electron Beam Accelerator Facility (CEBAF), Fig.
2.6. CEBAF is an electron linear accelerator producing continuous wave
(CW) beam with currents up to 200 µA. That beam can be delivered to
experimental halls as un-polarized or 75 % polarized in energy range between
0.6 GeV to 6 GeV. Relative momentum spread of the beam is of the order
of 10−5 with geometric emittance of 10−9 mrad and excellent reproducibility
of the beam conditions with almost 100% duty factor [11]. It is capable of
delivering high current and high polarization beams to Hall A and Hall C
and at the same time delivering to Hall B beam with high polarization and
low current.
2.3.1 CEBAF Accelerator
Injector The electron beam is produced by state-of-the-art Gallium Ar-
senide photocathode gun system 2.7 in the accelerator using three separate
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Figure 2.7: The injector system layout.
radio frequency (RF) gain switched lasers operating at 499 MHz, with 120
degree phase separation, which provide a 1497 MHz bunch train at 100 KeV
[104]. The laser micro pulses are about 55ps long (FWHM), the beam has the
same time structure of the lasers. In the bunching section the beam is then
adiabatically compressed to 2 picoseconds and accelerated by superconduct-
ing cavities. The beam quality such as polarization, optics and energy are
confirmed prior to injection into the main machine in the injector matching
region.
Linacs The 67MeV, 2ps electron bunch from the injector enters accel-
erator through north linac, see Fig. 2.6. Once in accelerator electrons are
accelerated through a unique recirculating beamline. Beamline itself con-
sists of two linear accelerators, the north 2.8(a) and south linac, connected
with two 180◦ arcs, the east 2.8(b) and west arc, with a radius of 80 meters.
North and south linac, each accelerates electrons by 600 MeV with an array
of superconducting radio frequency (SRF) cavities. Linacs altogether consist
of twenty cryomodules, each having eight superconducting niobium cavities.
The beam after one pass; acceleration at North linac, steering by the east
arc to the south linac gains 1.2 GeV and can be delivered to experimental
halls or be recirculated into the linacs by the west arc.
Recirculated electrons are accelerated in the same beam line in the linacs
but due to differences in energy after each pass in order to bend the beam
back to the linac different magnetic fields are needed for each pass. For
this reason the arcs are separated and stacked, see Fig. 2.8(b) and 2.6, and
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(a) North Linac (b) East Arc
Figure 2.8: CEBAF accelerator components
with different magnetic field configurations. They are recombined before sent
into the linac. The beam can be recirculated up to five times to get to the
maximum energy of 6 GeV.
Beam switchyard At the end of each pass the beam can be delivered
simultaneously to all three halls by a Beam SwitchYard (BSY) set at the end
of the South linac. At the BSY the beam is steered into a hall’s transport
channel by a RF module operating at 499 MHz frequency. At this frequency
RF module is capable of directing every third bunch of the 1497 MHz beam
to each Hall. Finally, the CW beam reaching each hall comes in bunches of
2 ps in length every 2ns.
This microstructure provides a good time reference for the experiments.
One of the important features of the CEBAF accelerator is its flexibility.
The energy of the beam is quite flexible since the energy gain in the linacs
may be changed. Also the range of currents can vary from 100 pA to 200
µA; although the maximum current used by experiments is 50 pA for Hall
B and 140 µA for Halls A and C. These features plus the high quality of
the beam (emittance, energy stability, and high polarization) are important
characteristics of this unique machine.The accelerator can deliver the first
four passes to one hall only. The fifth pass can be sent to all three halls.
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Figure 2.9: Hall C arc and beamline layout. The positions of used
beam diagnostic devices : harps, BPMs and BCMs is shown.
2.3.2 Hall C
The beam, after being is steered into a hall’s transport channel by a BSY
RF module, is transported to the target through Hall C Arc and beamline.
Hall C Arc consists of a system of dipole and quadruple magnets, in order
to steer and focus the beam on the target. In order to monitor conditions of
the beam during the experiment there are several beam diagnostic elements,
see Fig. 2.9.
Beam diagnostic, in the duration of E01-011 experiment, consisted of 2
Beam Current Monitors (BCMs), Fig 2.9, 6 Beam Position Monitors (BPMs),
8 Beam Profile Monitors (Super-harp) and a unser monitor for BCM cali-
bration. Detailed accounts of beam diagnostic monitors can be found in [2],
[27], [79], [101].
Superharps located in different portions of the Hall C Arc and beam-
line, are beam wire scanners that allow for precision measurement of a two-
dimensional beam profile and absolute beam position. Superharps are also
used for measurement of beam energy in Hall C and calibration of the ab-
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solute positions of other beam position monitors (BPM). Superharp is made
of wooden fork with three tungsten wires, one horizontal and two vertical
PROVJERI. As superharp is inserted into beam line tungsten wires interact
with electron beam. Charges induced in the wire give a signal for each wire
of the superharp. From signal induced in the horizontal wire vertical position
of the beam is determined and from signal of two vertical wires horizontal.
In order to extract beam profile and beam position superharp wire need to
interact with the beam and for this reason superharp scan can not be done
while experiment is in data taking mode.
Beam Position Monitors unlike superharps are used to determine
beam position while experiment is in data taking mode. The BPM is cylin-
drical cavity with four antennae rotated by 45◦ in the plane (y axis is in
direction opposite to gravity, x is horizontal) perpendicular to beam direc-
tion (z-axis). When beam goes through cavity induced signals in antennae
are measured. Amplitudes are proportional to the distance between the beam
and antennae. From this information only beam positions relative to cavity
center can be obtained. To obtain absolute positions calibration with super-
harps is necessary. With superharps measurement offsets of the cavity center
to the ideal beam trajectory are established. With constant beam current
the accuracy for relative beam position is ∼ 0.1 mm. Accuracy of absolute
position of the beam obtained with BPMs is ±1.02 mm [98].
Measurements from BPMs during the experiment are used to determine
the beam position and direction at the target and can, as superharps, be used
in beam energy measurements. The beam delivered to hall’s has undesirable
positional and energy fluctuations caused by electromagnetic fields generated
by accelerator electronic equipment. Beam energy fluctuations are obtained
from BPM measurement. It is possible to minimize them by applying real
time corrections to electromagnets and RF verniers along the beam line with
the energy feedback system [103]. PROVJERI. This is important since one
of the goals of E01-011 is significant sub-MeV resolution of hypernuclear
bound states which means that the energy of the beam must be known to
δE/E ≤ 1.0×10−4(FWHM). For this to be fulfilled beam energy spread and
stability have to be less than 10−4.
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Beam Current Monitors Hall C current was continuously measured
during the data taking by Beam Current Monitors(BCM) [2],[79],[101]. The
BCM are cylindrical RF resonance cavities where transverse electromagnetic
(TEM) modes are excited by the beam. Wire loop antennae pick up excited
EM waves and convert it’s power to frequencies. Current is being calculated
from these frequencies. To calibrate gains and offsets of BCM1 and BCM2,
we have another kind of BCM, a parametric current transformer (Unser mon-
itor), which has very good gain stability and can measure absolute current.
It can be used to calibrate the other two BPMs.
Fast Raster The beam used in the E01-011 experiment was a high in-
tensity CW beam and had small transverse size and on interaction with the
target deposits high energy amounts which could damage the target and/or
produce local boiling effects generating density variation. To prevent this
the Fast Raster [28] system, located 25 m upstream of the target, was used.
The fast raster system consists of two dipole magnets that, with sinusoidally
changing current powering them, spread the beam in both horizontal and
vertical directions. Periodicity of powering current is such that there is an
unstable Lissajous pattern (frequencies are not multiplier of each other) on
the target producing more uniform illumination within the beam spot. Dur-
ing the E01-011 experiment Fast Raster with the size of 5x5 mm2 was used
but not for all targets, see Table 2.2.
Hall C layout, as represented in Fig. 2.10, shows hall’s both standard
equipment, HMS and SOS spectrometers [3], [110] and the non-standard
equipment, in this case the HKS and ENGE spectrometers installed in or-
der to carry out the E01-011 measurements. Special feature of the E01-011
experiment is that one of the magnets, the splitter magnet used to sepa-
rate scattered electron and kaon after the target, is part of Hall C beamline
and deflects non-scattered electron so additional two correction magnets, as
seen in Fig. 2.10, are needed so that the non-scattered electron as well as
bremsstrahlung photons end up at the Hall C beam dump.
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Figure 2.10: Hall C layout with positions of experimental equipment
during E01-011 running period.
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2.4 E01-011 spectrometer system
In the E01-011 experiment the spectrometer system consisted of One Splitter
magnet and two spectrometer arms, Enge spectrometer and High Resolution
Kaon Spectrometer, to detect the scattered e′ and electroproduced K+ in
coincidence. Top view of the experimental setup is shown in figure 2.11.
Geometrical configuration of the spectrometer system is shown in figures
2.11 and 2.12.
For Enge spectrometer a new technique was introduced, the so called Tilt
method. To be able to detect particles at as forward angles as possible and
to bend e′ to Enge and K+ to HKS the splitter magnet was used. With this
setup we were able to detect kaons in horizontal plane with angles from 0◦ to
14◦ and avoid zero degree bremsstrahlung and Moller electrons in the Enge
spectrometer.
To minimize the multiple scatterings the whole system, the beam line and
region of e− and K+ trajectories, was under vacuum all the way to the exit
windows of the spectrometers of both arms. Enge spectrometer (as well as
Splitter magnet) was already used in HNSS so in E01-011 it is reused but a
new technique was introduced, the so called Tilt method. High Resolution
Kaon Spectrometer (HKS) was designed and built from scratch.
2.4.1 Splitter Magnet and Target Chamber
Splitter was a normal conducting C-type dipole magnet, as shown in Fig.
2.13(a), already used in the HNSS experiment [44] modified by the enlarge-
ment of the gap (15.24 cm width) because of the new kaon arm spectrometer.
SOS was replaced by the newly built HKS, which had bigger geometrical ac-
ceptance. The splitter was used having in mind kinematic settings of Λ
hypernuclei electroproduction so there are two basic requirements that de-
manded the usage of Splitter magnet:
• as shown, see Fig.2.5 and 2.4, cross section for Λ hypernuclei electropro-
duction has maximum value at very forward angles of both scattered
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Figure 2.11: Schematic overview of the E01-011 spectrometer system:
Splitter magnet, ENGE and HKS spectrometers.
(a) CAD drawing (b) Picture taken in Hall C
Figure 2.12: 3D overview of the E01-011 spectrometer system: Split-
ter magnet, ENGE and HKS spectrometers.
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Table 2.1: Main characteristics of the Splitter magnet.
Parameter Value
Pole gap width 15.24 cm
Weight 6.35 ton
Max field 1.8 T
Designed setting 780A (1.546 T)
Used setting 942.5A (1.70586 T ?)
e− and K+. This region can be observed with the splitter magnet.
• Separates particles with different charges; negatively charged particles
are bent toward ENGE Split Pole Spectrometer (ESPS) and positive
toward High Resolution Kaon Spectrometer (HKS).
Magnetic field on the mid-plane of the splitter magnet was measured with
the hall probe in the Test Lab in 2005. Magnetic field was tested for power-
ing current in the range from 0A to 780A, see Fig.2.4.1. Designed value for
the Splitter magnetic field of 1.546 T was achieved with the current setting
of 780A.
In the commissioning period of the E01-011 experiment it was found that
the experiment can not run with this field setting. The problem arose with
beam alignment which could not be done with Splitter field at 1.546 T. For
successful beam alignment an increase of 8.5% of the magnetic field of the
Splitter magnet was needed. The experiment was run with the Splitter cur-
rent set at I = 942.5A and since the new setting was outside the measured
range the field was calculated by TOSCA. Measured field and field calcu-
lated by Tosca of the Splitter magnet are plotted in Fig.2.4.1 and the basic
characteristics are in Table 2.1.
The target chamber, located in the pole gap of the Splitter magnet, was
built for sole purpose of holding the target in vacuum and to be the vacuum
connection of beam line and Enge spectrometer, exit beam line and HKS
spectrometer, as shown in Fig.2.12(b). To help align and tune the beam
there is a viewer window with a CCD camera to visually see the beam spot
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Table 2.2: Targets used in the E01-011 experiment and their positions
on the target ladder.
Target Thickness [mg/cm2] Ladder
1 2 3 4
BeO 1 1 1 1
CH2 465 4 2,3,4,5 2
6Li 2
7Li 189 3
9Be 188 5 5
10B 114 4
12C 100 3 6
28Si 65 6 6
51V 59.6 4
89Y 56 5
208Pb 6
on the BeO target. The target ladder,located inside the target chamber, was
made of aluminum and could hold maximum of six targets in the form of
squares 1.5cmx1.5cm in dimension. The target ladder was moved into the
beam at the specific position by remote control. At each position there was
a different target, with maximum of six targets as described in Table 2.2,
which allowed target change during the experiment.
2.4.2 Enge Split-Pole Spectrometer
Enge Split-Pole Spectrometer is a spectrometer system for electron arm and
was already used in the first (e,e’K) experiment, E89-009. Major improve-
ment was done in geometrical configuration of the system, the so-called Tilt
method. Enge is a normal conducting split pole dipole magnet. It is called
Split-pole spectrometer because it is constructed from two separate pole
pieces enveloped by a single coil [22] [81], as seen in Fig. 2.15. The main
characteristics of Enge are listed in Table 2.3.
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(a) Splitter: 3D schematic view (b) Design of splitter with target cham-
ber
Figure 2.13: Splitter magnet and target chamber
Figure 2.14: Excitation curve of the Splitter magnet calculated by
Tosca and measured. The star represents the used setting.
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Figure 2.15: Schematic view of the ENGE split pole spectrometer.
Table 2.3: Main characteristics of ESPS.
Parameter Value
Pole gap 46.6 mm
Mean radius Max. 1100 mm
Momentum 228 - 338 MeV/c (nominal)
Design Central Momentum 276 MeV
Total Length ∼5m
Solid Angle Acceptance 1.6 msr
Horizontal 25 mr
Vertical 20mr
Momentum Bite ±20%
Focal Plane Geometry:
Length 74 cm
Tilt 48.8◦
Dispersion 1.5 cm/%
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Figure 2.16: Enge magnet excitation curve measured at Test lab [110].
The star represents the used setting.
Magnetic field vs current excitation curve of Enge spectrometer magnet
was measured before the experiment obtained results are shown in Fig. 2.16.
As mentioned in section 2.4.1, the Splitter magnet settings needed to be
changed for the beam to be properly aligned. To compensate for the effect
that this change had to hypernuclear yield, the Enge magnetic field settings
were also changed and E01-011 was run with Enge current set at 366.5 A
producing the field of 1.5685 T. This current setting was 8.5% bigger than
the design value, and caused a mismatch between the ENGE and the Splitter
fields. The design values were matched to get an optimal physics yield by
maximizing the virtual photon integral. The change of the optics of the
system changed the ENGE acceptance, reducing the physics yield.
Tilt method
Tilt method stands for the simultaneous usage of vertical offsets and tilt an-
gle to the Enge spectrometer with respect to the Splitter dispersion plane.
The reason to use Tilt method came from the experience gained in the pilot
hypernuclear experiment. Since in E89-009 the background was dominated
with bremsstrahlung electrons the idea was to use the difference in angu-
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Figure 2.17: Angular distribution of the virtual photon flux and
bremsstrahlung electrons calculated with Ee = 1.864GeV , Eγ =
1.484GeV [44].
lar distribution between the electrons associated with virtual photons and
bremsstrahlung electrons to minimize background, see Fig. 2.17. In E89-009
Enge was placed in the Splitter plane, see Fig.2.18(a), and the effect of the
0◦ background effects can be seen in the measured 12Λ B spectrum which had
poor signal to accidental (S/A) ratio limiting the achieved resolution and
yield, see Fig. 1.8(b).
By tilting the Enge spectrometer with respect to the Splitter magnet,
see Fig. 2.18(b), bending plane extremely high rates of Mo¨ller scattered
and bremsstrahlung electrons are avoided, see Fig.2.19. The disadvantage
of this is that at the same time the number of virtual photons that are
accepted is also decreasing. Using the Raytrace Monte Carlo simulation to
simulate events associated with these three processes tilt angle was optimized
balancing two main issues: the number of accepted virtual photons should
be as big as possible; contribution from bremsstrahlung and Moller scattered
electrons should be as small as possible. As can be seen from Fig.2.19 the
Figure of Merritt (FoM) calculation shows best the behavior in the region
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(a) Enge configuration used in E89-009. (b) Enge configuration used in E01-001.
Figure 2.18: Enge configuration as used in E89-009: Enge set in the
Splitter plane, and for E01-001: Enge had vertical offset and tilt
with respect to the Splitter plane.
with scattering angle bigger than 7◦. Since hypernuclear yield has to be
optimized as well, the acceptable region for electron scattering angle (Enge
tilt) is between 7◦-8◦.
Enge tilt angle and vertical shift length were optimized using RAY-
TRACE with results shown in Fig.2.20
The effect of the Tilt method on reducing background events is already
seen when single arm electron rates measured in E89-009 are compared with
the ones measured in E01-011. For E89-009 the measured values were 2 ×
105 kHz while for E01-011 they were 1 × 103, 200 times less allowing beam
intensities up to 30µA (E89-009 ran with currents less than 1 µA).
2.4.3 High resolution kaon spectrometer
High resolution kaon spectrometer (HKS) is a new spectrometer system de-
signed to detect kaons produced in (e, e′K+) reaction for the E01-011 expe-
riment. The spectrometer consists of two quadrupoles, one vertically (Q2)
and one horizontally (Q1) focusing, followed by a horizontally bending dipole.
The basic characteristics of HKS magnets are listed in Table 2.4. The de-
sign and properties of QQD system were studied using TOSCA and before
using them in the experiment field mapping was done. The Q1 and Q2 were
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Figure 2.19: Angular dependence of the calculated rates for: brems-
strahlung and Moller scattered electrons and virtual photo flux.
Rates are calculated for 12C target with density 100 mg/cm2 at beam
current I=30µA. Figure of merit (FoM) defined as FoM= S/N
1
2 , S-
virtual photon flux; N - sum of bremsstrahlung and Moller scatte-
red electrons, FoM is scaled with arbitrary factor [44].
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Figure 2.20: Electron rates dependence on the Enge tilt angle and
vertical offset for: electrons associated with virtual photon flux
(hypernuclear production), Moller scattered and bremsstrahlung
electrons [44]. Rates are calculated for 12C target with density
100 mg/cm2 at beam current I=30µA.
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Table 2.4: HKS QQD magnets parameters.
Parameter Q1 Q2 D
Bore radius [mm] 120 145
Pole length [mm] 840 600 3254
Pole gap height [mm] 200
Number of turns 256 320 256
Conductor size
Maximum current [A] 875 450 1140
Maximum field [T] 1.53
Maximum field
gradient [T/m] 6.6 4.19
Maximum voltage [V] 159 53.8 165
Gap Yoke
Cooling water flow rate [l/min] 49.6 17.3 66.3 68.8
No. of coolant circuits 16 8 8 8
Pressure drop [MPa] 0.36 0.38 0.32 0.35
Total Weight [ton] 8.2 10.5 210
mapped with a Hall probe attached to a field mapper which can scan the
space in three dimensions. Hall probe itself can also be rotated by 90◦ to
measure Bx and By. For pictures and excitation curves of the magnets of the
HKS QQD magnet system see Fig.2.21.
Whole HKS spectrometer system is rotated in horizontal plane by 7◦
accepting kaons emitted with angle in 1◦-13◦ range. With this angular ac-
ceptance 0◦ positrons are being avoided.
2.5 Detector package
The E01-011 experiment is a coincidence type of experiment, meaning simul-
taneous detection of kaons in HKS detector package and scattered electron in
Enge detector package. The design of experimental apparatus involved three
basic types of detectors: time of flight hodoscopes, tracking chambers and
particle identification detectors. All these detectors are housed in a concrete
shielding house against background particles.
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Figure 2.21: Pictures of the HKS magnets:quadrupoles Q1 and Q2
and a dipole. Plots of the excitation curves: magnetic field for
dipole and gradient of the field for quadrupoles.
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Table 2.5: HKS spectrometer parameters
Parameter Value
Configuration Q-Q-D
Maximum field 1.53 T (normal conducting)
Central momentum at Bnom 1.2 GeV/c
Momentum Acceptance ±12.5%
Momentum Dispersion 4.7 cm/%
Momentum resolution 2x10−4
Solid angle 16 msr (with Splitter)
Solid angle 30 msr (without Splitter)
Bending radius 2.5m
Bending angle 70 %
Maximum Horizontal Angular Acceptance ±100 mr
Maximum Vertical Angular Acceptance ±75 mr
Vertical Opening Angle 80 mr
Focal Plane size 40× 120 cm
Focal Plane Tilt Angle 69◦
Focal plane distance from target 8.35 m
Flight length to last TOF 10.0 m
Kaon detection angle 7◦ horizontal (1-13◦)
Figure 2.22: Angular and momentum dependence of solid angle of
the HKS spectrometer system [44]. Left figure shows angular and
momentum dependence of solid angle. Left figure shows momentum
dependence of total solid angle.
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2.5.1 Enge detector package
Enge detector package consists of a honeycomb drift chamber (EDC) used for
tracking and two hodoscopes planes (EHODO1 and EHODO2) of scintillation
counters used for timing. For timing calibration of EHODO1 and EHODO2
another scintillator (EHODO3) was used. The detector package was mounted
to the exit of the Enge magnet.
The upgrade from HNSS comes from the introduction of Honeycomb drift
chamber while in HNSS silicon strip detectors were used. Silicon strip detec-
tors were capable of measuring only position of the scattered electron on the
focal plane while EDC measures position and angle. The need for this up-
grade arose because of the change in configuration of the Enge spectrometer
(Tilt method) which destroyed the optics on the dispersion plane so angular
components need to be involved into calculation of the focal plane optics.
Honeycomb drift chamber
Enge drift chamber (EDC) was positioned right after the Enge magnet,
mounted directly on the Enge magnet exit. The position and angles at the
focal plane of the scattered electron were obtained from EDC data. Geomet-
rical center plane of EDC actually coincided with the focal plane definition.
EDC is made of ten planes of sense wires and their field wires surrounding
them in hexagon structure. Hence the name honeycomb drift chamber, see
Fig.2.23.
This design was chosen because of the requirement for large incident an-
gle and a momentum resolution of 4 ×10−4 (FWHM). Sense (anode) wires
were made of gold plated tungsten with a diameter of 20µm and field wires
were made of gold plated aluminum with a diameter of 80µm. Sense wires
formed ten layers (planes) in the configuration xx’uu’xx’vv’xx’. Wires in
prime planes are parallel to the ones in unprimed planes, x’(u’,v’) wires are
parallel to x(u,v) wires, but with a shift of half cell (cell size is 0.5 cm).
This shift in unprimed planes resolves left-right position ambiguity in x-
position obtained by x-plane. The u and v wires are rotated with respect
to x wires, the u wires have an angle of 30◦ degrees and v wires −30◦. The
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Figure 2.23: Honeycomb cell structure of the Enge drift chamber.
Table 2.6: Enge drift chamber parameters
Parameter
Wire plane configuration X, X’, U, U’, X, X’, V, V’ X, X’
Effective region 12Hcm× 100W cm× 30T cm
Gas content Argon-Ethane 50/50 mixture
Gas pressure 16 psi
Operation HV 2200 V
Threshold 2.0 V
distance between the planes is 7.5cm. The parameters of EDC are listed in
Table2.6. Design of EDC chamber is shown in Fig.2.24. EDC was filled with
Argon-Ethane (50-50) gas mixture. The signal from the anode wire went
to nanometric N277L cards which preamplified and discriminated the signal.
For EDC there were 70 amplifier-discriminator cards on each side,top and
bottom, 35 cards. The same type of cards was also used in the HKS drift
chamber.
Enge hodoscopes
Enge hodoscope system is made of two layers of plastic scintillators, EHODO1
and EHODO2, placed after EDC and used for trigger and timing measure-
ment. Each plane consists of 25 scintillator detectors, see Fig.2.25, with the
planes having an offset to each other of half a width of the scintillator. At
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Figure 2.24: Schematic view of the Enge honeycomb drift chamber.
both ends of the scintillator slab there was a PMT connected to the scin-
tillator with acrylic light guides.PMTs were made by Hamamatsu and two
types were used: H6612 and R3478. Third scintillator layer, EHODO3, was
actually a single scintillator detector that covered the entire focal plane and
was used for the calibration of EHODO1 and EHODO2.
The operating settings of the hodoscopes, high voltage on the dynods and
threshold voltage on the discriminator, for both Enge and HKS hodoscopes
were chosen based on the efficiency plateau curve test. The efficiency is the
ratio of the hits in the detector under study and the triggers of the system.
By doing a PMT high voltage and discriminator voltage threshold scan for
each PMT efficiency plateau curve was obtained, see Fig.2.26.
2.5.2 HKS detector package
The HKS detector package consisted of detectors for tracking of particle , par-
ticle identification, time determination and trigger. Details of the package
are shown in Fig.2.27; for tracking two layers of drift chambers (HDC1 and
HDC2), for particle identification three layers of Aerogel Cˇerenkov (AC1,AC2
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Figure 2.25: Schematic view of the Enge hodoscope.
and AC3) and two layers of Water Cˇerenkov (WC1 and WC2), for timing
scintillation hodoscopes. Because of the small kaon production cross section
(compared to positrons, pions and protons) important part of the HKS de-
tector package are particle identification detectors enabling good kaon iden-
tification. Three layers of aerogel Cˇerenkov discriminated pions from kaons
while two layers of Water Cˇerenkov discriminated protons from kaons which
together with timing obtained from hodoscopes enabled good kaon particle
identification. All these detectors were shielded from background particles by
concrete shielding house and from dipole fringe field by the so called ”German
fortress”, an iron box completely surrounding the HKS detectors.
HKS drift chambers
The two HKS drift chambers (HDCs) determined the particle trajectories.
HDCs were positioned after the HKS dipole magnet and mounted to the
vacuum extension from the exit of the dipole to the window of the first
HDC. The separation between chambers was 1m and in between there was
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Figure 2.26: Top High voltage plateau for the ENGE hodoscope
PMTs. Bottom Discriminator threshold plateau for the ENGE ho-
doscope PMTs.
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Figure 2.27: Detector package of the HKS, consisting of drift cham-
bers, time of flight hodoscopes, Aerogel and Water Cˇerenkov detec-
tors.
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Figure 2.28: Schematic view of the HKS drift chamber wire direc-
tions.
a Helium bag to minimize multiple scattering of the particles. This is also
the reason why drift chambers are the closest to the HKS dipole. HDCs
were constructed by Hampton University group by design similar to the ones
used in HNSS experiment [110] [3]. Each of the HDCs had six wire planes,
transverse to central trajectory. Layout of the wires in x (u and v) plane
is transverse to x (u and v) axes. With respect to X axis U axis is tilted
60◦ and V axis by −60◦ with positive direction being clockwise, see Fig.2.28.
Wire layer configuration in HDCs were UU’XX’VV’, see Fig.2.29 and 2.30.
Primed layers had the same direction as unprimed ones but with an offset of
half a cell size (1cm) to resolve left-right ambiguity of the position measured
by unprimed plane. The plane had an effective area of 122cm× 30cm each.
The sense (anode) wires were made of gold plated Tungsten, 25 µm in
diameter, connected to the ground. Potential wires were made of a Beryllium
Copper alloy, 90 µm in diameter, connected to negative high voltage. The
cathode foils are made of 1/2 mil of Mylar coated on both sides with 1,200 A˚
of Cu. The distance between two cathode foils was 0.635 cm. The separation
between two sense wires, as well as for two potential wires, was 1 cm which
gave maximum drift distance of 0.5 cm. The number of sense wires on planes
X,X’ was 122 while U,U’,V,V’ had 87 wires.
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Figure 2.29: Schematic view of the HKS drift chamber.
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Figure 2.30: Schematic view of the HKS drift chamber.
The signal in the drift chamber is produced when a particle, traveling
through the chamber, ionizes gas producing an avalanche when electrons drift
towards the anode. The gas mixture that was used was a 50:50 mixture, by
weight, of argon and ethane(C2H6) gas. This mixture is used because argon
has good ionization and ethane good quenching properties.
Signals from sense wires went to Nanometrics N277-L, see Fig.2.33, which
amplified and discriminated the signal. There were 20 cards per chamber,
mounted on both sides of the chamber, using power input of both ±5V .
Discriminated ECL signals from cards were processed by (Lecroy 1877) Fast-
Bus multihit TDC which can store 16 hits with the resolution of 500ps. TDC
information for each HDC wire was readout when trigger signal has been sent
to stop the Fast-Bus multihit TDC in the window of µs before the trigger.
This TDC values were used to obtain drift time, time needed for drifting
electron to arrive to sense wire from the point of ionization. Position of the
track is calculated from wire position and measured drift time. With the cell
size being 0.5 cm and Ar-Ethane gas mixture the maximum drift time was
about 150 ns.
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Figure 2.31: Particle rate dependence of HDC planes on high voltage
set on cathode foils and potential wires.
Drift chambers were tested before the experiment with cosmic data so
that operational high voltages of the cathode foils and potential wires could
be optimized. High voltage plateau region is shown in Fig.2.31 and 2.32.
HKS hodoscopes
In HKS three layers of plastic scintillation hodoscopes HTOF1X, HTOF1Y
and HTOF2X were part of the trigger setup and were also used for measuring
the time of flight (TOF) between the hodoscope planes of the charged parti-
cles. Hodoscopes HTOF1X and HTOF2X were segmented in X direction (see
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Figure 2.32: HDC trajectory efficiency dependence on high voltage
set on cathode foils and potential wires.
Table 2.7: Geometrical and operational parameters of the HKS drift
chamber. Position is measured from focal plane definition.
Parameter
Wire plane configuration U, U’, X, X’, V, V’
Dimensions 57.8Hcm× 150.5W cm× 7.6T cm
Effective region 30.5Hcm× 122.4W cm
Z Position of the HDC1 center [cm] -48.095
Z Position of the HDC2 center [cm] 51.905
Gas content Argon-Ethane 50/50 mixture
Gas pressure 16 psi
Operation HV 1970 V
Threshold 3.0 V
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Figure 2.33: Picture and Scheme of the Nanometrics N277-L card.
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Table 2.8: Parameters of the HKS hodoscopes. Position is measured
from focal plane definition.
Parameter HTOF1X HTOF1Y HTOF2X
Height [cm] 30 30 30
Width [cm] 125 125 170
Thickness [cm] 2 2 2
Segments 17×7.5 cm 9×3.5 cm 18×7.5 cm
Z Position [cm] 69.2 85.1 218.7
PMTs Hamamatsu H1949-50
High Voltage [V] -1800
Fig.2.34), the PMTs pointed in Y direction, while HTOF1Y was segmented
in Y direction (see Fig.2.35), the PMTs pointed in X direction. TOF was
calculated using 1X and 2X hodoscopes and, in the absence of signal from
one of them, time information obtained by HTOF1Y was used for TOF cal-
culation. Positions of HKS hodoscopes can been seen in Fig.2.27. HTOF1X
and HTOF1Y were placed after HDCs with 1Y after 1X while HTOF2X was
after Aerogel Cˇerenkov and before Water Cˇernkov. The distance between
HTOF1X and HTOF2X was 149.5 cm chosen to separate kaons from pions
and protons in the designed HKS momentum region.
HKS hodoscopes were constructed from Bicron BC408 scintillators and
on both sides Hamamatsu H1949-50 phototubes were used. The parameters
of HKS hodoscopes are listed in Table2.8.
When charged particle passes through the scintillator it loses energy, due
to interaction with material, and light is produced. It is transmitted to PMTs
on both sides and converted to electric pulse. This signal was sent by coaxial
cable to counting house and divided into two signals in 1/3 ratio and 2/3 ratio
by a splitter. The larger signal was delayed and used for pulse size analysis
done in fastbus ADC [LRS1881M]. The smaller one was processed by leading
edge discriminator [PS7105] and the output was after delay used for timing
and analyzed by a fastbus TDC [LRS1872A] and for forming trigger.
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Figure 2.34: Schematic view of the HKS hodoscope, layer 1X.
Figure 2.35: Schematic view of the HKS hodoscope, layer 1Y.
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Aerogel Cˇerenkov
The HKS Aerogel Cˇerenkov detectors (AC) were an important part of the
HKS package. Because of the small difference between Kaon (mK+ = 439.7Mev)
and Pion (mΠ = 139.5MeV ) masses they can not be completely separated
with TOF information obtained with HKS hodoscopes. The ACs were used
to discriminate, reject pions from kaons in kaon trigger because in this mo-
mentum range protons and kaons should not produce a signal in AC detector.
There were three layers each consisting of 7 segments of AC detectors and all
were light tight. AC was segmented in X direction, the PMTs pointed in Y
direction. The radiator material used in AC was hydrophobic silica aerogel
(n(SiO2)+2n(H2O)) SP50 from Matsushita Electric Works with a refraction
index 1.055 which enables the separation of kaons from pions in momentum
region of 1.2GeV ± 12.5%. By using AC in kaon trigger in veto mode pion
suppression by a factor of 10−4 was achieved.
Each AC layer (46Hcm × 169W cm × 31T cm) was inside of diffusion box
optically separated into seven segments by tedlar film sandwiched between
two layers of Millipore paper. The inside walls were covered with white
milipore filter paper which acts as diffusion reflector. Each segment was
filled with 5 layers of aerogel bricks (11.3cm× 11.3cm× 0.5cm) covering an
area of 46cm× 23cm with radiation length of 5cm. On one side the aerogel
tiles rested on one of the side walls and from the other side they were kept
in place by nylon wires. When particle with β > 0.948 passes through the
silica aerogel, it emits Cˇerenkov light in a ±18.6◦ wide forward pointing cone.
The light produced in aerogel tiles was collected by 2 PMTs, see Fig 2.36.
Two types of PMTs were used, 28 Hamamatsu R1250 PMTs for first and
second AC layer and 14 Photonis XP4572B/D1 PMTs for third layer. The
two discriminated logical signals are then ANDed to form the HKS aerogel
pretrigger signal, AERO. This signal was a part of the HKS pretrigger logics
as a veto signal to reject pions at trigger level. The HVs on the PMTs
were set so that the one-photo-electron (OPE) peaks were at about the same
position in their ADC spectra.
In the commissioning period of the experiment the HKS dipole fringe
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Figure 2.36: Schematic side and top view of the HKS aerogel
Cˇerenkov detector.
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Figure 2.37: Left, effect of the fringe field on the performance of
the AC PMTs. Right Recovered performance of the AC PMT with
coiled wire induced field that canceled HKS dipole fringe field.
field of five Gauss influenced the performance of the aerogel PMTs, as seen
in Fig. 2.37. In order to solve this unexpected effect detectors were enclosed
in an iron plate structure, the so called “German fortress“. This reduced
the fringe field from 5 Gauss to 2.5 Gauss but was not good enough and the
AC PMTs did not perform to the satisfactory level. The problem was solved
with local magnetic field around aerogel PMTs created by coiling an AWG 12
wire around them, see Fig. 2.38. The DC current of 3A in the wires created
magnetic field and canceled the fringe field restoring the PMTs performance.
The performance of AC is in detail discussed in Section 3.4.4.
Water Cˇerenkov
The HKS Water Cˇerenkov detectors (WC) were used: online as a part of
the kaon trigger and oﬄine for the separation of protons from kaons which
can not be completely done with TOF information. On the online level WCs
were a part of the kaon trigger in AND mode rejecting protons with efficiency
of 5 × 10−4. For this suppression effect to be achieved two layers of water
Cˇerenkov (WC1 and WC2), each consisting of 12 segments of WC detectors,
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Figure 2.38: Picture of Aerogel Cˇerenkov with coiled wire needed
to cancel HKS dipole fringe field.
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Figure 2.39: Schematic drawing of Water Cˇerenkov planes and
counter.
were used. WC was segmented in X direction, the PMTs were pointed in Y
direction. The schematic view of the WC layer and detector design is shown
in Fig.2.39.
The radiator material used was pure (de-ionized) water with added (50
mg per liter) wavelength shifter (amino-G-salt: 2-amino-6, 8-naphthalene-
disulfonic acid). The wavelength shifter was added to make the light response
isotropic and to increase the number of observed Cˇerenkov photons by re-
radiating the produced light at a longer wavelengths which are more suitable
for the response of photomultiplier tubes.
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The water mixture was contained in a white acrylic (Mitsubishi: Acrylite
402 with diffuse reflectance of 94.8%) box with dimensions 35Hcm×15W cm×
7.5T cm. Water containers were light shielded by wrapping them in aluminum
foil and black plastic sheet. The Cˇerenkov light produced was collected by
two PMTs (Hamamatsu H7135) attached to two UVT transparent acrylic
windows (Mitsubishi: Acrylite 000 with effective wavelength region trans-
mittance og 90%) on both ends of water, see Fig.2.39.
The dependence of the number of photons on particle momentum for
two radiators, pure water with added wavelength shifter(n=1.33) and acryl
(n=1.49) is shown in Fig.2.40.
2.5.3 Trigger
To kinematically reconstruct Λ hypernuclear states incident electron, kaon
and scattered electron momenta must be known on event to event basis so the
coincidence of the scattered electron and kaon was needed. The experiment
E01-011 was a coincidence type of experiment with the trigger formed as
coincidence of pretriggers from HKS and Enge detector packages. Enge pre-
trigger was the coincidence signal of the Enge hodoscope layers (on the Enge
side there was no need for particle identification detectors) with coincidence
window of 12.5 ns.
EHODOpretrig = EHODO1⊗ EHODO2 (2.3)
The HKS pretrigger is formed from hodoscope, Aerogel Cˇerenkov and Water
Cˇerenkov signals. Depending on what we want to study, the HKS pretrig-
ger can be set to one of the possibilities listed in Table 2.9. An unbiased
trigger required only coincidence between HKS hodoscopes so the spectrum
is dominated by pions and protons. Pion trigger will be formed if signal is
produced in both Cˇerenkov detectors, as explained in 2.5.2. Hence, a pion
trigger was 1X ⊗ 2X ⊗ AC ⊗WC. Since kaon and proton do not produce
a signal in AC, their triggers had AC signal in veto mode. Both proton and
kaon produce light in WC. With threshold set on WC signal protons can
be separated from kaons since they produce less light, see Fig.2.40. Proton
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Figure 2.40: Dependence of the number of photons produced in
Cˇerenkov detectors by protons and kaons in water (n=1.33) and
acrylic radiator (n=1.49). Colored region represents HKS spectrom-
eter momentum acceptance.
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Table 2.9: HKS trigger conditions.
HKS pretrigger Setting Comment
Unbias HTOF Rate, efficiency study
Pion HTOF⊗WC⊗AC pion selection
Proton HTOF⊗WC ⊗ AC proton selection
Kaon HTOF⊗WC ⊗ AC production
trigger was 1X⊗2X⊗ (AC⊕WC). Kaon trigger was 1X⊗2X⊗AC⊗WC.
In production mode, used trigger was a combination of kaon trigger and
prescaled unbiased events with prescale factor set to contribute on the level
of ∽ 5% of kaon trigger events.
As seen in Table 2.9, to form HKS pretrigger, first responses of each
HKS detector package HTOF, WC and AC are defined. Depending on the
physics motivation and running conditions detector package settings in HKS
pretrigger changed. The standard detector package setting in trigger was as
described:
HTOF = HTOF1X ⊗HTOF2X (2.4)
WC = WC1⊗WC2 (2.5)
AC = [(AC1⊗ AC2)⊕ AC3]⊕ [(AC1⊗ AC3)⊕ AC2]
⊕[(AC2⊗ AC3)⊕ AC1] (2.6)
On the online trigger level it was not possible to isolate the real coinci-
dence events from accidental ones because of high trigger rates of the Enge
pretrigger. The real HKS and Enge coincidence events were created on the
oﬄine analysis as discussed in Section 4.1.
Grouping trigger
With this experimental setup, high trigger rates in both kaon and electron
arm were expected, see Table 2.10 and Fig.2.41, much higher than data acqui-
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Table 2.10: Calculated singles rates of particles expected in HKS
and Enge detectors. Values used in calculation: 30µA beam, 100
mg/cm2 target thickness, angle of scattered kaon θ+K = 7
◦ and θ
′
e =
4.5◦ for electron.
HKS Enge
Target e+ [kHz] π+ [kHz] K+ [kHz] p [kHz] e− [kHz] π+ [kHz]
12C - 420 0.38 150 1000 2.8
28Si - 420 0.32 130 1900 2.8
51V - 410 0.29 120 2650 3.0
sition could handle. This introduced an issue of accidental kaon overkilling
(suppression) which was solved with grouping trigger. .
The grouping idea involved the segmentation of detector layers in the
HKS detector package. With Monte Carlo simulation detector planes were
segmented in six groups, see Fig2.42. With grouped trigger, the setup kaon
overkill was avoided because AC veto signals could only veto coincidence
signal HTOF ⊗WC from the same group (AC veto from G3 will not veto
kaon trigger event from G1, G2, G4, G5 or G6 ). With the HKS spectrometer
system momentum and angle acceptance it was not possible to have clean
separation of groups and there was an overlap to make sure Kaons are not
rejected.
As a reference, grouping definition for the real event distribution on the
HTOF1X and 2X are represented in Fig. 2.27, and shows an availability
of the grouping trigger introduction. Group trigger was implemented with
programmable logic module, Tohoku Universal Logic module (TUL-8040).
Trigger logic
Trigger logic with defined kaon, proton and pion particle pretriggers, as used
in the E01-011 experiment, is shown in Fig.2.43. Each of the particle pre-
triggers used signals from HKS hodoscopes, Aerogel and Water Cˇerenekov
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Figure 2.41: Typical trigger rates of Enge and HKS pretriggers
(Top) and coincidence trigger (Bottom) in E01-011 for used target
and beam current settings.
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Figure 2.42: Grouping trigger for the HKS detector package and
defined segmentation of layers.
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Figure 2.43: The HKS trigger logic.
detectors as shown in the figure.
2.5.4 Data summary
Data taking for the E01-011 experiment took place in 2005 from June to
October. In that period data was taken for 10 targets, as listed in Table
2.11. During the experiment, as conditions changed so did data trigger set-
tings, as seen in Table 2.11. There were three important changes. First,
introduction of grouped trigger from run 56283, data sets one, seven and
eight used ungrouped trigger. Second, the HKS hodoscope layer HTOF1Y
was part of the trigger from run 57729. Third, introduction of adder in WC
signal (signals from both tubes of the WC segment were summed). Since
Cˇerenkov detectors were the best tool for the reduction of proton and pion
rates, their settings frequently changed during the experiment for rate and
trigger control and study. Data summary for each target is shown in Table
2.12.
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Target Data Set Beam Charge Current Trigger Grouping Runs
[mC] Ave [µA] ENGE⊗1X⊗2X⊗
CH2
#1 149.99 1.44 WC(T⊕B)⊗AC(T ⊗B) OFF 55838-56163
#2 246.24 1.38 WC(T⊗B)⊗AC(T ⊕B) ON 56283-57334
Li6 #3 2543.6 21.0 1Y⊗WC(T⊕B)⊗AC(T ⊗B) ON 60623-61035
Li7 #4 3764.6 25.2 1Y⊗WC(T⊕B)⊗AC(T ⊗B) ON 60235-61065
Be9
#5 2267.2 17.9 WC(T⊗B)⊗AC(T ⊕B) ON 56476-57528
#5 9.5 18.9 WC(T⊗B)⊗AC(T ⊗B) ON 57529-57538
#5 6.8 17.2 WC(T⊕B)⊗AC(T ⊗B) ON 57542-57545
#6 1311.8 18.0 1Y⊗WC(T⊕B)⊗AC(T ⊗B) ON 59316-59800
B10 #7 3248.2 26.3 1Y⊗WC(T⊕B)⊗AC(T ⊗B) ON 60812-60961
C12
#8 499.4 13.2 WC(T⊕B)⊗AC(T ⊗B) OFF 55911-56230
#8 19.4 16.7 WC(T⊗B)⊗AC(T ⊗B) OFF 56229-56230
#9 187.0 11.3 WC(T⊗B)⊗AC(T ⊕B) OFF 56231-56278
#10 6046.5 22.9 WC(T⊗B)⊗AC(T ⊕B) ON 56355-57200
#11 1130.7 19.6 WC(T⊗B)⊗AC(T ⊗B) ON 57547-57727
#12 646.3 20.4 1Y⊗WC(T⊗B)⊗AC(T ⊗B) ON 57729-58409
#13 6223.1 23.4 1Y⊗WC(T⊗B)⊗AC(T ⊗B) ON 58410-60561
Si28
#14 2648.7 16.7 1Y⊗WC(T⊗B)⊗AC(T ⊗B) ON 57249-58394
#15 8542.2 11.3 1Y⊗WC(T⊕B)⊗AC(T ⊗B) ON 58720-59869
#16 2650.0 16.2 1Y⊗WC(T⊕B)⊗AC(T ⊗B) ON 59995-60756
V51 #17 779.0 13.1 1Y⊗WC(T⊕B)⊗AC(T ⊗B) ON 60026-60418
Y89 #18 585.7 10.8 1Y⊗WC(T⊕B)⊗AC(T ⊗B) ON 60063-60439
Pb208 #19 1Y⊗WC(T⊕B)⊗AC(T ⊗B) ON
Table 2.11: Data acquisition settings during the E01-011 experiment.
Target Thickness Beam Charge Note
[mg/cm2] [mC]
CH2 460 366.3 for mass calibration
Li6 164 2545.1 production
Li7 189 3828.7 production
Be9 188 3657.8 production
B10 114 3249.1 production
C12 100 14940.8 for mass calibration
and production
Si28 65 13859.8 production
V51 59.6 779.0
Y89 56 585.7 for QF rate study
Pb208 283
Table 2.12: The E01-011 target data summary.
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Chapter 3
DETECTOR CALIBRATION
AND PERFORMANCE
3.1 Overview
The raw data file, produced by CODA, contains the information read out
from detector (end-front) electronics when trigger (event) is accepted. Each
raw file contains one thousand pedestal events, settings of the accelerator
magnets and monitors, scalers and detector ADCs and TDCs. The raw in-
formation, TDC, ADC and scalers are decoded and analyzed and then turned
into physics observables by the reconstruction program. The reconstruction
program was also used during the E01-011 data taking to oversee detector
performances on the run by run basis in order to identify possible problems
on time.
The E01-011 analysis software was a modified version of Hall C analysis
software ENGINE [93] [3] [110] [92] consisting of four basic parts: initial-
ization package, HKS reconstruction, ENGE reconstruction and coincidence
part. The modifications made for the electron side, the ENGE arm, were
significant because of the introduction of the Honeycomb drift chamber in
the Enge detector package. Hodoscopes setup was similar to the one in the
HNSS. The Honeycomb drift chamber, not used in HNSS, was a completely
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new detector and so the code needed to be written for them. For the HKS
drift chamber except for parameter files change, the number of wires and
the active area were different from SOS drift chambers, tracking code itself
had to be changed. The original tracking code could not properly handle
high rates and multiplicity issues in each event caused by high rates seen
by drift chambers, up to 10MHz, much higher than in previous experiments.
The HKS TOF system had three planes of hodoscopes (1X1Y2X), instead
of SOS four (1X1Y2X2Y), and therefore part of the code involving 2Y was
removed from the SOS software. The SOS AC code was modified to include
the three planes and the segmentation of the detectors. The HKS WC code
was written from the SOS Lucite Cˇerenkov code.
3.2 Event Reconstruction
The E01-011 ENGINE event reconstruction procedures are shown in Fig.3.1
flow chart. The first step is the initialization of the parameters such as input
and output file names, detector maps, kinematics parameters, detector posi-
tions; TDC and ADC windows, conversions, templates, histograms, ntuples...
The file parameters are set by the REPLAY.PARM and detector information
and signal processing parameters by the e01011.database file. The raw data
file is opened and detector variables for the red event are filled according to
the detector map file. With the detector variables filled, physical analysis
starts. In each run the first one thousand events are pedestals used in the
ADC reconstruction.
First, hodoscope timing information is extracted because this information
is used in determination of drift chamber start time used in tracking for
calculation of drift time values. To obtain accurate timing information the
hodoscope raw TDC values undergo pulse height correction, correction for
time offset caused by cable delays and light propagation inside the scintillator.
Start time, the time at which a particle passes the focal plane, is calculated
from the corrected hodoscope timing that undergoes additional path length
correction since particle travel a certain time from focal plane to hodoscope.
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Figure 3.1: Event Reconstruction flow chart. These are the names
of the procedures in order of execution. The initial letters refer
to different parts of the experiment: g for general, h for HKS, k
for ENGE, and c for Coincidence.
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Without tracking information, it is assumed that all particles have the
same momentum and that their trajectories follow the central ray. Start
time, calculated at this stage, represents an average value of all hodoscope
hits, within a predefined window of 60ns to reduce random hits. For high
rates, start time obtained at this stage is (usually) not a correct value because
on average each hodoscope layer has more than one hodoscope hit.
Furthermore, drift chamber information is decoded and drift time calcu-
lated from the decoded DC time and hodoscope start time. The drift time
is converted into drift distance by drift time-to-drift distance map. While
Enge part of the code is done, before going to drift chamber tracking code,
HKS code still has to decode Cˇerenkov detectors, Aerogel and Water, and
calculate track independent quantities.
Once tracks are formed all track dependent quantities, such as focal plane
time, time of flight βToF and Cˇerenkov detectors on track are calculated.
Finally, coincidence physics is calculated and all histograms and NTUPLES
are filled.
3.2.1 Tracking
The purpose of drift chambers, EDC for electrons and HDC for kaons, is to
determine particle trajectory through the spectrometers to reconstruct tar-
get quantities (momentum and angles). Every track can be uniquely recon-
structed from focal plane coordinates X, Y and the tangents of the in-plane
and out-of-plane angles XP, and YP which are reconstructed by tracking
code from drift chamber information. Since EDC and HDC are two different
types of drift chambers they have separate and different tracking codes.
HDC tracking
With the wire number and drift distance information from each plane of
the two HKS drift chambers, particle trajectory can be calculated by the
tracking algorithm working with the assumption that particle trajectories are
perpendicular to the drift chamber planes and have a small angle spreading in
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the focal plane [17]. In HKS, for most particles and for all kaons of interest,
the angle spreading in the bending direction was within ±14◦ and in the
out-of-plane direction within ±2◦, see Fig.3.18. Quantities determined by
tracking algorithm are position and direction of a particle at the focal plane:
(xf .x
′
f , yf .y
′
f ) and their typical distributions are shown in Fig.3.18.
Tracking algorithm can be decomposed into following fundamental steps:
• pairs - each two non-parallel wires form a pair with their intersection
giving x and y coordinate. Only wire information is used.
• combinations - pairs are assigned to the same combination if the squared
distance between intersections are less than space point criterion
• space point - combinations are assigned to the same space point if
the squared distance between combinations is less than space point
criterion. More than two combinations can be in the space point.
• stub - track obtained by fitting space point hits from only one chamber.
Drift distance used and accompanying left-right ambiguity is solved: by
requiring the hit point to be located between the two wire centers if
both primed and unprimed planes fire or in the case of one of the two
planes missing a track with the best χ2 is chosen.
• trajectory - stubs from two chambers are combined into tracks if the
difference of their focal plane parameters is less than the test criterion
and trajectory hits are formed from space point hits of the two stubs.
Finally, tracks are fitted from all the space points by minimizing χ2 and the
track with the lowest χ2 is chosen as the true track. For a detailed overview
of the tracking algorithm see [17].
With the high rates seen in the E01-001 experiment the code was changed
to deal with the fact that space point usually had more than optimal six wire
hits, one wire per plane, and that multiple hodoscopes that were not on the
track had a good TDC hit which resulted in wrong start time calculation.
Although wrong start time effect is up to few tenths of nanoseconds, this
effect in momentum reconstruction can be up to 300 keV.
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Wrong start time was resolved by going through the tracking code twice,
once with the initial start time and the second time with start time obtained
only from hodoscopes that were on the track obtained after the first loop.
Multiple same plane hits in the space point issue were solved by creating all
possible combinations, especially those that can resolve the left-right ambi-
guity, and choosing the one that produced the track with the smallest χ2.
3.2.2 Hodoscope timing measurement
Both, Enge and HKS detector package consist of time of flight hodoscope lay-
ers used on both sides with the same purpose, online creation of triggers and
oﬄine as a part of particle identification and target quantity reconstruction.
Apart from the mentioned start time information obtained from hodoscopes
used in both Enge and HKS drift chambers, they have one more common
purpose: they are used in focal plane time calculation. Focal plane time rep-
resents the time when particle passes the focal plane, the same definition as
start time, and as such is used in the calculation of coincidence time between
HKS and Enge particles.
There is one additional purpose of HKS hodoscopes: calculation of time of
flight β, extremely useful PID tool. This is not important for Enge side since
there are no other particles besides electrons present and in the momentum
acceptance of Enge spectrometer β for all electrons can be set to one.
The time of flight β calculations follow tracking code which allows cal-
culation of β for each track. For each track, only the hits that come from
the scintillators that are on the track are used in calculation. Drift cham-
ber tracks are projected on the hodoscope planes and from each plane only
scintillator hits used are the ones coming from scintillators on the projected
track. With the knowledge of hit position on the scintillator, intersection
of the track and the scintillator, and the speed of the light in the scintilla-
tor, hodoscope TDCs were corrected for light propagation in the scintillator.
Other corrections used were pulse height and cable delay correction. Since
each hodoscope had two PMTs, one on both ends, after the corrections were
done, the final time used for time of flight was the average time of both
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PMTs. Now time of flight (ToF) was calculated, ToF - difference between
time information obtained from hodoscopes from two different planes.
The time of flight β can be calculated from hodoscope time of flight and
distance traveled by the particle between the two hodoscope planes. The
distance is calculated from particle coordinates and angles at focal plane
obtained from drift chamber code. ToF beta was used to select real electron
events on the Enge side and on the HKS side as a part of particle identification
tools, because β is directly related to particles mass, see Equation 3.1.
β = p/
√
p2 +m2. (3.1)
3.2.3 Cˇerenkov detectors
The ADC signals from Aerogel and Water Cˇerenkov detectors were converted
into a number of photoelectrons. With expected high rates Cˇerenkov detec-
tor planes, three Aerogel and two Water planes, were segmented to avoid
accidental vetoes from pions and to have a better particle ID for multiple
track events. Each aerogel segment had two PMTs so the final number of
photoelectrons is the sum of the number of photoelectrons from both.
HDC tracks are now projected to Cˇerenkov detector planes and only
signals from the segments traversed by the track are summed and later used
in PID. The signals of the AC segments (or the WC planes) are summed.
Then, they are sent to a discriminator whose threshold is set accordingly to a
preset level which vetoes particles in the trigger (-31 mV for AC and -150 mV
for WC). In the off-line analysis, the number of photoelectrons produced in
the Cˇerenkov detectors is used to clean kaon events from pions and protons.
3.3 Detector Calibration
Detectors must be calibrated to give meaning and proper values to the phys-
ical quantities that are measured. These calibrations set the required manip-
ulation of the output signals to translate them into physical parameters, e.g.,
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a TDC channel into time or an ADC signal into number of photoelectrons.
The detectors or the entire system (in the case of optics calibrations) are
exposed to a known radiation or condition, independent of the experiment
itself, and their output signals are analyzed to establish the procedure to
treat the data. Calibration also refers to set the optimal conditions for the
detectors, i.e. establish the operational voltages, thresholds, currents, etc.,
as well as corrections for hardware or cable delays.
3.3.1 Hodoscope Timing Calibration
With hodoscope timing information being used in the reconstruction of par-
ticle trajectories, coincidence time and part of particle identification (PID)
(βToF ) each hodoscope scintillator, both on Enge and HKS side, had to be
calibrated carefully.
Calibration procedure involved the following steps:
• obtaining operational settings: PMT high voltage and discriminator
threshold
• pulse height correction: time walk from pulse height variations relative
to the fixed discriminator threshold, see Fig3.2
• traveling time - light propagation in scintillator; PMT signals were sent
through long cables to Hall C counting house
Operational settings, plateau regions for both high voltage and dis-
criminator voltage, were obtained by testing all the hodoscopes with cosmic
rays or a radioactive source (e.g., 60Co). For each voltage setting efficiency,
defined as the ratio of hodoscope events and the number of triggers, was
calculated. Typical plateau curves for both high voltage and discriminator
threshold are shown in Fig.3.3
Final high voltage operating setting for individual PMTs was selected in
plateau region with a requirement that all PMTs are gain matched within
±10%. Gain matching was tested by putting 60Co source in the middle of
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Figure 3.2: Time walk effect on recorded hodoscope TDC due to
difference in pulse height.
each scintillator and high voltage was being changed until ADC peak position
was at designated setting. Discriminator threshold settings were changed in
the plateu region during the experiment to balance high rates observed.
The time walk happens when signals with different pulse shape and
height are discriminated with fixed discriminator threshold, as seen in Fig.3.2.
The function used to correct the time walk effect caused by pulse height was:
∆tcorrected = traw + P1 +
P2√
ADC − pedestal (3.2)
where ADC is the raw ADC from the corresponding scintillator PMT. Pa-
rameters P1, P2 were obtained for each PMT by fitting the equation to the
calibration data.
Time offsets caused from signal propagation through cables and hard-
ware were calibrated on Enge side by comparing the time with respect to
the third scintillator in the back of the detector package. HKS hodoscope
time walk correction and offset calibration was done by using shoe string
algorithm, by comparing the time differences between 1X-1 to 2X-1, 2X-2 to
1X-1, etc. keeping the differences with respect to the time of counter 1X-6
(absolute reference).
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Figure 3.4: Typical scintillator correlation of PMT time difference
and light path length difference, HTOF- layer 1X -tube 6.
Calibration of light propagation speed through scintillator detectors was
calibrated with tracking information used to determine the exact position
of the particle at scintillator detector. Since light produces signals in both
scintillator PMTs, their time difference is calculated as well as difference be-
tween paths of light from position of the particle at scintillator detector to
individual PMTs. Typical correlation between time and path length differ-
ence is shown in Fig.3.4 and by fitting this dependence with linear regression
light speed propagation is obtained.
Time walk parameters, scintillator light speed and delay offsets are recorded
in parameter files and used by the ENGINE in timing reconstruction. Time
offsets tend to change when counting rates change significantly.
To have a valid calibration parameters particle velocity β needs to be
calculated from the momentum and known mass (and without TOF infor-
mation) of the particle, for this reason single type of particle is used in
calibration. Kaon events should be used to calibrate pulse height correc-
tion for kaons. Hodoscope calibration procedure uses tracking information,
scintillator positions and reconstructed β from momentum.
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3.3.2 HKS drift chamber
Particle trajectories for the particles passing through the HKS detector pack-
age (mostly proton, pion and kaon) were obtained with the set of two drift
chambers. Quantities determined were position and direction of a particle
at the focal plane: (xf .x
′
f , yf .y
′
f ). If spectrometer system is well understood,
focal plane variables are used to reconstruct momentum and angle of the par-
ticle at the target (dp, x′t, y
′
t). Detailed description of the target quantities
reconstruction is in Section 4.4.
The information extracted from TDC information is drift time, time
needed for drifting electron to arrive to sense wire from the point of ion-
ization, see Fig.3.5.
The information needed to be extracted from drift time information is
drift distance so that the exact position where particle went through the
HDC plane can be calculated. To obtain a time-to-distance map two things
are needed:
• First, for each plane the start time offset of drift time needed to be set
so that the front edge of the drift time distribution is at zero.
• Second, drift distance distribution should be uniform in the cell range,
as shown in Fig.3.6, if the chamber is uniformly illuminated and has
constant drift velocity.
The second point holds for HDCs since HDC is a plane-type drift chamber
and thus its electrical field distribution should be symmetrical and totally
uniform. With these two requirements the time-to-distance map is obtained
with:
D(T ) = Dmax
∫ T
tmin
F (τ)dτ∫ tmax
tmin
F (τ)dτ
, (3.3)
D - drift distance, Dmax - maximum drift distance (size of half drift
cell- 0.5 cm), T - drift time, F (τ) - drift time distribution and the inter-
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Figure 3.5: Typical HDC drift time distribution from the CH2 data.
Drift time was used in time-to-distance map calibration.
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Figure 3.6: Typical HDC drift distance distribution after the cali-
bration of time-to-distance map.
val [tmin, tmax] is selected to reject noise hits. With time-to-distance map,
the obtained correlation of drift distance and drift time is shown in Fig. 3.7.
3.3.3 Enge drift chamber
As in the case of HDC, the EDC calibration procedure involves obtaining
start time offsets and time-to-distance map as well. Since EDC is honeycomb
and HDC is a plane type of drift chamber the procedures to obtain time-to-
distance maps are different. Because EDC has a honeycomb cell structure
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Figure 3.7: Correlation between drift distance and drift time. Data
was fitted by second order polinom.
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Figure 3.8: Typical EDC drift time distribution from CH2 data. Drift
time was used in time-to-distance map calibration.
the electrical field distribution should be symmetrical but not uniform (we
can say it is close to uniform but not totally uniform) so uniformity of drift
distance can not be used in calibration.
Start time offsets are obtained by fitting TDC distribution from EDC
wires with signal that belong to a track with:
N(x) = A− B ∗ Freq(x− C
D
) (3.4)
, as shown in Fig.3.8. Time offset value corresponds to parameter C of
the fitting function.
Time-to-distance map is obtained in an iterative procedure involving EDC
tracking algorithm. Although EDC does not have a uniform field, the initial
time-to-distance map can be obtained by the HDC calibration procedure.
This map is now used in tracking algorithm for the calculation of drift dis-
tance in order to obtain particle trajectories. They are then projected on
each EDC plane and new (’real’) drift distances are calculated. New map
is then created by fitting dependence of this trajectory based drift distance
on drift time with the third order polynomial. Typical dependence of drift
distance on drift time for EDC is shown in Fig.3.9
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Figure 3.9: Typical EDC drift distance-drift time dependence. Left
Obtaining points for map calibration. Right Fitting of the third or-
der polynomial.
3.3.4 Cˇerenkov detectors
Water Cˇerenkov detector was an intricate part of the HKS pretrigger and
particle identification tool in the oﬄine analysis, as discussed in Section 2.5.2.
For the oﬄine analysis the ADCs from Cˇerenkov counters were converted into
number of photoelectrons.
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Table 3.1: Time resolutions (σ) of the HKS hodoscope planes.
Plane HTOF1X HTOF1Y HTOF2X
Time Resolution σ (ns) 0.125 0.284 0.163
3.4 Detector performance
With the data taking period of the experiment E01-011 of full two months,
involving data taking on ten different targets and numerous beam currents
and high magnet fringe fields, detectors showed changes in their properties.
Some of the issues that had to be dealt with, during data taking and/or data
analysis were:
• ToF hodoscope, HDC and EDC rate dependence.
• Aerogel Cˇerenkov: HKS dipole fringe field effect on AC PMTs.
• Water Cˇerenkov: decay of wavelength shifter properties.
These issues had either a direct influence on data taking or data analysis
(PID, kaon survival, detector efficiencies..) and here, to some length, we will
discuss/explain their cause and show how they were solved.
3.4.1 Hodoscopes
Hodoscope timing information is used for calculation of particle speed, time
of flight β (βToF ), (as well as start time for drift chambers and coincidence
time calculation) which is then used in kaon PID, it is important to have
a good time resolution. Typical time resolution of HKS hodoscope planes
(time resolution of a hodoscope plane is the average of all its elements) is
shown in Fig.3.10. Time resolutions of each HTOF plane are listed in Table
3.1.
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Figure 3.10: Typical time resolution of HKS hodoscope plane.
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Figure 3.11: HKS kaon ∆β = βTOF −βK distribution for the CH2 data.
Particle velocity (TOF β) calculation depends on HTOF calibration pa-
rameters and if these calibration were done properly then the difference be-
tween TOF βToF and βK (βK is the β calculated by assuming kaon mass and
using the known momentum from tracking, see Eqn 3.1), ∆β = βTOF − βK ,
will be a momentum independent Gaussian centered at zero.
In the HKS experiment ∆β resolution (σ) for kaon particle was σ =
0.0241, as shown in Fig. 3.11. In obtaining this plot kaon PID cuts (Aerogel
and Water Cˇerenekov cuts, ∆β) were applied, detailed discussion on PID
cuts is in Section 4.2. This distribution is not a perfect Gaussian because of
some residue of protons and pions on the edges.
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Figure 3.12: Left ∆βΠ peak center value as a function of run number.
Right ∆βΠ resolution (Gauss σ) as a function of run number.
In data analysis it was noticed that even on the run to run basis there
are offsets ∆βΠ peak center (correspond to Mean of a Gaussian fit) and
fluctuations in resolution (Gauss σ), as shown in Fig.3.12. This effect is also
seen in ∆βK but due to a much smaller number of kaons in each run it can not
be represented/ (corrected) on run to run basis. There are three likely and
connected reasons for this effect. First, fluctuation of beam from run to run
(and even in the same run) which effects pedestal levels of HTOF ADCs and
introduces offsets in timing calculation. Second, first 1000 triggers were used
for pedestal calculation in each run and with a higher number of pedestal
triggers more stable pedestal would be achieved. Third, pileup effects in
HTOF ADCs connected with higher currents which also effect pulse height
correction of the TDC signal.
3.4.2 ENGE drift chambers
The information obtained from EDC are electron particle trajectories repre-
sented in the form of the so called focal plane quantities: X,Xp,Y,Yp. Focal
plane represents an imaginary plane in the middle of EDC. Typical distribu-
tions of the EDC focal plane variables are shown in Fig.3.13.
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Figure 3.13: Typical distribution of EDC focal plane quantities for
CH2 target. Top Left Focal plane X position. Top Right Focal plane X’
position.Bottom Left Focal plane Y position.Bottom Right Focal plane
Y’ position.
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Figure 3.14: Left EDC residual distribution for used targets during
the data taking period. Right EDC residual distribution for used
targets and beam currents.
Residual, the difference between measured plane coordinate and the coor-
dinate obtained by tracking code, distribution gives plane resolution of drift
chamber. The expected resolution, Gauss σ of the residual, was 300 µ. This
spatial resolution of Enge drift chamber directly influences the resolution of
target quantities through dependence on focal plane variables. The expected
spatial resolution is worse than one expects in EDCs because of higher rates
seen by EDC and a more compact design (separation between in the first and
the last plane is much smaller than in the case of HDC). Shape of Residual
and Chi2 distributions for both Enge and HKS drift chambers, EDC and
HDC, are similar and for HDC are represented in Fig.3.19.
As shown in Fig.3.14, for most of the data taking period the expected
resolution was achieved. At the last stage of the data taking resolution of
EDC worsened to 550µm. This effect might be the result of a two month
exposure of EDC and EHODO to radiation.
EDC Chi2 distribution is not uniform across Enge focal plane, as it is
clearly seen from Fig.3.15 where Chi2 distribution- Mean, RMS and peak
position, are plotted as function of Enge focal X. Lower momentum side,
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Figure 3.15: EDC Chi2 distribution. Top Left Chi2 mean over Enge
focal plane.Top Right Chi2 root mean square (RMS) over Enge focal
plane. Bottom Chi2 peak position over Enge focal plane.
corresponding to negative focal X, was subjected to higher rates resulting
in worse EDC track reconstruction directly seen in track Chi2. This off
course, through reconstruction of target quantities from focal plane variables,
influences resolution of hypernuclear states. With production data, from CH2
and 12C targets, being included in the calibration of optics lower momentum
side would influence resolution of high momentum side that intrinsically has
better track resolution. To avoid this effect, the data was divided into two
sets (regions) as shown in Fig.3.15 and the calibration of optics was done
separately for each of these regions. Detailed discussion on the calibration of
optics is in Sec.4.4.
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EDC Tracking efficiency
Tracking efficiency, defined as the ratio of the number of the reconstructed
particle trajectories by drift chamber and the number of passing particles, is
an important factor describing performance of drift chambers (as well as the
spatial resolution discussed in previous section). The number of total pass-
ing particles is assessed by using Enge hodoscopes. By noting that there is
a clear correlation between EHODO1X and EHODO2X for trackable events,
as shown in Fig.3.16, total number of passing particles (trajectories, tracking
candidate ) is obtained by counting EHODO1X-EHODO2X counter combi-
nations that satisfy:
• 0 =< (CounterID(Ehodo1X)− CounterID(Ehodo2X)) <= 1
• abs(Ehodo1XTime− Ehodo2XTime) < 1ns
• counters surrounding EHODO1X and EHODO2X counters did not pro-
duce a signal.
With these three conditions satisfied, over counting in the number of
trajectories is avoided.
From total number of tracking candidates we need to calculate the number
of those that are found by EDC. This is done by projecting EDC obtained
tracks on hodoscope planes and checking if selected EHODO1X-EHODO2X
counter combination is on EDC track. Finally the EDC tracking efficiency
is calculated by this expression:
EDC tracking efficiency =
Ehodo1X ⊗ Ehodo2X ⊗ EDCtrackON
Ehodo1X ⊗ Ehodo2X
(3.5)
The results of the EDC tracking efficiency study are shown in Fig.3.17
which shows overall tracking efficiency for all targets used during the data
taking period. In the evaluation of the tracking efficiency very loose cuts on
EDC track Chi2 were set. The dependence of the EDC tracking efficiency
on Chi2 cut condition is studied in Section 4.7.3.
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Figure 3.16: Enge hodoscope EHODO1X and EHODO2X counter num-
ber correlation for EDC trackable events.
3.4.3 HKS drift chambers
As in the case of EDC, the information obtained from HDC are particle
trajectories (in HKS case: kaon, pion, proton, positron) represented in the
form of the so called focal plane quantities: Xf ,Xfp,Yf ,Yfp. Focal plane
represent an imaginary plane positioned in the middle of the two HKS drift
chambers. Typical distributions of the HDC focal plane variables are shown
in Fig.3.18.
Position resolution of the HDCs, averaged per plane, is given in terms of
the HDC residual, the difference between the measured coordinate and the
one obtained by tracking code. Typical residual distribution and tracking
χ2 per degree-of-freedom are shown in Fig.3.19 and HDC residual distribu-
tion for used targets and beam currents in Fig.3.21. Typical values of the
residual Gaussian fit for each HDC plane are shown in Fig.3.20. It follows
that alignment of individual planes and residual offsets between the planes in
the parameter files were done correctly since Gaussians are centered around
zero. Also, it shows that HDC1 planes had a bit worse resolution and this
is because they suffered higher background rates. During the E01-011 expe-
riment, the performance of HKS drift chambers and their tracking residues,
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Figure 3.17: Tracking efficiency of Enge drift chamber for targets
used during the data taking period. All tracks with Chi2 per d.o.f
(degree of freedom) less than 750 were used in the efficiency calcu-
lation.
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Figure 3.18: Typical distribution of HDC focal plane quantities for
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Figure 3.19: Typical distribution of HDC tracking. Left HDC resid-
ual: the difference between measured coordinate and the one ob-
tained by tracking code. Right Chi2 distribution per degree of free-
dom (d.o.f) for the HDC tracks.
for all chamber planes, were at the expected level of 0.02 cm in σ and that
alignment (combination of hardware and parameter setting) of the chambers
was done properly, as seen on the right plot of Fig.3.20.
Fig.3.21 shows dependence of plane resolution (sigma value of the residual
Gaussian fit) of the two HDC planes for targets used as a function of beam
current. For individual target there is no current dependence of HDC plane
resolution. For 6Li,7Li and 10B targets, plane resolution was a bit worse
probably due to long detector exposure to radiation since data on these
targets was taken at the end of the data taking period with the highest
possible particle rates.
Fig.3.22 shows properties of track Chi2 distribution across HKS focal
plane such as peak position (Bottom), RMS (Top Right) and Mean(Top Left).
The best Chi2 achieved (the lowest RMS, Mean) was centered around the
central trajectory. All three Chi2 variables :peak position, RMS and Mean
were consistent (relatively) across HKS focal plane except on the boundary
regions probably due to higher rates.
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Figure 3.20: Typical plane dependence of the HDC residual for CH2
target. Left Mean value of the residual Gaussian fit. Right Sigma
value of the residual Gaussian fit.
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Figure 3.21: HDC residual distribution for used targets and beam
currents. Sigma value of the residual Gaussian fit.
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Figure 3.22: HDC Chi2 distribution. Top Left Chi2 mean over the HDC
focal plane.Top Right Chi2 root mean square (RMS) over the HDC
focal plane. Bottom Chi2 peak position over the HDC focal plane.
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Figure 3.23: Correlation between HKS detectors for trackable
events.
HDC Tracking efficiency
Basic idea in calculating the HDC tracking efficiency is similar to the one
used for the EDC efficiency calculation with extension that there are three
different detector types: Hodoscopes, Water and Aerogel Cˇerenkov forming
an overall of nine detector planes on the HKS side. With well defined corre-
lation between counter IDs of different HKS detectors for trackable events,
as shown in Fig.3.23, total number of tracks can be evaluated.
For the EDC efficiency calculation,with Ehodo1X and Ehodo2X planes
being much closer than in the case of HKS hodoscopes, there is a cleaner
correlation between hodoscope counter IDs of different planes than in the
case of HDCs, compare Fig.3.16 and Fig.3.23. Using counter ID correlations
only will clean total number of tracks from accidental coincidences. For this
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reason a primitive tracking was done from hodoscope information:
• X direction: from hodoscope counter x-position and width informa-
tion a set of possible trajectories in XZ-plane between HTOF1X and
HTOF2X are calculated. Trajectories that do not lie in the geometri-
cal acceptance of HDC, AC and WC or whose Xp coordinate (obtained
from HTOF1X and HTOF2X tracking) is outside the typical region are
discarded.
• Y direction: very good HKS hodoscope timing resolution allows calcu-
lation of hit position in y-direction, see Fig.3.24, directly from time dif-
ference between top and bottom PMTs. From y-positions of HTOF1X
and HTOF2X a set of possible trajectories in YZ-plane are calculated.
Trajectories that do not lie in the geometrical acceptance of HDC, AC
and WC or whose Yp coordinate is outside the typical region are dis-
carded.
• detectors on track: tracks are projected on HTOF1Y, AC and WC
planes and information from each detector is collected and later used
in PID and accidental track separation.
• checking if selected HTOF1X-HTOF2X counter combination is on HDC
track.
The Y coordinate resolution, the difference between Y-coordinate hit po-
sition at hodoscope layer obtained from HDC tracking and the one obtained
directly from time difference between top and bottom hodoscope counter
PMTs, is shown in Fig.3.24.
With tracking created in this way, tracking efficiency for both pion and
proton events can be calculated by doing PID analysis (ToF, WC and AC cut
conditions). Finally, the HDC tracking efficiency for pion events is calculated
by this expression:
HDC pion efficiency = (3.6)
HTOF1X ⊗HTOF2X ⊗WC ⊗ AC ⊗HTOF1Y ⊗HDCtrackON
HTOF1X ⊗HTOF2X ⊗WC ⊗ AC ⊗HTOF1Y ,
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Figure 3.24: 1X and 2X Hodoscope Y coordinate resolution calcu-
lated with hodoscope timing information when compared to the HDC
obtained one.
and HDC tracking efficiency for proton events by:
HDC proton efficiency = (3.7)
HTOF1X ⊗HTOF2X ⊗WC ⊗ AC ⊗HTOF1Y ⊗HDCtrackON
HTOF1X ⊗HTOF2X ⊗WC ⊗ AC ⊗HTOF1Y
HDC tracking efficiency for both pion and proton events has been calcu-
lated on run to run basis and results are shown in Fig.3.25. HDC tracking
efficiency was stable for both types of particles. Tracking efficiency for pion
events is slightly better than proton efficiency because, for pions, it is re-
quired that all detectors on the trajectory produce a signal. This reduces
accidental events that form fake HTOF1X-HTOF2X tracks and increase effi-
ciency. This type of accidental/fake tracks is highly dependent on event rate
and increasing the rates the number of fake tracks will also increase leading
to wrong calculation of the HDC tracking efficiency. This is clearly seen in
Fig.3.25 since at the earlier stages of the experiment the used beam currents
were lower leading to a better HDC efficiency for proton events than at the
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Figure 3.25: Efficiency of HKS drift chamber tracking. Left Pion
events. Right Proton events.
latter stage when data was taken at higher currents.
Typical dependence of the HDC tracking efficiency for targets and beam
currents used in the E01-011 experiment is shown in Fig.3.26. It has to be
taken into account that beam current information used in this plot represents
average current in each run and that there were significant fluctuations of
beam current even in the same run.
Fig.3.27 shows HDC tracking inefficiency for pion type of events across
HTOF1X and HTOF2X hodoscope planes. There is a rise in the HDC track-
ing inefficiency at the low and high side of HTOF layers due to increased
rates of protons at low side and positrons at high side. High rates cause too
many HDC wires producing a signal and for this reason events tracking code
can not produce a good trajectory.
As mentioned, the same type and design of the drift chambers were used
in both HNSS and E01-011 experiments and so in the E01-011 track recon-
struction the used algorithm was the same as for HNSS. While doing studies
on drift chambers calibration procedure, performance, reconstruction and
resolution it was noted that the existing tracking algorithm does not handle
well the high rates such as seen in the E01-011 experiment. This inefficiency
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Figure 3.26: Tracking efficiency of the HDC for the used targets
and typical currents. Top Efficiency of proton event selection Bot-
tom Efficiency of pion event selection.
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Figure 3.27: HDC tracking inefficiency across HTOF1X and HTOF2X
hodoscope planes for the CH2 target.
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led to both inefficiency in the number of reconstructed tracks and spatial
resolution of the reconstructed focal plane quantities. Comparison of the
tracking efficiencies with original the HKS code and high rate optimized is
shown in Fig.3.28.
3.4.4 Aerogel Cˇerenkov
As discussed in Section 2.5.2, fringe field of the HKS magnets had a severe
effect on the performance of Aerogel Cˇerenkov PMTs. The effect is clearly
seen in Fig.3.29, AC phototubes were tested with light produced by LED
w/wo magnetic shield, with/without (w/wo) HKS magnets turned ON and
w/wo coil current ON. Clearly two things can be concluded: First, AC PMTs
are severely affected by fringe field; Second, by setting up coils around indi-
vidual PMTs their performance recovered and for some almost to the level
they performed with the HKS magnets turned OFF.
The recovery of Aerogel Cˇerenkov PMT performance as a function of ap-
plied current on coils is shown in Fig.3.30. As expected, there is no shift in
pedestal (Top left) or change in single electron peak position (Top right) with
increasing current. The recovery of a number of photoelectrons (NPE) pro-
duced by LED in AC while HKS magnets are ON, (Bottom), is represented
by comparing means of LED NPE distributions when magnets are ON and
OFF. By using coils to counter effect of the fringe field and recover PMT
performance worked much better for AC2 layer (almost 100% recovery) than
for AC1 layer (only 40% recovery). This difference in performance of the two
layers is due to different PMTs used : Hamamatsu tubes (PMTs) were used
for AC1 layer and Photonis tubes were used for AC2 and AC3 layers.
The number of photolectrons produced in Cˇerenkov detectors depends on
particle speed and with HKS momentum acceptance in the range 1.2geV ±
10% individual AC tubes produced different (speed/momentum dependent)
NPE distributions. The usage of different types of PMTs and fringe field
effect also influenced NPE distributions since the recovery with coil setup
was not at the same level for different tubes, as shown in Fig.3.30. Fig.3.31
shows typical AC NPE distributions for unbiased events (PID detectors were
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Figure 3.28: Comparison of the HDC tracking efficiency as a func-
tion of beam current for the used targets obtained with HNSS code
and E01-011 optimized code. Top Left HDC tracking efficiency with
the original (HNSS) code. Top Right HDC tracking efficiency with
the code optimized for high rate E01-011 data. Bottom Ratio of the
number of tracks reconstructed by optimized and HNSS codes on the
same data set.
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Figure 3.29: Response of AC phototubes in the fringe field of the
HKS dipole. Light was produced by LED and since turned towards
the bottom tubes, they gave more light. Top right magnetic shield of
this tube has been removed for testing purposes.
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Figure 3.30: Recovery dependence of the AC tubes in HKS magnets
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Figure 3.31: Distributions of Aerogel Cˇerenkov number of photo-
electrons for unbiased 7Li events. Left NPE distributions of all AC
layers. Right NPE distributions of AC1 tubes.
not used in forming of the trigger) of 7Li data set with clear differences in
performance between layers and individual tubes.
3.4.5 Water Cˇerenkov
During the data taking it was noted that light output of WC counters de-
cayed with time, as shown in Fig.3.32 and Fig.3.33. This could possibly
influence both kaon overkill on the trigger level (WC are in the AND mode)
and also reflect in worse p/K+ separation in oﬄine level. Fig.3.33 shows peak
of number of photoelectron distributions produced in WC layers by kaons.
Peak value is obtained by fitting NPE distribution in the neighbourhub of
maximum with Gaussian function and taking the peak to correspond to the
value of the mean of Gaussian fit. For this decay in number of NPE (calcu-
lated from WC ADC values) not to be the cause of kaon overkill on trigger
level, signal discrimination was done on summed ADC pulses from top and
bottom PMTs from run 58410. ADC summation was done by analog signal
adders. For run period up to run 58410 signal discrimination was done on
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Figure 3.32: Typical kaon NPE distribution in Water Cˇerenkov de-
tectors Left:WC1, Right:WC2. Decay in performance is obvious.
ADC pulses of individual PMTs. Probable cause of the NPE decay was due
to the chemical instability of the wave length shifter.
Fig.3.33 shows the ratio of the width and mean of the kaon WC distribu-
tions corresponding to sigma and mean of the Gaussian fit. This plot shows
that before the introduction of signal adder in the experimental configura-
tion, decrease in produced NPEs also resulted in worse ratio of distribution
width and peak position. This will result in worse p/K+ separation because
with the reduction of NPEs it follows that p and K+ distributions are getting
closer and with slower decrease in NPE widths their overlap is getting bigger.
By analyzing the performance of individual WC counter PMTs it was
noted that there was a difference in NPE distributions between the counters
because of different gains of the counters (and partly because of different
particle speeds across WC plane). This is shown in Fig.3.35.
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Figure 3.33: The mean value of the number of photoelectrons pro-
duced in WC layers by K+ during the experiment.
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Figure 3.34: Quotient of sigma and mean of photoelectrons distribu-
tion in WC layers. The mean (sigma) value corresponds to the mean
(sigma) of the Gaussian fit of the kaon events.
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Figure 3.35: Water Cˇerenkov number of photoelectrons distribu-
tions for unbias 7Li events. Left NPE distributions of the WC layers.
Right NPE distributions of the WC2 tubes.
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Chapter 4
DATA ANALYSIS
The overview of Hall C analysis software package, ENGINE 3.1, was provided
in Section 3.1. The details of the used calibration procedures are covered
in Section 3.3. The performance of the detector package (drift chambers,
hodoscopes and Cˇerenkovs) is in detail described in Section 3.4. With all
this at hand, data analysis can be done.
In this chapter detailed discussion on all aspects of data analysis needed
to obtain missing mass spectra and extract cross sections of Λ hypernuclear
states is presented. The process of data analysis can be summarized in the
following points:
• K+ identification (Section 4.2)
• e′ and K+ coincidence (Section 4.1)
• calculation of missing mass spectra (Section 4.3)
• calibration of optics and kinematics (Section 4.4)
• information needed for cross section calculation (Section 4.7)
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4.1 Two arms in coincidence
In order to get to physics plots, meaning Missing Mass (MM) spectra, elec-
tron and kaon that belong to the same scattering event must be linked to-
gether. This is done by using the so called coincidence time (tcoin). It rep-
resents target time of the (e,e’K+) reaction. Coincidence time is obtained
when Enge and HKS focal plane times are corrected for the path length time
from the target, as described in Eqn.4.1.
tcoin = tHKS(focalplane)− δtHKSpath− tEnge(focalplane) + δtEngepath (4.1)
Typical coincidence time distributions before particle ID tools are used
is shown in Fig.4.1 and coincidence time for kaon events in Fig.4.2. Fig.4.1
as expected shows that data is dominated with high number of proton and
pion events with their numbers being controlled by WC and AC thresholds,
respectively. π leakage into real K+ coincidence peak is clearly seen and
without good PID separation they could not be clearly separated.
Fig.4.2 shows coincidence time distribution for K+ particle with real
(e’,K+)coincidences centered around zero. Coincidence time distribution,
with local maximums/minimums being 2ns apart, is due to 2ns structure of
the electron beam. Other maxima/peaks correspond to accidental coinci-
dences between e’ and K+ coming from different beam bunches. Maximums
at 2ns and 4ns are the highest because it was not possible to completely
separate π from K+ since their ∆β significantly overlap, see Fig.4.5. The
overlap in ∆β of protons and K+ is less pronounced.
To extract real coincidence events cut conditions are applied to coinci-
dence time. With real K+ coincidence peak centered around zero and 2ns
electron beam structure, coincidence cut used is:.
|Coincidence time| ≤ 1ns (4.2)
The effect of the coincidence cut on the real coincidence kaon survival and
leakage of the events from the surrounding coincidence peaks are shown in
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Figure 4.1: Coincidence time distribution - kaon PID was not used.
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Figure 4.2: Coincidence time distribution with applied kaon PID for
CH2 data. Real coincidence peak is clearly seen.
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Fig.4.3. Coincidence distribution was fitted with a set of Gaussian functions,
one for real coincidence peak and eight for accidental peaks. Real coinci-
dence peak, as shown in Fig.4.2, consisted of true K+ coincidence events and
accidental coincidence events since they contribute to all peaks including the
real coincidence peak.
With applied coincidence cut, see Eqn.4.2, survival of the true coincidence
K+ was 98.0 ± 0.2%. Contribution of accidental coincidence events in the
real coincidence peak was ≈ 40% with chosen PID cuts. Leakage of the K+
accidental coincidence to the real coincidence peak was 3.0± 0.3% with 2/3
coming from +2ns peak because π/K+ separation could not be done at 100%
level.
4.2 Particle identification
The first task of data analysis was to select kaon events produced in ele-
mentary process p(e, e′K+)Λ and detected by experiments detector package.
Kaon events produced by electroproduction were dominated by huge back-
ground of protons, pion and positrons because of the small cross section.
These background events have to be excluded. This is done by using the
information from ToF hodoscope, Water and Aerogel Cˇerenkov detectors.
In this section the definition of PID tools is explained as well as how data
was manipulated to achieve the best possible kaon identification. Also, PID
analysis by two complementary methods : using β spectrum and two arms
coincidence time distribution is described.
4.2.1 PID Tools
βTOF − βK+ spectrum
As discussed in Sec3.4.4, shifts in βTOF−βπ spectrum were noticed on the run
to run basis. These shifts also translate into ∆βK = βTOF − βK+ spectrum.
With limited kaon statistics in each run this offset can not be corrected by
simply shifting kaon ∆βK distribution.
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Figure 4.3: CH2 data coincidence cut particle survival. Top Left Con-
tamination of real K+ coincidences from left side. Top Right Contam-
ination of real K+ coincidences from right side. Bottom Real coinci-
dence kaon survival dependence on coincidence time cut condition.
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Figure 4.4: Dependence of the kaon beta offset on pion beta offset.
This correction was used to get better kaon/pion separation.
Corrections on kaon events were done by extrapolating correlation between
∆βπ and ∆βK offsets. First, ∆βπ distributions were fitted with Gauss
function. Second, runs with similar ∆βπ offsets were grouped to accumu-
late/increase kaon statistics. Third, for these grouped runs ∆βK and ∆βπ
distributions were fitted and corresponding ∆β offsets were obtained. Fi-
nally, the correlation between ∆βK offset and ∆βπ offset was calculated.
The correlation between ∆βK and ∆βπ offsets for
12C and 28Si targets is
shown in Fig.4.4. The correlation is represented by linear function.
With calculated ∆βΠ offset for each run and known ∆βK offset-∆βΠ offset
correlation, ∆βK shift is calculated for each run. This correction allows better
pion/kaon separation leading to a cleaner MM spectra and better S/A ratio.
In the |βTOF − βK+ − offset| ≤ X spectrum, with kaons centered around
zero, protons and pions can be identified, see Fig.4.5. Beta PID cut used
can be written in the form: |βTOF − βK+ − offset| ≤ Xβ. With protons
centered in the region > −0.1 and typical particle velocity βToF resolution
better than 0.025, see Fig.4.5, most protons are excluded if the used beta cut
is set to Xβ = 0.07(≈ 3σ) but this is not the case for pions.
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Figure 4.5: Particle velocity (βTOF − βK+ − offset) resolution (Left)
and typical distribution (Right) with defined PID regions for CH2
data set.
Aerogel Cˇerenkov
Aerogel Cˇerenkov, as discussed in Sec.3.4.4, performed differently for each
tube/layer. Since NPE sum of all three layers is used for K+/π separation, a
single cut condition will for certain tube combinations let in more π and for
some kill K+.
Normalization of the NPE distributions was done so that all AC tubes
have equal effect in the AC cut condition and as a result giving better PID,
S/A ratio and less background events due to π leakage into real coincidence
peak. For normalization, pions from unbiased data were used. First, NPE
distribution peak positions were obtained for each AC tube. Within the same
layer individual tube NPEs were normalized, with respect to the same tube,
according to:
NPEN(AC : i− k) = NPEpeak(AC : i−m)
NPEpeak(AC : i− k) NPE(AC : i− k), (4.3)
NPEN - normalized number of photoelectrons; i-layer number; k-tube; m-
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Figure 4.6: Real Li7 data Aerogel Cˇerenkov number of photoelec-
trons distributions for all AC1 layer tubes. Left Real data distribu-
tions. Right Distributions after tube normalization.
tube set as ethalon. The results of tube normalization within a layer are
shown in Fig.4.6.
With tube NPE normalization within the same layer a more uniform layer
NPE distributions were obtained.
Second, NPEN distributions of the layers AC1 and AC3 were normalized to
the AC2 NPEN distributions. AC1 (AC3) NPEN value X has equal weight
as AC2 NPEN value Y if the number of pions that have NPEN < X(Y )
is equal. The normalization between layers is now simply done by assigning
Y value to X. This was done since number of pions passing through each
layer was the same and so AC layers should all have (produce) very similar
(equal) NPE distributions. The results are that all three layers now have the
same normalized distributions (See Fig.4.7) and equally contribute to the cut
conditions. Two different approaches in AC tube and layer normalizations
are due to different types of tubes used in the layers, also layers AC1 and
AC2 had newer Aerogel Silica than AC3.
Finally, AC PID cut used for K+/π separation can be written in the
form: AC1norm + AC2norm + AC3norm < XAC . Typical distributions of
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Figure 4.7: Real Li7 data-Aerogel Cˇerenkov number of photoelec-
trons distributions for all three layers. Left Real data distributions.
Right Normalized distributions.
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Figure 4.8: Typical normalized AC number of photoelectrons distri-
bution with/without WC and β kaon PID selection.
AC1norm+AC2norm+AC3norm, with/without WC and β kaon imposed
PID selection, are shown in Fig.4.8.
Fig.4.9 shows contour plot of the normalized AC number of photoelectrons
vs βTOF − βK+ − offset. The separation of pions from kaons and protons
is evident, since protons and (most) kaons do not produce a signal in AC.
Typical cut condition set was AC1norm+AC2norm+AC3norm < 7 because
most π’s are removed by this cut as shown in scatter plot in Fig.4.10.
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Figure 4.9: Surface plot of the normalized AC number of photoelec-
trons vs βTOF − βK+ − offset.
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Figure 4.10: Scatter plot of the normalized AC number of photo-
electrons vs βTOF − βK+ − offset. Left No PID. Right Colour plot for
π events.
Water Cˇerenkov
Water Cˇerenkov, as discussed in Sec.3.4.5, experienced a reduction in the
NPE production with time. This effect was corrected by the normalization
of measured WC NPE distribution with respect to kaon events. This was
done by grouping runs from same time period and applying kaon PID cuts
(AC, δβ(K+)) on the WC1 (WC2) distributions, which then represent kaon
signature in WC1(WC2), see Fig.3.32. Kaon peak position for each layer is
extracted (Gaussian fitting in the region of the peak) and WC NPE is than
normalized:
NPEN(WC : i− k) = 50 NPE(WC : i− k)
NPEK+peak(WC : i)
(4.4)
Finally, differences in the tube performance were removed by finding kaon
peak in the time decay corrected distribution by, again, using Eqn.4.4. The
two corrections could not be done at the same time because of insufficient
kaon statistics in the small time periods. The results of this two step proce-
dure are shown in Fig.4.11 where kaon peak position in the measured, decay
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Figure 4.11: Response of the Water Cˇerenkov counters, as measured
and after time decay and tube by tube corrections. The mean value
corresponds to the mean of the Gaussian fit of the kaon events.
corrected and tube corrected WC1(2) spectra are shown.
PID, K+/p separation, is now done on the sum of the two normalized
distributions and the cut condition is: WC1norm + WC2norm > XWC .
The normalized WC sum is shown in Fig.4.12 with prominent and separate
pion and proton peaks. Kaon WC distribution (AC and β cuts are applied) is
also shown with K+ peak set at 100 (as normalized) and clear proton residue
that has to be removed by imposing WC cut.
Fig.4.13 shows scatter plot of the normalized WC number of photoelec-
trons and βTOF −βK+ − offset with clear π/p separation (left plot). Events
that satisfy AC and δβ kaon PID cuts, kaons and proton residue, are shown
on the right plot.
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Figure 4.12: Sum of Water Cˇerenkov normalized NPE distributions,
after time decay and tube by tube corrections. Without PID π and
protons dominate. Red WC distribution after K+ AC and β applied
cuts.
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Figure 4.13: Scatter plot of the normalized WC number of photo-
electrons and βTOF − βK+ − offset. Left Without using PID.Right With
used kaon PID.
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4.2.2 PID analysis
There are two major points to be considered when selecting PID cut criteria
on Aerogel/Water Cˇerenkov and βToF − βK+:
• maximizing K+ survival resulting in higher statistics in hypernuclear
states
• minimizing proton/pion background leading to better Signal/Background
ratio
, both points are addressed in this section and section that follows.
The cut efficiency, defined as the ratio of the number of kaon events
below the set AC cut (above WC cut)to that without AC(WC) cut, was
studied on the βToF spectrum. Since kaon/proton and kaon/pion βToF −
βK+−offset distributions overlap, βToF spectrum was fitted with two pseudo-
Voigt functions and one Gaussian, as shown in Fig.4.14 and described in
Eqn.4.5. Pseudo-Voigt functions (see Eqn.4.6) were used to evaluate the
number of pions and protons while Gaussian was used to evaluate the number
of kaons.
Y (x) = V oigt(x)Proton +Gaussian(x)Kaon + V oigt(x)Pion (4.5)
V oigt(x) = C1
[
2
π
C2C3
4(x− C4)2 + C23
+ (1− C3)
√
4Ln2√
πC3
e
−
4Ln2
C2
3
(x−C4)2
]
, (4.6)
where x = βToF − βK+−offset and Y(x) represents counts.
Effects of applied AC and/or WC cuts are represented in Fig.4.15. As
expected, the applied AC cut does separate kaons from pions by removing
pions from βToF spectrum when used in the form AC1norm + AC2norm +
AC3norm < XAC . Similarly, by usingWC cut condition in the formWC1norm+
WC2norm > XWC , the separation of kaons from protons was done by re-
moving protons. Complete kaon/proton and kaon/pion separations by using
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Figure 4.14: βTOF − βK+ − offset distribution fitted with two pseudo-
Voigt and one Gaussian function.
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only Aerogel and Water Cˇerenkov cut conditions, in the form mentioned,
were not possible. Additional cut condition imposed on βToF spectrum in
the form |βTOF − βK+ − offset| < Xβ was also necessary.
Aerogel Cˇerenkov
The AC cut efficiency was evaluated by applying AC cuts in the form
AC1norm+AC2norm+AC3norm < XAC then fitting βToF distribution to
calculate the number of protons, kaons and pions. Proton survival and pion
rejection dependence on the AC cut condition are shown in Fig. 4.16, plotted
is the ratio of the number of protons(pion) after the applied cut condition
and the number of protons(pion) with the applied final PID AC condition.
Number of protons was stable and did not significantly change in the AC cut
region XAC ≥ 2.5. Small percentage of proton had on their trajectories AC
with NPE > 0 due to high pion rates producing a drop in proton survival
in the region XAC < 2.5. As expected, the biggest influence of the AC cut
was seen in pion survival, as shown in Fig.4.16(b). Fig. 4.16(c) shows kaon
survival efficiency as a function of applied AC cut condition. The results
of the kaon survival efficiency vs AC cut condition for the used targets are
summarized in Table 4.5.
Water Cˇerenkov
The WC cut efficiency was evaluated by applying WC cuts in the form
WC1norm +WC2norm > XWC then fitting βToF distribution to calculate
the number of protons, kaons and pions. Proton rejection and pion survi-
val dependence on the WC cut condition are shown in Fig. 4.17, plotted is
the ratio of the number of protons after the applied cut condition and the
number of protons with the applied final PID WC condition. Bottom plot
of Fig. 4.17 shows kaon survival efficiency as a function of applied AC cut
condition. The results of the WC cut condition kaon survival efficiency for
the used targets are summarized in Table 4.6.
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Figure 4.15: βToF spectrum with applied Aerogel and/or Water
Cˇerenkov cuts. Top Left AC cut XAC = 6 was used. Top Right AC
cut XWC = 80 was used. Bottom Both AC and WC cuts were applied.
Analysis on CH2 data.
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Figure 4.16: Proton and kaon survival, pion rejection efficiency vs
applied AC cut condition. Pion(proton) count was normalized with
their number at final PID cut condition. Errors are statistical only.
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CH2 Set1 Proton rejection with Normalized Water Cherenkov cut
Water Cerenkov normalized sum <X
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Figure 4.17: Pion and kaon survival, proton rejection efficiency vs
applied WC cut condition. Pion(proton) count was normalized with
their number at final PID cut condition. Errors are statistical only.
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Time of flight β
Once Aerogel and Water Cˇerenkov PID cuts are finalized, time of flight β
cut efficiency was calculated. By fitting βToF , with the applied AC and WC
finalized cuts, proton, pion and kaon distribution in β spectrum are obtained.
Proton and pion β distributions are then subtracted from β spectrum. The
remaining events represent total number of kaons N0β .
Kaon distribution is now subjected to β cut condition in the form
|βTOF − βK+ − offset| < Xβ and for set Xβ value the number of remaining
kaons NXβ is calculated. The β cut efficiency is defined as the ratio of the
number of kaons NXβ with β cut and the number of kaons N0β before β cut.
The results of the β cut condition and corresponding kaon survival efficiency
for the used targets are summarized in Table 4.7.
PID analysis with coincidence time
Proton, kaon and pion distributions in coincidence time spectrum are clearly
separate if, even loose, kaon cut conditions on AC, WC and βToF are used,
as shown in Fig.4.1 and Fig.4.2. With protons centered around −6ns and
pions around 2ns they mostly contribute (especially protons) to real kaon
coincidence peak, centered around 0ns, through accidental coincidences.
PID analysis with coincidence time is done by fitting coincidence time dis-
tribution, the true coincidence peak and eight accidental coincidence bunches,
with the combination of nine Gaussian functions. By integrating Gaussian
functions, the number of events in each peak is calculated. The number of
kaons in true coincidence peak is then extracted as:
NK+ = NTrue − 1
8
8∑
i=1
NAccidental,i (4.7)
where NTrue is the number of real coincidence events, NAccidental,i is the num-
ber of events in ith accidental peak.
By repeating this procedure for each combination of PID cut conditions
(Xβ, XAC , XWC) dependence of the number of kaons and dependence of the
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signal to accidental ratio on PID cut conditions can be obtained, as shown
in Fig. 4.18.
The advantage of this method over β cut lies in the clear separation of
proton, kaon and pion distributions, consistent shape of the coincidence time
and clear accidental and true coincidence peak separation that can be rep-
resented by nine Gaussian function. The overlap between pion/proton and
kaon distributions in β spectrum is more pronounced, compared to their dis-
tributions in coincidence time. As a result of this and time fluctuations of
βToF (see Fig.3.12) fitting β spectrum with the combination of two pseudo-
Voigt and one Gaussian function PID analysis on β spectrum, as shown in
Fig.4.14, might not result in a physically reasonable fit. The disadvantage of
using coincidence time in PID analysis mostly comes from small kaon statis-
tics in true coincidence peak because kaon events are now divided in multiple
peaks. Also, since only eight accidental peaks are used in derivation of the
number of events in accidental background, overestimation of background
leading to underestimation of real coincidences is possible at PID cuts that
allow high statistics of pions/protons. Kaon statistics is higher when using β
spectrum because single arm analysis does not involve information from Enge
side, including coincidence time. Both analyses are used simultaneously for
the already mentioned reasons but also to cross check the obtained results.
PID check on Λ,Σ peaks
Combined statistics of Λ and Σ peaks, produced in elementary process
p(e, e′K+)Λ/Σ on CH2 target, was ≈ 3300 with ≈ 2700 counts in Λ peak
and ≈ 600 counts in Σ peak. Other hypernuclear states had only few hun-
dred counts. With such statistics in Λ and Σ peaks they can be used to
check/confirm PID cut efficiencies obtained by analyzing β spectrum as de-
scribed in Section 4.2.2. Missing mass spectra from CH2 target was fitted
by 2nd order polynom and pseudo-Voigt function multiplied by polynom.
2nd order polynom represents background due to accidental coincidences and
quasi free contribution. The combination of pseudo-Voigt and polynom (also
2nd order) represents real Λ/Σ events. Subtracting the background from MM
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Figure 4.18: Optimization of particle identification (PID) cuts: Aero-
gel and Water Cˇerenkov, time of flight beta with coincidence time
distribution. Cuts were chosen to maximize number of real conci-
dence events and and Signal/Accidental ratio obtained by fitting
coincidence time distribution. Data from 12C target.
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(missing mass) spectra, the number of events in Λ and Σ peaks was extracted.
MM spectra was plotted and number of events in Λ and Σ peaks extracted for
numerous Aerogel Cˇerenkov, Water Cˇerenkov and βToF cut conditions. The
efficiency of each cut selection was defined as ratio of the number of Λ+Σ
events with the applied cut condition and initial number of Λ+Σ events. The
calculation of missing mass spectra is explained in Section 4.3. Missing mass
spectra obtained from CH2 data, Λ and Σ peaks, are shown in Fig.4.23.
The importance of Λ and Σ peaks lies not only in showing that the de-
signed experimental configuration works but more importantly in the calibra-
tion of spectrometer optics and kinematic conditions, a detailed discussion on
this subject is in Section 4.4. To reconstruct optic and kinematic conditions,
as close as possible to experimental settings, events in Λ and Σ peaks should
come only from kaons, have the highest possible statistics and the best pos-
sible signal to background ratio. Signal to background ratio is defined as a
ratio of the number of real Λ and Σ events to the number of events from
background that contribute to Λ and Σ peaks.
For each AC (WC or β) cut condition all possible combinations of the
other two PID tools were used and for all AC, WC and β cut condition cal-
culated were: number of Λ and Σ events, signal to accidental background
(S/A) ratio and signal to background (accidental background + quasi-free)
(S/B) ratio. Fig.4.19, Left plots show number of events in Λ and Σ peaks
once the accidental background is subtracted as a function of applied PID
cut Right plots show signal to accidental background ratio as a function of
the applied PID cut condition with at least 3300 events. Fig.4.20, Left plots
show the number of events in Λ and Σ peaks once background (accidental
+ quasi-free) is subtracted as a function of the applied PID cut Right plots
show signal to background ratio as a function of the applied PID cut con-
dition with at least 2900 events. In both cases similar performance, with a
tighter kaon cut number of kaons decreases and signal to background ratio
increases until only kaons are left at which point this ratio becomes constant.
Fig.4.21 shows kaon survival efficiency as a function of applied PID cut
condition. If we compare the final XAC , XWC and Xβ and kaon survival
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Figure 4.19: Optimization of particle identification (PID) cuts: Aero-
gel and Water Cˇerenkov, time of flight beta with CH2 data. Cuts
were chosen to maximize number of the events in Λ and Σ peaks and
Signal/Accidental ratio.
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Figure 4.20: Optimization of particle identification (PID) cuts: Aero-
gel and Water Cˇerenkov, time of flight beta with CH2 data. Cuts
were chosen to maximize the number of events in Λ and Σ peaks and
Signal/Background ratio.
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Figure 4.21: Survival of kaons, in Λ and Σ peaks for CH2 data, as a
function of particle identification (PID) cuts: Aerogel and Water
Cˇerenkov, time of flight beta.
efficiency, as shown in Fig.4.21, are compared to values obtained from β
spectrum, see Tables 4.5, 4.6 and 4.7, we see that they are consistent.
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4.3 Missing mass spectra
Missing mass of Λ hypernuclei (MXΛ) can be obtained from the conservation
laws of energy and momentum if:
• ingoing electron momentum pe
• nuclear mass of target nuclei MA
• K+ scattering angles θK+ , φK+ and momentum pK+
• e’ scattering angles θe′ , φe′ and momentum pe′
are known. Electron beam energy was well defined and known. Scattered
electron and kaon, momenta and angles were reconstructed from focal plane
quantities. Definition of coordinate system and scattering particle angles,
defined with respect to electron beam direction, is shown in Fig.4.22. With
all these variables known, MXΛ can be calculated if Eqn.4.8 is used.
MXΛ = (Ee +MA − Ee′ − EK+)2 − p2e − p2e′ − p2K+
+ 2pepe′cosθe′ + 2pepK+cosθK+ − 2pe′pK+cosθe′K+ (4.8)
Aside from the measured (reconstructed) momenta and angles, we also
need masses of the particles involved in (e,e’K+) reaction. Masses of the
elementary particles are listed in Table 4.1. Nuclear masses of used targets,
masses of the nuclear core of the corresponding hypernuclei and threshold
energy for the reaction are listed in Table 4.2. Values in Table 4.2 were
obtained from paper by G.Audi et al. [4] and nuclear mass equation 4.9.
MNuclear =MAtom −melectronZ + Belectron
Belectron = 14.4381Z
2.39 + 1.55468Z5.3510−6[eV ], (4.9)
Belectron-electron binding energy, Z-atomic number, melectron-electron mass.
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Figure 4.22: Coordinate system and angle definition used in missing
mass calculation.
Particle Mass
[MeV/c2]
electron 0.511
K+ 493.667
proton 938.272
neutron 939.565
Λ 1115.683
Σ 1192.642
Table 4.1: Particle nuclear mass references [4].
Target Mass Nuclear core Mass Hypernuclear state Threshold Energy
[MeV/c2] [MeV/c2] [MeV/c2]
CH2 938.272 - - Λ 1115.683
(proton) 938.272 - - Σ 1192.642
6Li 5601.518 5He 4667.831 6
Λ
He 5783.514
7Li 6533.834 6He 5605.537 7
Λ
He 6721.220
9Be 8392.751 8Li 7471.366 9
Λ
Li 8587.049
10B 9324.437 9Be 8392.750 10
Λ
Be 6721.220
12C 11174.864 11B 10252.548 12
Λ
B 11368.231
28Si 26053.195 27Al 25126.506 12
Λ
Al 26242.189
Table 4.2: Nuclear mass references [4] for the E01-011 targets.
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Missing mass plot from CH2 data with clear evidence of Λ and Σ peaks
with overlaid missing mass accidental background due to accidental coinci-
dences in real coincidence peak is shown in Fig.4.23. Accidental background
shows averaged missing mass spectra of the accidental coincidence events
from total eight bunches with selection criteria as:
1[ns] < |Coincidence time| ≤ 9[ns] (4.10)
4.3.1 Accidental background analysis
Accidental background becomes relevant when one decides to calculate the
hypernuclear cross section. To calculate the cross section accidental back-
ground has to be subtracted from missing mass spectra because in the real
coincidence peak aside from the true coincidence events there is always a
contribution of accidental coincidences as discussed in Sec.4.1 and shown in
Fig.4.2.
Because accidental background has to be subtracted from missing mass
spectra the statistical fluctuations in accidental background influence cross
section calculation and therefore the background statistical fluctuations should
be minimized. To get accidental background with high statistics and small
fluctuations we use mixed event analysis. A principle of mixed event analysis
is described in Fig. 4.24. Events used in mixed event analysis are those that
satisfy kaon PID cut conditions and belong to accidental coincidence peaks,
see Fig. 4.2, and selected as written in Eqn. 4.10. Each event contains
information on momenta and emission angles (p, x′, y′) of kaon and scatte-
red electron. Mixed event analysis to each kaon momentum and emission
angles (pK+ , x
′
K+ , y
′
K+) randomly assigns up to N (total number of events in
accidental background) electron momenta and emission angles (pe′ , x
′
e′ , y
′
e′).
The result of mixed event analysis is increased accidental background statis-
tics, from N counts in real data, to N2 counts leading to smooth accidental
background shape, as shown in Fig. 4.25, and smaller statistical error.
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Figure 4.23: Missing mass spectra from CH2 data. Λ and Σ peaks are
clearly seen. Accidental coincidences and quasi-free contribution
from 12C are also shown.
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Figure 4.24: Mixed event principle for accidental background anal-
ysis.
4.4 Optics and kinematics calibration
Uniqueness of the E01-011 spectrometer system as well as procedures devel-
oped for the spectrometer optics and kinematics calibration are presented in
this section.
As described in Section 4.3 and Eqn. 4.8, to calculate missing mass
of Λ hypernuclei the kinematics of the reaction: beam energy, scattered
electron and kaon momenta (pe′ , θee′ , φee′) and angles at the target point
(pK+ , θeK+ , φeK+) must be precisely known. In terms of the E01-011 expe-
riment this addresses: the absolute beam energy, spectrometer kinematics
(central momenta and angles of the two spectrometers) and spectrometer
optics (relative momentum and angles).
Once spectrometer optics and kinematics are well established, particle
momenta and target emission angles are reconstructed from focal plane vari-
ables by transfer matrices (MF2T ) that describe spectrometer optics and cen-
tral momenta and angle values. Transfer matrices are described with 6th
order polynomial in focal plane variables, see Eqn.4.11.
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Figure 4.25: Mixed event analysis of accidental background on Λ
missing mass spectra. Top Left Accidental background from real data.
Top Right Accidental background from mixed event analysis. Bottom
MM spectra with mixed event accidental background.
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XTarget =

 dpx′t
y′t

 = MF2TXFocal
=
6∑
i+j+k+l=1
Aijklx
i
fx
′j
fy
k
fy
′l
f (4.11)
with particle momentum dp (dp = (p − pc)/pc × 100), particle emis-
sion angles x′t, y′t expressed as tangent of their X and Y component: x′t =
Px/Pz,y′t = Py/Pz.
E01-011 spectrometer system
As described in Section 2.2 and 2.4, the so called Splitter magnet was part of
the E01-011 spectrometer system. Splitter magnet was an on-target dipole
magnet used for bending particles with opposite charge in different directions
and at the same time enabled detection of very forward angle scattering
particles connected with high virtual photon flux at small angles as shown
in Fig. 2.4. Fig. 4.26 shows schematic view of magnetic optical properties
of normal double arm spectrometer system and spectrometer system with an
on-target dipole magnet (Splitter), as used in the E01-011 experiment.
In such a configuration, the on-target magnetic field of the splitter couples
both electron and kaon arms together with the fixed beam dump line for
electrons passing through target without interaction. As a result, typical
spectrometer calibration procedures for momentum and angle reconstruction
had to be modified. Spectrometer calibration by taking single arm electron
elastic scattering data at different kinematics points can not be implemented
here because of the electron and kaon arm coupling and this would change
optics of the HKS spectrometer. Similarly, angle reconstruction calibration
by sieve slit (collimator with an array of holes drilled on metal plate, see Fig.
4.28) had to be modified because with target being inside of the Splitter the
sieve slit plate can only be mounted on the Enge and HKS dipole entrance
after the Splitter, see Fig. 4.26. Thus, particle trajectories are bent by
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Figure 4.26: Schematic view of magnetic optical properties of normal
double arm spectrometer system (Left) and HKS spectrometer (Right)
with an on-target dipole magnet (Splitter)
the splitter field before they reach sieve slit and sieve slit holes no longer
correspond to particle trajectories with fixed single angle values.
Calibration procedure
The calibration method developed [86] [85] for missing mass reconstruction
in the E01-011 experiment used data taken from CH2 and
12C target and
as a reference well known masses of Λ,Σ0 hyperons and the ground state of
the 12Λ B hypernucleus. Hypernuclear bound state is used to provide addi-
tional constraint on the optics because, compared to hyperons, contribution
to missing mass error due to the uncertainty of the scattering angles of the
recoiling particles is smaller. As a result, intrinsic peak width in missing
mass spectrum of the 12Λ B hypernucleus is narrower.
A flow chart of the missing mass reconstruction procedure is shown in
Fig. 4.27.
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Figure 4.27: A flow chart of the missing mass reconstruction proce-
dure.
4.4.1 Calibration of the momentum reconstruction ma-
trices
The momentum reconstruction matrices for the scattered e’ and K+ are
optimized simultaneously by directly minimizing a criterion function with
respect to these matrices. This also makes use of the known masses of hy-
perons like in kinematics calibration, but unlike kinematics calibration the
criterion function is defined as the sum of the squared differences between
the reconstructed masses and the predefined mass values as references for all
the events in Λ, Σ0 peaks and the selected bound state of hypernuclei. A
set of statistical weights was given to the events from the specific state or
particle to take into account the effects of the variation of statistics and data
quality. A Nonlinear Least Square (NLS) method was used to optimize the
matrices for the electron and kaon arms simultaneously.
In this process, the mass values of Λ and Σ0 hyperons are always their
PDG values. However, the peak positions for the bound hypernuclear states
were treated as adjustable parameters since their masses were not known.
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Therefore, this procedure had to be iterated. The peak positions were fitted
at each iteration and the predefined mass values were adjusted. Then the
procedure was repeated until a minimum of Chisquare was reached for the
current cycle of calibration. The procedure is detailed as:
1. Calculate the missing mass using the existing angular matrices, the
initial momentum matrices, and the current kinematics obtained from
the previous two procedures. Select events from Λ and Σ0 peaks and
the identified hypernuclear bound states peaks within event selection
windows located around the centers of the missing mass peaks. (For
each cycle of these documented procedures, the tightness of the event
selection windows were increased following the improvement of resolu-
tion so that the data quality and so the precision was increased for the
next cycle.)
2. Sum the squared mass differences ∆m2i between the reconstructed mass
mreci and the PDG value of Λ or Σ
0, or the predefined mass values of
the bound hypernuclear states for each group of the selected events.
Define the overall Chisquare as:
χ2 =
∑
i
wi∆m
2
i
where wi is the relative weigh of Λ,Σ and bound state events.
3. The reconstructed missing mass mreci is a function of e’ and kaon mo-
menta pe, pk and their scattering angles at target. The particle mo-
menta p are in turn reconstructed by a polynomial function of measure-
ments at spectrometer focal plane such as positions and angles with the
elements of the momentum reconstruction matrix M as its coefficients.
Thus the χ2 defined above is a composite nonlinear function of the fo-
cal plane positions and angles xfp with the reconstruction matrix M
as parameter of the function:
χ2 = f(xfp|M ).
The χ2 is minimized with respect to (w.r.t.) the matrix M by the
Nonlinear Least Square method to obtain the optimized Enge and HKS
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momentum reconstruction matrices. Since f is a complex nonlinear
function, it has to been minimized numerically. The computer code uses
the subroutines from CERNLIB Fortran program package LEAMAX.
4. Fit the actual peak centers from the newly obtained missing mass spec-
tra. Use the fitted values as the new predefined missing masses for the
bound hypernuclear states. Go back to the first step and iterate until
a minimum Chisquare is reached.
4.4.2 Calibration of the angular reconstruction matri-
ces
As mentioned, because of the on-target splitter field, particle trajectories
passing through sieve slit hole, see Fig. 4.28, no longer have one specific
target emission angle. For this reason sieve slit run data can not (by itself)
be used for the calibration of transport matrix from focal plane variables to
target emission angles.
To calibrate angular reconstruction matrices and reconstruct target emis-
sion angles the procedure is divided into two steps: From focal plane to Sieve
slit plane (Enge or HKS ) and from Sieve slit plane to target, as described
in Eqn. 4.12.
Focal Plane Sieve Slit Target

XFP
X′FP
YFP
Y ′FP


MF2S
=⇒

 XSSYSS
dp

 MS2T=⇒
(
X′Tar
Y ′Tar
)
(4.12)
Focal plane to Sieve slit calibration
The first part of angle matrix calibration, from focal plane to Sieve slit, for
both Enge and HKS spectrometers has to be done only once. Enge and HKS
collimator and Sieve slit are shown in Fig. 4.28. Focal plane patterns for
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(a) Enge (b) HKS
Figure 4.28: Enge and HKS collimator and sieve slit. Unit is cm.
Sieve slit run data for Enge and HKS sides are shown in Fig. 4.29. In this
step of calibration, transport matrices from focal plane variables to particle
trajectory position at Sieve slit plane xSS,ySS are obtained.
Procedure for focal plane to Sieve slit calibration is:
1. Assign to each event Sieve slit hole it originated from by selection
criteria on focal plane variable patterns and Geant/Raytrace simulated
transport matrices.
2. Assign the SS hole center position (xSS,ySS) to each event that is as-
sociated with the corresponding hole.
3. Fit transfer matrix MF2S from focal plane to Sieve slit plane: (xf , x
′
f ,
yf , y
′
f )−→(xSS,ySS).
The results of the Sieve slit data calibration are shown in Fig. 4.30 for
both Enge and HKS side. Sieve slit data transported by the MF2S matrices,
obtained in this calibration step, to the Enge/HKS Sieve slit plane clearly
show Sieve slit patterns.
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Figure 4.29: Enge and HKS Focal plane patterns for Sieve slit run
data.
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Figure 4.30: Enge and HKS Calibrated Sieve slit pattern for Sieve
slit data run.
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Sieve slit to target calibration
Based on the observation that there is a one to one correspondence between
the scattering angle from a point target and particle momentum and posi-
tions at Sieve slit plane, the scattering angles of particles at target can then
be calculated. Since this relation is influenced by the Splitter field, the ca-
libration can not be done with Sieve slit run data. Splitter field correction
is expected to be small because Splitter contributed ∼ 8% of the total Bdl
of the e’ arm or kaon arm. Initial angle reconstruction matrix MS2T was
extracted from Geant simulations. Further optimization of MS2T is done
by using the missing mass data for the hyperons and similar NLS method
as used to calibrate the momentum reconstruction matrix as described in
Section 4.4.1.
Procedure for Sieve slit to target part of the angle reconstruction calibra-
tion is:
1. Extract MS2T from positions at Sieve slit plane, particle momentum
and target angles based on the initial/simulated Splitter optics.
2. Reconstruct the target angles from focal plane variables from Sieve slit
data obtained matrix MF2S and MS2T obtained from initial Splitter
optics.
3. Calibrate initial MS2T from reconstructed missing mass and the known
hyperon mass values as references.
4.4.3 Calibration of spectrometer kinematics
The purpose of the kinematics calibration for the HKS spectrometer is to find
the real values of the absolute beam energy, Enge and HKS spectrometer
central momenta. They may deviate from nominal values as a result of
accelerator operation and magnetic settings of Enge and HKS spectrometer.
To find real values of kinematic setting kinematic offsets △EBeam, △p0e′
and △p0K+ are added to all three nominal values EBeam, p0e′ and p0K+ . The
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widths of the reconstructed missing mass peaks of Λ,Σ0 and their offsets from
known masses are calculated and used in the two χ2 functions definition:
χ2pos = wΛ(m
f
Λ −mPDGΛ )2 + wΣ(mfΣ −mPDGΣ )2
χ2wid = wΛσ
2
Λ + wΣσ
2
Σ,
(4.13)
where the mfΛ and m
f
Σ are the fitted centers of Λ and Σ
0 peaks, σ’s are
the peak widths of Λ, Σ0 and wΛ and wΣ are the weight factors. The values
of the widths is chosen based on the sensitivity of different masses to the
kinematics offsets and the statistics, S/N ratio and the expected resolution
of these masses.
Offsets to nominal values △EBeam,△p0e′ and △p0K+ are scanned in the
region of interested with 50KeV step and at each combination (scanning
point) χ2 function, as defined in Eqn.4.13, are calculated.
Kinematic variables VKin defined as :
VKin = △EBeam −△p0e′ −△p0K+
is used to view χ2 dependence on kinematic parameters. Fig.4.31 shows
dependence of the two χ2 functions on kinematic offset VKin. The error bars
represent χ2 errors caused by the error in the hyperon peak fit. Both plots
show clear χ2 dependence on kinematic parameters.
The kinematic point which minimizes χ2wid and has χ
2
pos below a certain
value is selected as the correct kinematic point. The limiting value of χ2pos
depend on the fitting error of the peak centers and specific kinematic of
the spectrometer, which has been determined from simulation in the HKS
case. This criterion of minimizing χ2wid is better as it decouples kinematic
offsets from effect of optical distortion because it is independent from optical
calibration which also utilized the mass offsets from references on a event by
event basis as criterion to determine the correct optics.
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Figure 4.31: χ2pos and χ
2
wid as functions of kinematics offset VKin. The
error bars represent the error of the χ2 caused by the error in the
hyperon peak fit.
4.4.4 Beam shift correction
Offset of the beam from expected central trajectory at designated positions
is what BPMs measure. Fig.4.32 shows stability of beam position (trajec-
tory) during the E01-011 experiment as measured by Hall C Arc Beam
Position Monitors (BPM). The most stable BPM readouts were obtained
form IPMC07y, IPMC12y and IPMC17x. BPMs IPMC07x, IPMC12x and
IPMC17y showed noticeable shifts and/or spreads in beam position measure-
ment.
With beam steering magnets producing stable magnetic field the reason
for this offsets is due to (small) beam energy changes. These beam energy
shifts then lead to shifts in MM spectra, see Eqn.4.8, as clearly represented
in Λ MM spectra in Fig.4.33.
This effect was studied on CH2 data - Lambda peak because it had
the highest statistics from all measured hypernuclear states. Beam energy
shifts are best represented with the measured beam positions from following
three BPMs: IPMC07x, IPMC12x and IPMC17y. Beam energy shift depen-
dence on the BCM measured beam position is of linear type, as described in
Eqn.4.14:
δE
E
= C0 + C1
dX7
R0
+ C2
dX12
R0
+ C3
dY17
R0
, (4.14)
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Figure 4.32: Hall C Arc Beam position monitors (BPM) readout.
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Figure 4.33: Lambda MM spectra for two CH2 data sets with differ-
ent BPM conditions. Mass of Λ subtracted from MM spectra. Left
BPM-IPM307x Right BPM-IPM312x
where δE is beam shift; E=1853MeV nominal beam energy; dX7, dX12, dY17
are beam shifts measured by IPMC07x, IPMC12x, IPMC17y, respectively;
R0=40.09 m Hall C Arc radius.
The four unknowns are the coefficients C0 −C3 so CH2 data was divided
into four data sets. For each set values of the Λ mass offsets from PDQ value
and averages of the dX7, dX12 and dY17 are extracted. This gave four sets of
equations with four unknowns. The calculated values of the coefficients are:
C0 = 0.00207, C1 = 34.32, C2 = 3.25 and C3 = 5.06.
The obtained beam energy correction was used on data from all targets.
The beam energy correction effect on the Λ peak is shown in Fig.4.34. The
correction influences Λ peak twofold: First, peak with correction is clearly
centered around zero, as expected since this plot shows: MM spectra-MΛ;
Second, peak with correction became more prominent (higher with a smaller
width). The difference in the two Λ peak positions is 350 keV.
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Figure 4.34: Lambda MM spectra for two CH2 data sets with dif-
ferent BPM-IPM307x conditions. Mass of Λ subtracted from MM
spectra.
4.5 HDC resolution
Resolution of the HKS drift chambers can be studied once optical proper-
ties of the spectrometer system and kinematic settings are established as
described in Sec.4.4. HDC performance is in detail described in Sec.3.4.3
and here, with the known residual and Chi2 distributions of the HDC, the
resolution of the track reconstructed focal plane quantities as well as the
resolution of the reconstructed particle momentum are discussed.
HDC resolution was studied on CH2 data with selected kaon events. Kaon
trajectories were projected onto each HDC plane and HDC wire numbers
and drift distances obtained. Monte Carlo simulated offsets (corresponding
to residual information) were added to drift distance values at each plane ac-
cording to residual distributions measured in the E01-011 experiment. Sim-
ulated HDC events were reconstructed by HDC tracking code producing a
new set of focal plane Xf ,Xfp,Yf ,Yfp values. For each kaon event a few hun-
dred tracks with simulated drift distance errors were calculated. In addition,
the resolution of HDC when only ten or eleven of HDC planes are used in
reconstruction of the HKS focal plane variables was also studied.
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For each simulated event differences δXf , δXfp, δYf , δYfp, δp between sim-
ulated and real data, HDC focal plane Xf ,Xfp,Yf ,Yfp and particle momen-
tum values were calculated. Xf , Xfp, Yf , Yfp resolutions correspond to the
sigma values of the Gaussian fit of the δXf , δXfp, δYf , δYfp distributions.
Momentum resolution corresponds to the value of the parameter C3 (Voigt
sigma) when δp distribution is fitted with pseudo-Voigt function. HDC mo-
mentum resolution did not have Gaussian distribution because dependence
between particle momentum and focal plane variables was described with 6th
order polynomial producing pseudo-Voigt type of distribution from initial
Gaussian like ones. Fig.4.35 shows dependence of the focal plane variable
resolutions on the number of HDC planes used in the reconstruction. As ex-
pected, the resolutions became worse when less planes in track reconstruction
were used.
Typical distribution of the momentum shift for simulated data for the
events in the central trajectory region is represented in Fig.4.36. Non-
Gaussian shape is clearly seen.
With real data hypernuclear states Λ,Σ and 12Λ B used in calibration of
the E01-011 spectrometer system, as described in Sec.4.4, focal plane regions
with higher statistics had the best resolution. This effect is clearly seen in
Fig.4.37 since the best HDC momentum resolution (Voigt sigma) achieved
90 ± 5keV in was in the region 0cm < Xf < 35cm. In terms of FWHM
this corresponds to 210±12 keV which is close to expected HDC momentum
resolution of 180 keV (FWHM). Average momentum resolution is 175 ± 5
keV. Errors are only statistical. From Top Right plot shows that introducing
residual offsets did not produce offsets (C4:mean of the Voigt fit) in the
momentum distribution. The data of each targets was divided into two sets
(regions): RegionI-XfENGE ≤ −12cm and RegionII-XfENGE > −12cm.
Fig.4.38 shows dependence of the momentum resolution on number of
planes used in track reconstruction. Similarly as in the case of focal plane
variables, events that had more planes on the track also had a better resolu-
tion.
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Figure 4.35: Average resolution of HKS focal plane quantities as a
function of the number of HDC planes used in tracking algorithm.
Analysis was done for CH2 data and resolution is defined as sigma of
the Gaussian.
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Figure 4.36: Typical HDC momentum resolution distribution simu-
lated from real data tracks and residuals. Particle momenta are
reconstructed with real optics. Distribution is fitted with Voigt
function.
4.6 Mass scale error
The systematic error in the mass scales was extracted by fitting Λ and Σ
peaks in the missing mass spectra obtained from CH2 data, see Fig.4.23, by
using fitting errors in the Λ and Σ peak positions according to Eqn.4.15:
dMsystematic =
√
dM2Λ Peak + dM
2
Σ Peak (4.15)
The Λ and Σ peaks were fitted by a combination of pseudo-Voigt function
and 2nd order polynomial as described in Eqn.4.16 and Eqn.4.18. The Λ
peak is fitted by function in Eqn.4.16 and Λ peak with function defined in
Eqn.4.18. The choice of the fitting function was based on the results of
the HDC momentum resolution study, see Section 4.5, and the shape of the
background and quasi-free distribution.
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Figure 4.37: Momentum resolution of HDC over HKS focal plane.
Top Left Momentum resolution root mean square (RMS). Top Right Mo-
mentum offset: peak of resolution distribution. Bottom HDC momen-
tum resolution, sigma of Voigt function, over HKS focal plane.
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Figure 4.38: Average momentum resolution of HDC for CH2 data as
a function of number of HDC planes used in tracking algorithm.
Analysis was done for CH2 data and HDC momentum resolution is
defined as sigma of Voigt function. Errors are only statistical.
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FΛ(x) = C1
[
2
π
C2C3
4(x− C4)2 + C23
+ (1− C3)
√
4Ln2√
πC3
e
−
4Ln2
C2
3
(x−C4)2
]
∗ [C5 + C6x+ C7x2]+ C8 + C9x+ C10x2 (4.16)
FΣ(x) = C1
[
2
π
C2C3
4(x− C4)2 + C23
+ (1− C3)
√
4Ln2√
πC3
e
−
4Ln2
C2
3
(x−C4)2
]
(4.17)
∗ (1 + C5(x− C4) + C6(x− C4)2) + C7 + C8(x− C4) + C9(x− C4)2,
where x =MM −MΛ/Σ; FΛ(x) and FΣ(x) represents number of counts.
The results of the Λ and Σ fit are shown in Fig.4.39 and Table 4.3. With
Λ and Σ mass errors as in Table 4.3 the systematic error of the mass scale
was estimated to be ≈ 0.1MeV . The Λ and Σ mass resolution, as listed in
Table 4.3, does not represent expected resolution of the hypernuclear states
in the E01-011 experiment since it is mostly due to kinematic broadening of
the elementary process p(e,eK+)Λ which decreases with the target mass.
MMX-MΛ/Σ FWHM [MeV/c
2]
Λ 0.01±0.03 2.83±0.28
Σ 0.04±0.08 3.20±0.34
Table 4.3: Particle nuclear mass references.
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Figure 4.39: [Missing mass spectra of the p(e, e′K+)Λ/Σ reactions from
CH2 with fitting results of the Λ/Σ peak by the polynomial of the
2nd order and pseudo-Voigt function. Errors are statistical.
4.7 Cross section
The cross section of the photoproduction reaction (γ∗, K
+) is derived from
the unpolarized (e,e’K+) cross section which can be written in terms of the
virtual photon flux factor and the L/T unseparated photon absorption cross
section dσγ
dΩkdpk
as:
d6σ
dΩe′dωdΩK+dpK+
= Γ(EBeam, ω, θee′)
dσγ
dΩkdpK+
. (4.18)
In the case of discrete final nuclear states, scattering kaon momentum
pK can be calculated from e’ momentum, angle and kaon scattering angle.
The cross section dependence on kaon momentum pk vanishes. The double-
differential photon absorption cross section dσγ
dΩkdpk
is reduced to dσγ
dΩk
. Thus
the yield from a discrete nuclear state is:
Ns =
L
A
ρdNeǫ
∫
∆Ω
∫
∆ω
ΓdωdΩ
∫
∆Ωk
dσγ
dΩk
dΩk (4.19)
where ǫ is the correction factor, N−1T =
NA
A
ρth is the effective area of one
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scattering center and Ne number of electrons ( NA- Avogadro’s number, A-
atomic number, ρ-target density [g/cm3], th-target thickness [cm]. By replac-
ing photon absorption cross section dσγ
dΩk
with an average photon absorption
cross section over HKS solid angel dσγ
dΩk
this can be simplified and so the cross
section of the photoproduction reaction (γ∗, K+) can be written as:
(
dσ∗γ
dΩK+
)
1◦−13◦
=
1
NTarget
1
Nγ
N∑
i=1
1
ǫFinaldΩ
(4.20)
where NTarget is the number of target centers, Nγ is the number of virtual
photons, dΩ is solid angle acceptance of HKS, N represents experimental
yields of hyperons (Λ,Σ) or a hypernuclear state, ǫFinal is a correction factor
describing detector efficiencies.
Detector efficiencies that are included in the definition of the ǫFinal are:
1. Hodoscope efficiency: ǫHodo
2. HTOF1Y dead space : ǫHTOF1Y
3. Enge drift chamber tracking efficiency : ǫEDC
4. HKS drift chamber tracking efficiency : ǫHDC
5. Aerogel Cˇerenkov cut efficiency: ǫAC , see Sec. 4.2.2
6. Water Cˇerenkov cut efficiency : ǫWC , see Sec. 4.2.2
7. βTOF − βK+ − offset cut efficiency : ǫβ, see Sec. 4.2.2
8. Coincidence time cut efficiency : ǫCoin, see Sec 4.1
9. Computer live time : ǫLiveT ime
10. Kaon absorption factor : ǫAbs
11. Kaon decay factor : ǫDecay
and definition of the ǫFinal can be written as:
ǫFinal = ǫHodo · ǫHTOF1Y · ǫAC · ǫHDC · ǫAC · ǫWC · ǫβ · ǫCoin · ǫLiveT ime · ǫAbs · ǫDecay
(4.21)
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Figure 4.40: Enge and HKS momentum correlation. Calculated from
Eqn. 4.8 for Λ, Σ and 12Λ B ground state with beam energy Ee = 1.853
and scattering angle values: θeK+ = 0.119rad and θee′ = 0.065rad
4.7.1 Momentum and Solid angle Acceptance
Momentum acceptance
Momentum correlation between scattered electron (pe′) and kaon can be cal-
culated from missing mass equation, see Eqn. 4.8, if other quantities are
known. Fig. 4.40 shows calculated momentum correlation between scattered
electron and kaon for Λ and Σ hyperons and 12Λ B ground state. The calcu-
lation was done with incident beam energy Ee = 1.853 and target scattering
angles θeK+ = 0.119rad for kaon and θee′ = 0.065rad for scattered electron.
Selected angle values represent central values of the scattered electron and
kaon as obtained from CH2 and
12C data set, see Fig. 4.42.
Fig. 4.41 shows Enge and HKS momentum correlation as obtained from
CH2 data set. The correlation, as shown in Fig. 4.40, is also plotted on this
figure. As expected, there is an agreement between real data momentum
correlation and the calculated one as a result of detailed optics calibration.
The Enge and HKS momentum acceptances were obtained from real data,
once momentum and angle reconstruction matrices were calibrated, as pe′ =
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Figure 4.41: Enge and HKS momentum correlation for CH2 data.
Kaon PID selection was done.
341.7MeV/c± 35% and pK+ = 1202MeV/c± 12.5%.
Solid angle acceptance
Fig. 4.42 shows correlation between reconstructed emission angles (θ, φ) for
scattered electron and kaon from 12C data with kaon PID selection.
Solid angle acceptances of Enge and HKS spectrometer systems were cal-
culated by using RAYTRACE and GEANT. Parameters values as used in
RAYTRACE/GEANT calculation are:
Enge parameters HKS parameters
△θ: 0.05 < θ < 0.31 rad △x′Tar: -0.27 < θ < 0.27 rad
△φ: 0 < φ < 2π rad △y′Tar: -0.27 < θ < 0.27 rad
△pe′ : 188< pe′ <507 MeV/c △pK+ : 950< pe′ <1450 MeV/c
The result of the simulation is momentum dependent solid angle SA(pe′/pK+),
as defined in Eqn.4.22, calculated for both Enge and HKS spectrometers.
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Figure 4.42: Correlation between reconstructed emission angles
(θ, φ) for scattered electron (Left) and kaon (Right) from 12C data
with K+ PID selection.
SA(pe′/pK+) = △Ωe′/K+ Number of accepted events
Number of generated events
△pe′/K+
pe′/K+
(4.22)
Ω is angular acceptance, for Enge spectrometer it represents △θ · φ and in
case of HKS △x′Tar · y′Tar.
Fig. 4.43 shows obtained momentum dependent solid angle for Enge and
HKS spectrometer. Statistical error in solid angle calculation was estimated
to be ≈ 1%.
4.7.2 Virtual photons
The number of virtual photons (Nγ) is obtained by integrating virtual photon
flux Γ(Ee, ω, θee′), as defined in Section 2.2 and Eqn. 2.1, as written in
Eqn.4.23
Nγ =
Q
e
∫ ∫
Γ(Ee, ω, θee′)SA(pe′)dωdΩe′ (4.23)
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Figure 4.43: Solid angle dependence on particle momentum. Left Enge
spectrometer Right HKS spectrometer
where Q is total charge, e is elementary charge, Ee is incident elec-
tron energy (Beam energy), ω is energy of virtual photon in the range
1339 < ω < 1604 [MeV], θee′ is electron scattering angle and SA(pe′) is
Enge solid angle. Virtual photon flux, integrated over electron scattering an-
gle, Γ(ω) dependence on scattered electron momentum is shown in Fig.4.44.
The number of virtual photons per electron was calculated as 4.805 · 10−6 by
integrating virtual photon flux Γ(ω) with respect to virtual photon energy.
Systematic errors to a number of virtual photons per electron are mostly due
to misalignment of the magnets (≈ 0.25mm) estimated to be ≈ 22% and
from beam current monitor calibration ≈ 2%.
4.7.3 Correction factors
Hodoscope efficiency
With all the hodoscope layers being used in the trigger setup hodoscope
trigger efficiencies (ǫHodo) were studied with trigger events that had multiple
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Figure 4.44: Virtual photon flux Γ(ω) integrated over electron scat-
tering angle.
HDC tracks. For such an event one of the tracks is from particle that produces
trigger and so all the hodoscope on this track will a signal. The remaining
tracks are result of high rates and are not correlated with the trigger and
so they can be used to estimated hodoscope efficiency. Obtained values for
hodoscope trigger efficiency was ǫHodo = 99.6± 0.1%.
HKS hodoscope layer HTOF1Y was included in the trigger from run num-
ber 58410 to decrease the number of random triggers. Geometrical setup of
this layer was such that it had gaps in between adjacent hodoscopes result-
ing in trigger dead space. Hodoscope were stacked in Y-direction. Fig.4.45
shows trackable events with tracks projected on the HTOF1Y plane, gaps
in between hodoscopes are seen as trackable events dead space. The effect
of HTOF1Y dead space was extracted from comparison of data with and
without HTOF1Y in trigger. Result of the dead space effect on number of
triggers was estimated to be 5± 1% ( ǫHTOF1Y = 95± 1%).
Drift chamber cuts
Drift chamber performance and tracking efficiency are discussed in Sec.3.4.2
and Sec.3.4.3. Acceptable EDC and HDC trajectories were selected based on
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Figure 4.45: Hodoscope layer HTOF1Y dead space.
their Chi2 values. Chi2 selection criterium effects EDC and HDC tracking
efficiencies, as shown in Fig.4.46 and Fig.4.47. Both drift chambers exhibit
similar Chi2 dependence with an obvious distinction in that HDC showed
better tracking efficiency with most tracks having low Chi2 values. HDC
and EDC Chi2 cuts used and their respective efficiencies for all data sets are
summarized in Table4.4.
PID cut efficiencies
Detailed study of PID detectors, Aerogel and Water Cˇerenkov and Time
of Flight hodoscopes, and their performances is discussed in Section 3.4.
Definition of PID variables and the form in which they are used to separate
kaons from protons and pions/positrons
• |βTOF − βK+ − offset| ≤ XToF
• AC1norm+ AC2norm+ AC3norm < XAC
• WC1norm+WC2norm > XWC
is discussed in Section 4.2.1.
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Figure 4.46: EDC tracking efficiency as a function of the applied
Chi2 cut.
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Figure 4.47: Tracking efficiency of HKS drift chambers as a function
of the applied HDC Chi2 cut.
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Target Data Set Runs EDC HDC
Chi2 Efficiency Chi2 Efficiency
CH2
#1 55838-56163 50 95.2±0.8 30 96.3±0.4
#2 56283-57334 50 90.9±0.8 30 94.6±0.7
Li6 #3 60623-61035 80 80±0.3 30 92.2±0.3
Li7 #4 60235-61065 90 79.8±0.5 30 94.8±0.2
Be9
#5 56476-57528
70 85±0.3 30 95.1±0.1#5 57529-57538
#5 57542-57545
#6 59316-59800 70 86.6±0.3 30 95.0±0.4
B10 #7 60812-60961 80 80.3±0.3 30 95.1±0.1
C12
#8 55911-56230
50 94.0±0.3 30 95.9±0.1
#8 56229-56230
#9 56231-56278 50 91.2±0.6 30 93.4±0.3
#10 56355-57200 60 87.4±0.2 30 94.2±0.4
#11 57547-57727 60 88.8±0.2 30 95.5±0.1
#12 57729-58409 60 87.5±0.3 30 95.6±0.1
#13 58410-60561 60 87.1±0.3 30 95.3±0.1
Si28
#14 57249-58394 65 87.6±0.1 30 92.5±0.2
#15 58720-59869 65 87.8±0.2 30 92.3±0.3
#16 59995-60756 85 80.3±0.2 30 91.4±0.2
Table 4.4: EDC and HDC tracking efficiency summary, Chi2 cut con-
ditions used and corresponding efficiency for each data set.
Detailed discussion of the effect of the cut conditions, imposed on the
three PID tools, on proton and pion rejection and kaon survival is in Section
4.2.2. Time of flight beta (βToF )v cut conditions and corresponding kaon
survival efficiencies are summarized in Table 4.7. Aerogel Cˇerenkov cut con-
ditions and corresponding kaon survival efficiencies are summarized in Table
4.5 and shown in Fig.4.16. Water Cˇerenkov cut conditions and corresponding
kaon survival efficiencies are summarized in Table 4.6 and shown in Fig.4.17.
Kaon Decay Correction
Kaon is an unstable particle with center of mass life time τk = 12.385±0.024
ns [68] (cτk ∼ 371.3 cm). With central flight path of the HKS spectrometer
≈ 8.35m some kaons may decay in its flying path before they reach detectors
and so can not be detected. Dominant kaon decay channels are listed in
Table 4.8. Cross section calculation has to be corrected for kaon decay by
kaon decay factor ǫDecay which actually, as defined in Eqn.4.20 and Eqn.4.21,
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Target Data Set X1AC Survival X2AC Survival
[NPENorm] [%] [NPENorm] [%]
CH2
#1 4.5 90.1±1.8 8.3 95.1±1.9
#2 4.4 90.0±1.6 8.1 95.1±1.9
Li6 #3 4.9 90.4±1.4 8.7 95.4±1.7
Li7 #4 5.3 90.7±0.9 8.9 95.1±1.3
Be9
#5 5.1 90.0±1.0 9.1 94.4±1.7
#6 5.2 89.9±1.0 9.3 94.9±1.4
B10 #7 5.1 90.2±1.2 8.9 94.6±1.8
C12
#8 4.9 90.4±1.8 8.9 95.0±1.9
#9 5.3 90.0±1.4 8.9 94.7±1.4
#10 5.2 90.2±1.1 9.0 95.1±1.2
#11 5.3 89.9±1.0 9.2 94.9±1.1
#12 5.4 90.5±1.4 8.9 95.0±1.4
#13 5.5 90.3±1.0 9.1 95.5±1.1
Si28
#14 5.4 90.1±1.0 9.2 95.3±1.1
#15 5.4 90.3±1.1 9.1 95.0±1.2
#16 5.5 90.4±1.0 9.1 95.1±1.2
Table 4.5: Aerogel Cˇerenkov cut efficiency.
Target Data Set Cut1 Survival Cut2 Survival
[Photon] [%] [Photon] [%]
CH2
#1 82.6 90.5±1.6 73.1 95.5±2.9
#2 83.0 90.1±1.1 74.0 95.2±1.8
Li6 #3 82.1 90.1±1.3 69.6 95.6±1.7
Li7 #4 84.9 90.5±1.5 73.7 95.6±2.3
Be9
#5 84.1 89.9±1.3 71.1 96.0±1.2
#6 84.5 90.1±1.5 72.1 95.4±1.5
B10 #7 84.1 90.5±1.0 74.6 95.2±2.0
C12
#8 82.1 90.5±1.6 76.6 95.4±2.2
#9 85.1 90.1±1.8 74.0 94.9±2.6
#10 83.5 90.2±0.9 73.7 95.1±1.3
#11 82.9 90.9±1.1 72.1 96.0±1.9
#12 84.3 90.5±1.2 75.4 95.6±2.0
#13 82.0 90.4±1.0 73.2 95.3±1.3
Si28
#14 83.6 90.1±1.3 73.6 95.5±1.7
#15 85.5 89.9±1.0 76.4 95.1±1.4
#16 84.7 90.5±1.4 75.5 94.9±1.6
Table 4.6: Water Cˇerenkov cut efficiency.
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Target Data Set Cut Xβ Survival [%]
CH2
#1 0.064 99.0±1.6
#2 0.065 98.8±1.1
Li6 #3 0.068 98.0±1.3
Li7 #4 0.067 98.5±1.1
Be9
#5 0.07 96.9±2.1
#6 0.069 97.2±1.7
B10 #7 0.068 97.9±1.0
C12
#8 0.065 96.9±1.6
#9 0.065 97.2±1.8
#10 0.064 97.6±1.0
#11 0.065 98.0±1.1
#12 0.068 98.2±1.2
#13 0.067 98.1±1.0
Si28
#14 0.067 98.5±1.3
#15 0.064 98.4±1.0
#16 0.066 98.6±1.4
Table 4.7: βToF cut efficiency.
represents kaon survival ratio.
Decay modes Branching ratio
µ+νµ 63.44±0.14
π+π0 20.92±0.12
π+π+π− 5.59±0.03
π0e+νe 4.98±0.07
π0µ+νµ 3.32±0.06
π+π0π0 1.75±0.02
Table 4.8: Summary of K+ decay channels [68].
The survival probability after kaon travels a distance of X is:
P (x) = e
−
mkX
pkcτk , (4.24)
where mk is the kaon mass and pk is the kaon momentum.
Kaon decay factor was obtained from Monte Carlo simulation. Gener-
ated kaon events that reach hodoscope layers (HTOF1X and HTOF2X) and
are recognized by Water Cˇerenkov detectors as kaons are defined as detected
(not decayed). Kaon survival ratio is then defined as the number of not de-
cayed kaons and the number of generated kaons. Fig.4.48 shows momentum
dependence of kaon survival ratio, Kaon decay factor ǫDecay. This correction
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Figure 4.48: Momentum dependence of kaon decay factor (survival
ratio).
in cross section calculation is done on event by event basis. Weighted average
is ǫDecay = 0.345± 0.001.
Kaon Absorption Correction
Kaon produced at the target on its path passes through target, spectrometer
system and detectors interacting with these materials by elastic or inelastic
scattering. In the case of interaction kaon will not reach second layer of Water
Cˇerenkov detectors and will not be detected. Assuming that N0 particles
enter material of thickness th[cm] the number of absorbed particles will be:
N = N0
NAρ · th
A
σ0, (4.25)
where NA = 6.022 · 1023mol−1 is Avogadro’s number, A is atomic number,
th[cm] is thickness of material and σ0[mb] is the absorption cross section [24]:
σ0 = 21.065p
−0.99
K+ A
0.79[mb], (4.26)
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where pK is in unit of GeV.
Correction factor that accounts for this is kaon absorption factor defined
as:
ǫAbs = 1− NAρ · th
A
σ0 (4.27)
The effect of kaon absorption depends on kaon momentum pK and mate-
rials used. Summary of target properties needed for the estimation of kaon
absorption is in Table 4.9. Summary of detectors and materials on kaon flight
path is in Table 4.10. When both target and HKS materials, as listed in Ta-
ble 4.9 and Table 4.10, are included in the calculation of factor NAρ · th/A,
the factor amounts to 250− 255 · 10−5[mb]. Finally, kaon absorption factor
is:
ǫAbs = 1− 0.221
p0.99K+
(4.28)
Fig.4.49 shows momentum dependence of kaon survival ratio, Kaon ab-
sorption factor ǫAbs. This correction in cross section calculation is done on
event by event basis.
Target th [cm] ρ [g/cm3] NAρth/A [10
−5mb−1]
CH2 0.5008 0.92 5.934
6Li 0.356 0.46 1.640
7Li 0.350 0.54 1.622
9Be 0.1007 1.848 1.244
10B 0.041 2.16 0.533
12C 0.0452 2.25 0.510
28Si 0.0389 2.33 0.195
Table 4.9: Summary of the E01-011 target properties.
Computer dead time
Computer dead time factor describes a situation in which trigger events are
lost because DAQ is busy processing the previous event and not able to
accept and process new trigger. New trigger is then vetoed by the BUSY
signal from trigger supervisor. The Hall C DAQ processes the events with
typical time interval of 400 µs. Computer live time (ǫLiveT ime)is defined as
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th [cm] ρ [g/cm3] NAρth/A [10
−5mb−1]
Target chamber
Vacuum ( 2 x 10”5 [Torr], 20 [◦C]) ≈81 3.2 x 10”11 ¡0.00001
Spectrometer
Spectrometer Vacuum (≈ 2 · 10−5[Torr], 20[◦C]) -557 3.2 x 10−11 ¡ 0.00001
Kevlar (C14N2O2H10) 0.02 0.74 0.10563
Mylar (C10O4H8) 0.0125 1.39 0.11979
Detector Hut
He bag He gas 100 1.79 ·10−4 0.269
Kapton bag 0.004 1.42 0.03489
Drift chambers
Mylar cathode 0.0176 1.39 0.16866
Ar/C2H6 gas 7.41 0.00154 0.08833
Sense wires 0.00003 19.3 0.001
Field wires 0.00009 19.3 0.002
Hodoscopes 6 1.032 59.95113
Aerogel Cerenkov
Paper wall 1.8 1.42 6.45799
Silica aerogel 15 0.2 9.21408
Water Cerenkov
Plastic wall for WC 0.9 1.19 12.56253
Water 15 1 150.42584
Air HDC2 through WC2 115 0.0012 0.57127
Light shielding
Aluminum foil 0.312 2.7 2.11289
Plastic sheet 1.04 1.30 7.81641
Sum of all contributions 249.90142
Table 4.10: Summary of the HKS materials and their properties for
kaon absorption calculation.
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Figure 4.49: Momentum dependence of kaon absorption factor (sur-
vival ratio) due to interaction with on path materials.
a ratio of DAQ accepted (Trigger) events and the number of pre-triggers, as
described in Eqn.4.29.
Computer Live Time:ǫLiveT ime =
Number of Trigger Events
Number of Pretrigger Events
(4.29)
The relation between time τ needed by DAQ to process an event and com-
puter live time, for small dead time, is:
Computer Live Time:ǫLiveT ime = e
−Rτ ∼ 1−Rτ, (4.30)
where R is the pretrigger rate.
Fig.4.50 shows computer livetime as measured during the E01-011 run-
ning period. Computer live time conditions for all data sets are summarized
in Table 4.11.
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Figure 4.50: Computer live time as a function of run number.
Target Data Set Runs Charge Average current DAQ Live time
[mC] [µA] [%]
CH2
#1 55838-56163 95.025 1.387 96.95
#2 56283-57334 271.259 1.388 97.95
Li6 #3 60623-61035 2545.125 21.15 90.49
Li7 #4 60235-61065 3828.735 25.50 91.53
Be9
#5 56476-57528
2344.404 18.31 92.52#5 57529-57538
#5 57542-57545
#6 59316-59800 1313.366 18.10 94.26
B10 #7 60812-60961 3249.134 26.82 94.21
C12
#8 55911-56230
556.72 14.54 92.68
#8 56229-56230
#9 56231-56282 294.301 21.19 85.10
#10 56353-57209 6947.060 23.92 94.93
#11 57547-57727 1191.937 20.65 92.84
#12 57729-58409 748.642 21.27 87.70
#13 58410-60561 5202.155 20.59 95.28
Si28
#14 57249-58394 2667.613 11.24 92.69
#15 58720-59869 8542.17 11.37 96.06
#16 59995-60756 2650.039 16.20 92.36
Table 4.11: Summary of data set averaged Computer Live Time.
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4.7.4 Summary of the cross section factors
All factors needed to calculate hypernuclear cross section from the experi-
mental yields by equation 4.20 for all targets and data sets are summarized
here. The number of virtual photons (per electron) was calculate by inte-
grating virtual photon flux and the obtained value is 4.805 ·10−6 photons per
electron. The number of scattering centers NT for targets used depends on
target density and target thickness with values for individual targets written
in Table 4.12. Other contributions in Eqn. 4.20 can be divided into kaon
momentum depended quantities (HKS spectrometer solid angle dΩ, kaon ab-
sorption factor and kaon decay factor) and momentum independent (detector
and cut efficiencies). Fig.4.51 shows plot of product of momentum dependent
factors ǫAbsǫDecaydΩ in the cross section equation 4.21 as calculated for
12C
target. Similar results are obtained for other targets as well. Product of
momentum independent quantities for all data sets is given in Table 4.12.
Target Data Set Runs Charge Run time NT ǫpK ind
[mC] [hour] [·1022cm−2]
CH2
#1 55838-56163 95.025 19.2
5.9343
0.742±0.024
#2 56283-57334 271.259 54.8 0.698±0.020
Li6 #3 60623-61035 2545.125 33.7 1.6395 0.552±0.015
Li7 #4 60235-61065 3828.735 42.4 1.6223 0.572±0.016
Be9
#5 56476-57528
2344.404 36.6
1.2435
0.610±0.016#5 57529-57538
#5 57542-57545
#6 59316-59800 1313.366 20.4 0.633±0.017
B10 #7 60812-60961 3249.134 34.4 0.53263 0.590±0.015
C12
#8 55911-56230
556.720 13.0
0.50992
0.683±0.022
#8 56229-56230
#9 56231-56282 294.301 8.0 0.589±0.019
#10 56353-57209 6947.060 83.0 0.641±0.012
#11 57547-57727 1191.937 17.1 0.652±0.013
#12 57729-58409 748.642 10.2 0.577±0.014
#13 58410-60561 5202.155 77.1 0.624±0.012
Si28
#14 57249-58394 2667.613 69.7
0.19510
0.591±0.014
#15 58720-59869 8542.17 214.1 0.610±0.012
#16 59995-60756 2650.039 46.7 0.535±0.013
Table 4.12: Summary of pK+ independent correction factors for all
data sets.
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Figure 4.51: Kaon momentum dependence of ǫAbsǫDecaydΩ product. Cal-
culation was done for 12C target.
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4.7.5 Error estimation
Statistical errors
The statistical errors are connected with the number of events in a bin and
can be calculated as the square root of the number of counts [102] as de-
scribed:
△N =
√
N =
√
S +B, (4.31)
N is total number of events in a bin, S is the number of real coincidence
events, B is the number of events due to accidental background.
The statistical uncertainty △N can be made smaller if the number of
events in a bin is increased by enlarging the bin width. On the other hand
by increasing the bin width the resolution of the missing mass spectra and
extracted cross sections decreases and so compromise has to be made.
Systematic errors
Contributions that result in the cross section calculation error are discussed
in previous sections, here in Table 4.13 summary of the systematic errors is
presented.
Systematic error [%]
12C 28Si
Target thickness 2 5
Number of virtual photons (Nγ) 22
HKS Acceptance 1
Efficiency (ǫFinal) 3
Optics Calibration 5
Overall 22 23
Table 4.13: Summary of systematic errors in the cross section cal-
culation.
The energy resolution of the spectrometer system is derived from the
FWHM of the measured 12Λ B ground state. The deduced energy resolution is
0.47 MeV (FWHM) with detailed description in Chapter 5.
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Chapter 5
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Second generation of the Λ hypernuclear spectroscopy experiment with the
(e, e′K+) reaction (E01-011) was successfully running from June to Septem-
ber 2005 in the experimental Hall C at Thomas Jefferson National Accelerator
Facility (TJNAF, JLab). In this chapter the performance of the new electron
arm, the so called ”Tilt method”, and new high resolution kaon spectrometer
system (HKS) in terms of particle rates, experimental yields and resolution
of hypernuclear states are discussed and compared to the HNSS experiment.
The measured hypernuclear mass spectra of 12Λ B are shown in Fig.5.1.
The experimental results are presented in terms of observed experimental
yields (counts) and/or extracted cross sections averaged over HKS spectrom-
eter angular acceptance. Cross section is calculated as described in Eqn.
4.20. Calculated cross sections for observed states are compared to previous
experimental results and theoretical predictions.
Two energy scales are used in the presentation of spectra: binding energy
(BΛ) and excitation energy (Ex). The excitation energy represents energy
excess with respect to the hypernucleus ground state. Binding energy is
defined as:
BΛ =MΛ +MA −MHY (5.1)
where MΛ is mass of Λ hyperon, MA is mass of core nucleus in its ground
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state and MHY is mass of the hypernucleus.
Background from accidental coincidences was evaluated from mixed events
analysis as described in Section 4.3.1. Increased statistics resulted in a much
smaller statistical error when compared to real and measured accidental co-
incidence events.
5.1 E01-011 performance overview
To fully use capabilities and unique characteristics of the (e, e′K+) reaction
for the hypernuclear spectroscopy, especially for heavier systems, high back-
ground flux of bremsstrahlung electrons that limited hypernuclear yields in
the HNSS experiment had to be reduced. To achieve this for the HKS ex-
periment new electron arm configuration, the so called ”Tilt method” was
introduced. The expected benefits are smaller rates of scattered electrons in
the Enge spectrometer by limiting flux of bremsstrahlung electrons, better
signal to accidental ratio (S/A) and higher production rates. As a result
heavier targets with higher on target beam currents can be studied. New
kaon spectrometer system (HKS) with bigger solid angle and better momen-
tum resolution was designed and built.
The effect of the E01-011 experimental configuration and the comparison
of the performance of E89-009 and E01-011 experiments is discussed here.
Information for the HNSS experiment was taken from references [56], [110]
and [92].
Results from the E01-011 data from CH2 target when compared to E89-
009 showed improvement in number of Λ counts above accidental background
and 12C quasi-free and S/A ratio in coincidence time distribution. From CH2
data taken in roughly 84 hours there are ≈ 2700 counts in Λ peak compared
to ≈ 210 counts from 170 hours of data taking obtained from the E89-
009 experiment. Fig.5.2 shows comparison of coincidence time distributions
and a clear improvement with ≈ 2.5 better S/A ratio in the E01-011 data.
Fig.5.3 shows comparison of missing mass spectra with E01-011 having higher
statistics and ≈ 6 times better signal to accidental background ratio.
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Figure 5.1: 12Λ B hypernuclear mass spectra obtained from
12C target.
The spectrum from accidental coincidence events is overlayed on
both plots. Errors are statistical.
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Figure 5.2: Comparison between E89-099 and E01-011 coincidence time
distributions. Data from CH2 target.
Figure 5.3: Comparison between E89-099 and E01-011 missing mass
spectra from CH2 target.
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The comparison of key performance factors between E089-009 [56] [39]
and E01-011 experiment are summarized in Table 5.1. Missing mass spectra
of the 12Λ B hypernucleus with overlayed accidental background are compared
in Fig.5.4. The number of counts in the 12Λ B ground state doublet above ac-
cidental background for 200 hours of the E01-011 data taking is estimated to
be ≈ 620 compared to ≈ 165 counts for 440 hours in the E89-009 experiment.
E89-009 E01-011 Gain
Scattered electron momentum acceptance [MeV/c] 120 320 2.6
Solid angle of kaon arm [msr] 5 16 3.2
Kaon survival 0.37 0.34 0.94
12C target
Beam current [µA] 0.66 22.0 33.3
Target thickness [mg/cm2] 22 100 4.5
Virtual photon flux (·10−6) 370 4.8 0.013
Singles rates of e’ arm >100MHz 1.2MHz 0.012
12
Λ
B ground state doublet count 165 620 3.8
Yield rate of 12
Λ
B ground state doublet [Hz] 1.0·10−4 8.3·10−4 8.3
S/A ratio of 12
Λ
B ground state doublet 0.6 1.4 2.3
Width of 12
Λ
B ground state doublet [keV] 900 465±97
Table 5.1: Comparison of HNSS (E89-009) [56] [39] [92] [110] and HKS
(E01-011) experiment performance for 12C target.
From the information listed in Table 5.1 and Figures 5.2, 5.4 and 5.4 con-
clusion is that experimental configuration of the E01-011 experiment with
implemented HKS spectrometer and ”Tilt method” resulted in decrease of
the rates seen by electron arm resulting in better S/A ratio, higher hypernuc-
lear yields and as a result hypernuclear spectroscopy with higher statistics
and high resolution was realized.
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Figure 5.4: Comparison between E89-099 [56] [39] and E01-011 12Λ B spec-
tra.
5.2 Spectroscopy of the 12Λ B hypernucleus
5.2.1 Experimental results
Fig.5.1 shows measured hypernuclear mass spectra of 12Λ B in terms of ob-
served experimental yields and extracted cross section (averaged over HKS
spectrometer angular acceptance). The hypernuclear mass spectrum, in
terms of cross section with subtracted background is shown in Fig.5.8. High
statistics study of the background by mixed events analysis was done, limit-
ing statistical errors from the background subtraction to final cross section.
The error bars represent statistical uncertainties including the contribution
from background subtraction.
Two prominent peaks, one at BΛ ≈ −11.5MeV and the other near the
Λ emission threshold BΛ ≈ 0MeV , are clearly evident in the spectrum.
They correspond to proton-hole Λ-particle configuration, sΛ ground state
11B(3/2−)⊗sΛ1/2 and pΛ substitute states 11B(3/2−)⊗pΛ1/2 and 11B(3/2−)⊗
pΛ3/2 [94] [95]. Additionally, two peaks have been observed between ground
state and composite p-shell peaks. The origin of these peaks is in the coupling
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of the 11B core excited states and Λ hyperon. The observed core excited
states of 12Λ B hypernuclei are expected to be at the same excitation energy
of 11B states because 12Λ B is considered as weakly coupled
11B core nucleus
and Λ hyperon. Core excited states, as obtained from 12Λ B, can be compared
to 11B core excited states obtained from proton pick-up (e, e′p) reaction on
12C target resulting in the 11B spectrum through reaction 12C(e, e′p)11B.
Both interactions produce proton-hole states. The results of various proton
pick-up reactions producing 11B are summarized in Table 5.2.
Proton pick-up Reaction Jpi Ex [MeV] S-factor
3/2− 0.00 2.00
1/2- 2.12 0.37
12C(p,2p)11B 5/2- 4.44 0.15
3/2- 5.02 1.08
1/2+ 6.79 0.25
3/2- 0.00 2.98
12C(d,3He)11B 1/2- 2.12 0.69
3/2- 5.02 0.31
3/2- 0.00 1.72
12C(e,e’p)11B 1/2- 2.12 0.26
3/2- 5.02 0.20
Table 5.2: Spectroscopic factors of the 11B from proton pick-up re-
actions on 12C.
From the experimental results binding energies and cross sections of the
observed peaks in the 12Λ B spectrum are extracted from fitting the spectrum
with combination of function representing quasi-free part and Gaussians for
each of the hypernuclear states. Cross sections for ground state and com-
posite p-shell peaks were calculated. Due to smaller S/N ratio and bigger
statistical errors in the core excited states the cross section results will not
be given. The obtained binding energies and cross sections are represented
in table 5.3 and shown in Fig.5.5 and Fig.5.8.
The width of the ground state with resolution of 470 keV (FWHM) rep-
resents the best resolution ever achieved in hypernuclear spectroscopy.
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Figure 5.5: Spectra of 12Λ B hypernuclei as measured by three JLab
experiments: E89-009 [56], E94-107 [70] and E01-011 (present study).
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Peak Ex BΛ Errors FWHM Cross sections
No. [MeV] [MeV] [MeV] [MeV] [µb/sr]
#1 0 -11.56 ±0.01±0.15 0.47±0.07 89±7±19
CE#1 2.80 -8.76 ±0.05±0.15 0.45±0.07 -
CE#2 6.32 -5.24 ±0.07±0.15 0.57±0.07 -
#2 11.20 -0.36 ±0.02±0.15 0.52±0.07 98±7±22
Table 5.3: Hypernuclear states as obtained by fitting the 12Λ B spec-
trum from the E01-011 experiment. BΛ is binding and Ex is excitation
energy.
5.2.2 Comparison with previous experimental results
Hypernuclear spectrum of 12Λ B hypernuclei obtained in the E01-011 expe-
riment is compared to results of two previous JLab experiments: Hall C
experiment E89-009 (HNSS) [56] [39] [44] [92] (data taking in 2000) and
Hall A experiment E94-107 [70] [36]. Comparison of results from mentioned
experiments is presented in Tables 5.4 and 5.5.
The binding energy of the 12Λ B doublet obtained in presented study as
-11.56 ±0.01 (statistic)±0.15 (systematic) MeV is consistent with emulsion
result -11.37 ±0.06 MeV [82] obtained from decay process 12Λ B → π−+α+α+
α. The results are also consistent with HNSS result -11.52 ±0.35 [39]. The
Λ p-shell doublet binding energy -0.36 ±0.02±0.15 is consistent with HNSS
result -0.5 ±0.2 MeV [110] and JLab Hall A experiment E94-107 result 10.93
± 0.03 MeV.
Fig.5.6 shows missing mass spectra as obtained by JLab experiments E01-
011 and E94-107 [70]. Fig. 5.5 shows calculated cross section results from
all three JLab experiments. As can be seen from the figures JLab Hall A
experiment E94-107 produced results for six hypernuclear states in the 12Λ B
spectrum. In data comparison the results for s-shell and p-shell doublets and
two core-excited states were used.
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Hall C E01-011 Hall C E89-009
Peak Structure : Jpi Ex FWHM Ex FWHM
[MeV] [MeV] [MeV] [MeV]
#1
11B( 3
2
; g.s.)⊗ s 1
2
Λ
: 1−
0±0.01±0.15 0.47±0.07 0.0 ± 0.1 ± 0.3
0.92
11B( 3
2
; g.s.)⊗ s 1
2
Λ
: 2− fixed
CE#1 11B( 1
2
; 2.12)⊗ s 1
2
Λ
: 1− 2.80 ±0.05±0.15 0.45±0.07 2.5 ± 0.2 ± 0.3 0.92
CE#2
11B( 3
2
; 5.02)⊗ s 1
2
Λ
: 2−
6.32 ±0.07±0.15 0.57±0.07 5.4 ± 0.3 ± 0.3 0.92
11B( 3
2
; 5.02)⊗ s 1
2
Λ
: 1−
#2
11B( 3
2
; 5.02)⊗ p 1
2
Λ
: 2+
11.20 ±0.02±0.15 0.52±0.07 11.0± 0.1 ± 0.3
11B( 3
2
; 5.02)⊗ p 3
2
Λ
: 3+
Table 5.4: Comparison of results from JLab E01-011 and E89-009 [39]
[56] [92] experiments for the 12Λ B spectrum.
Hall C E01-011 Hall A E94-107
Peak Structure : Jpi Ex FWHM Ex FWHM
[MeV] [MeV] [MeV] [MeV]
#1
11B( 3
2
; g.s.)⊗ s 1
2
Λ
: 1−
0±0.01±0.15 0.47±0.07 0.0 ± 0.03 1.15 ± 0.18
11B( 3
2
; g.s.)⊗ s 1
2
Λ
: 2−
CE#1 11B( 1
2
; 2.12)⊗ s 1
2
Λ
: 1− 2.80 ±0.05±0.15 0.45±0.07 2.65 ± 0.10 0.95± 0.43
CE#2
11B( 3
2
; 5.02)⊗ s 1
2
Λ
: 2−
6.32 ±0.07±0.15 0.57±0.07 5.92 ±0.13 1.13 ± 0.29
11B( 3
2
; 5.02)⊗ s 1
2
Λ
: 1−
#2
11B( 3
2
; 5.02)⊗ p 1
2
Λ
: 2+
11.20 ±0.02±0.15 0.52±0.07 10.93 ± 0.03 0.67 ±0.15
11B( 3
2
; 5.02)⊗ p 3
2
Λ
: 3+
Table 5.5: Comparison of results from JLab E01-011 and E92-107 [70]
[36] experiments for the 12Λ B spectrum.
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(a) JLab Hall A: E94-107 [70] [36]
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Figure 5.6: Comparison between JLab Hall A: E94-107 and Hall C:
E01-011 measured 12C(e, e′K+)12Λ B mass spectra with subtracted back-
ground.
5.2.3 Theoretical interpretation
The obtained experimental results in terms of 12Λ B cross sections and excita-
tions energies are compared to theoretical calculations based on DWIA with
configuration-mixed shell model [83] [84] [94] and with three different isobaric
models: Williams-Ji-Cotanch (C4) [67], Saclay-Lyon (SLA) model [57]and
Kaon-Maid (KMAID) [55] that describe elementary process (γp → ΛK+)
and can be used for electro-production process. Hypernuclear wave func-
tions were obtained by diagonalizing the Hamiltonian:
H = HCohen−KurathN + tΛ + ξ(lΛ · sΛ) +
∑
N
vΛN , (5.2)
where HCohen−KurathN is the Cohen-Kurath shell-model [107] [106] [47]
Hamiltonian describing core-nucleus, tΛ is the kinetic energy of Λ hyperon,
ξ(lΛ · sΛ) is the spin-orbit potential of Λ and vΛN is the effective ΛN interac-
tion. The effective interaction part, the YNG interaction [111] was deduced
on the basis of the G-matric calculation with the Nijmegen soft core model-F
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(NSCF97f) [62] interaction.
Fig.5.7 shows the calculated 12Λ B spectrum by the (γ,K
+) reaction at
θLabK+ = 3
◦, Eγ = 1.3GeV [94]. The corresponding values are listed in Table
5.6. The spectrum shows the ground state composed of two states, the
spin-doublet (non-spin-slip and spin-flip) of sΛ coupled to the ground state
11B(3
2
; g.s.) core with configurations 11B(3/2−)⊗sΛ1/2 and 11B(32 ; g.s.)⊗s 12Λ
with Jπ = 1− and Jπ = 2−, respectively. Their separation is predicted to be
0.14MeV, due to weak ΛN spin-spin interaction, so they can not be resolved
by our experimental resolution. Therefore the ground state doublet peak
obtained in the E01-011 experiment was fitted with single Gaussian function.
Due to the large spin-flip amplitude in electro and photoproductions, it is
believed that the Jπ = 2− state dominates in this peak.
The pΛ peak, as seen from the figure, is composed of high spin stretched
states Jπ = 2+s and Jπ = 3+, with Λ remaining in the p-shell and coupled
to 11B(3
2
; g.s.) core. The importance of the (e, e′K+) reaction in the study
of hypernuclei manifests here because the Jπ = 2− in the ground state and
Jπ = 3+ p-shell substitute state of the 12Λ B can only be produced by the
electro or photoproduction.
Experimental results Theoretical calculation
Ex (dσ/dΩ)1◦−13◦ Structure : J
pi Ex Cross section
Peak [MeV] [nb/sr] [MeV] [nb/sr]
# 1 0.0±0.01±0.15 89 ±7 ± 19
11B( 3
2
; g.s.)⊗ s 1
2
Λ
: 1− 0.0 34.9
11B( 3
2
; g.s.)⊗ s 1
2
Λ
: 2− 0.14 120.8
# 2 11.20±0.02±0.15 98 ±7 ± 22
11B( 3
2
; g.s.)⊗ p 3
2
Λ
: 3+ 10.08 98.3
11B( 3
2
; g.s.)⊗ p 1
2
Λ
: 2+ 10.61 61.5
Table 5.6: Comparison of the E01-011 hypernuclear binding energies
and cross sections from the 12Λ B spectrum with theoretical calcula-
tion [94].
The summary of binding energies and cross sections obtained in the E01-
011 experiment and theoretical calculations by M.Sotona et al [97] based
on three different isobaric models (C4, SLA and KMAID) is in Table 5.7.
Theoretical results were done with EBeam = 1.8GeV with summation over
kaon scattering angle in the range 1◦ < θLabK+ < 13
◦. It can be concluded that
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Figure 5.7: Calculated spectrum for the 12C(e, e′K+)12Λ B reaction at
Eγ = 1.3 GeV and θ
LAB
K+ = 3
◦ with fixed energy resolution of 300keV
(FWHM). Update with NSC97f from [94] [95].
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measured excitation energies of the p-shell states is in good agreement with
theoretical predictions. Based on measured cross sections the experimen-
tal results favor the theoretical calculation with Saclay-Lyon (SLA) isobaric
model.
Experimental results Theoretical calculation
Peak Ex (dσ/dΩ)1◦−13◦ Structure : J
pi Ex (dσ/dΩ)1◦−13◦ [nb/sr]
[MeV] [nb/sr] [MeV] C4 SLA KMAID
# 1 0.0±0.01±0.15 89 ±7 ± 19
11B( 3
2
; g.s.)⊗ s 1
2
Λ
: 1− 0.0 22.8 19.7 20.7
11B( 3
2
; g.s.)⊗ s 1
2
Λ
: 2− 0.14 82.0 65.7 43.0
# 2 11.20±0.02±0.15 98 ±7 ± 22
11B( 3
2
; g.s.)⊗ p 3
2
Λ
: 3+ 10.99 56.9 48.3 38.0
11B( 3
2
; g.s.)⊗ p 1
2
Λ
: 2+ 11.06 107.3 75.3 68.5
Table 5.7: Comparison of the E01-011 hypernuclear binding energies
and cross sections from the 12Λ B spectrum with theoretical calcula-
tion.
5.2.4 Comparison of the two mirror hypernuclei
The mirror nucleus of 12Λ B is
12
Λ C hypernucleus and so the observed spectra
are compared. The comparison of energy levels of the same spin-parity states
will give valuable information about charge symmetry breaking (CSB) effect.
Fig. 5.8 shows two12Λ C spectra obtained by KEK-E369 [54] and FINUDA
[71] [72] [73] experiments. The 12Λ B spectrum is also shown for comparison.
Since the 12Λ C hypernuclei are meson induced the spectrum excites only nat-
ural parity states and because of that spin assignments are different from
the ones in the 12Λ B spectrum. The KEK-E369 spectra were obtained by the
(π+, K+) reaction measured by a superconducting kaon spectrometer (INS-
SKS) at the K6 beamline of the KEK 12 GeV PS in 2001. The FINUDA
spectrum was obtained by the (K−, π−) reaction measured by the FINUDA
spectrometer for the first time at an e+e−collider: DAΦNE, the Frascati
Φ-factory in 2004.
Both 12Λ C spectra have similar structure with two prominent peaks: #1
and #5 in the KEK-E369 spectrum and #1 and #6 in the FINUDA spec-
trum. Additional structures were observed together with the quasi-free con-
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tribution in the unbound region. The FINUDA spectrum was also fitted with
six and seven Gaussian functions with later producing a result with better
χ2/d.o.f. The results of the two experiments are summarized in Tables 5.8
and 5.9. The two large peaks are interpreted as neutron-hole Λ-particle
configurations: 11C(3
2
−
; 0.00) ⊗ s 1
2
Λ and mixture of
11C(3
2
−
; 0.00) ⊗ p 1
2
Λ and
11C(3
2
−
; 0.00) ⊗ p 3
2
Λ, respectively. This configuration is very similar to the
proton-hole Λ-particle configurations in the 12Λ B spectrum, see Fig.5.7 and
Fig.5.8.
By comparing the binding (excitation) energies of 12Λ B, listed in Table 5.3,
and 12Λ C the similarity of spectra is obvious.
The spacing between the s-shell and p-shell Λ states from the 12Λ B spec-
trum is 11.2±0.1 MeV. The difference in the spacing between s-shell and
p-shell Λ states of 12Λ B and
12
Λ C hypernuclei obtained from experiments and
theory is represented in Table 5.10. The difference in s-p shell energy spac-
ing between the 12Λ B spectrum from present analysis and the
12
Λ C spectrum
from KEK-E369 measurement are consistent with theory calculated values.
The FINUDA result with seven peaks fit does not (in combination with the
results from present study) produce such a consistent result.
Peak Ex -BΛ Errors FWHM Cross sections
No. [MeV] [MeV] [MeV] [MeV] [µb/sr]
#1 0 10.76 (fixed) 1.44±0.05 8.07± 0.38
#2 2.51 8.25 ±0.17 1.44 ± 0.05 1.04±0.14
#3 6.30 4.46 ± 0.11 1.44 ± 0.05 1.29 ± 0.21
#4 8.06 2.70 ± 0.19 1.44 ± 0.05 0.99 ± 0.17
#5 10.66 0.10 ±0.04 1.44 ± 0.05 7.71 ± 0.45
#6 12.37 -1.61 ±0.09 1.44 ±0.05 3.01 ± 0.40
Table 5.8: Hypernuclear states as obtained by fitting the 12Λ C spec-
trum from the KEK-E369 experiment [54]. BΛ is binding and Ex is
excitation energy. Errors are statistical.
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(a) KEK-E369:(π+,K+) reaction [54] (b) INFN-DAΦNE: (K−, π−)
reaction[71]
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(c) Present study JLab Hall C (E01-011): (e, e′K+) reaction
Figure 5.8: The hypernuclear mass spectra of 12Λ C by the (a) Exp.
KEK-SKS E369: (π+,K+) reaction (b) Exp. DAΦNE-FINUDA: (K−, π−)
reaction and 12Λ B by present study (c) JLab Hall C Exp. E01-011:
(e, e′K+) reaction
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Peak number Ex -BΛ [MeV] Capture rate/(stopped K
−)[·10−3]
#1 0 10.94±0.06 1.01±0.11stat ± 0.10syst
#2 2.56±0.2 8.4±0.2 0.21±0.05
#3 5.04±0.1 5.9±0.1 0.44±0.07
#4 7.14±0.1 3.8±0.1 0.56±0.08
#5 9.34±0.2 1.6±0.2 0.50±0.08
#6 11.21±0.06 -0.27±0.06 2.01±0.17
#7 13.04±0.2 -2.1±0.2 0.58±0.18
Table 5.9: Hypernuclear states as obtained by fitting the 12Λ C spec-
trum from the FINUDA experiment [71].BΛ is binding energy.
Experiment Theory
Reaction ∆sp ∆sp(12
Λ
B)-∆sp(12
Λ
C) ∆sp ∆sp(12
Λ
B)-∆sp(12
Λ
C)
[MeV] [MeV] [MeV] [MeV]
12C(e, e′K+)12
Λ
B 11.20±0.02± 0.15 - 11.06 [97] -
12C(π+,K+)12
Λ
C 10.66±0.04 0.54±0.16 10.6 [83] 0.46
12C(K−, π−)12
Λ
C 11.2±0.1 0.0±0.18 10.6 0.46
Table 5.10: Measured and theory calculated Λ s-p shell energy spac-
ing of 12Λ B and
12
Λ C hypernuclei [97] [83].
5.3 Spectroscopy of the 28Λ Al hypernucleus
5.3.1 Experimental results
The 28Λ Al hypernuclear mass spectra represents the first ever hypernuclear
spectroscopy by the (e, e′K+) reaction with Λ populating above the p-shell
state. Also it is the first time ever that the 28Λ Al hypernuclear mass spectra
has been measured.
The measured 28Λ Al hypernuclear mass spectra is shown in Fig.5.9 in terms
of experimental yields and in Fig.5.10 in terms of cross section with the
subtracted background. The obtained spectra show three prominent peaks
at BΛ ≈ −18MeV and BΛ ≈ −7MeV in the bound region and an additional
peak at BΛ ≈ +2MeV in the unbound region. Peaks are interpreted as
being proton-hole with a Λ hyperon configuration 0d−15
2
⊗ sΛ, 0d−15
2
⊗ pΛ, and
0d−15
2
⊗ dΛ, respectively. The spectrum was fitted with three Gaussians and a
second-order polynomial representing the continuum part. The fitting results
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(a) The experimental counts
Figure 5.9: The 28Λ Al hypernuclear mass spectra obtained from the
28Si
target. The spectrum from accidental coincidence events is over-
layed on both plots. Errors are statistical.
of the spectrum are shown in Table 5.11. Additionally, we see significant and
un-resolvable strength in between the three prominent peaks.
5.3.2 Theoretical interpretation
The theoretical calculations for the 28Si(e, e′K+)28Λ Al reaction and the ex-
traction of hypernuclear properties are based on DWIA formalism with three
modern isobar models : Williams-Ji-Cotanch (C4) [67], Saclay-Lyon (SLA)
[57] and Kaon-MAID (KMAID) [55]. The differences between the models are
mainly due to particular choice of nucleon and hyperon resonances, inclusion
of hadronic form factor (or not), SU(3) symmetry constraint required or not
[99].
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(a) The cross section
Figure 5.10: The 28Λ Al hypernuclear mass spectra obtained from the
28Si target. The spectrum from accidental coincidence events is
overlayed on both plots. Errors are statistical.
Peak Ex BΛ Errors FWHM Cross sections
No. [MeV] [MeV] [MeV] [MeV] [µb/sr]
#1 0 -17.82 ±0.03±0.18 0.42±0.07 51±10±12
#2 10.91 -6.91 ±0.03±0.15 0.48±0.07 78±13±18
#3 19.18 1.36 ±0.04±0.15 0.58±0.07 33±7±8
Table 5.11: Hypernuclear states as obtained by fitting the 28Λ Al spec-
trum from the E01-011 experiment. BΛ is binding and Ex is excitation
energy.
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Fig.5.11 shows calculated spectrum of the 28Λ Al hypernuclei with SLA
isobaric model with fixed kaon scattering angle with aritfical splitting of
LS multiplets and 28Λ Al hypernuclei spectrum as obtained in the E01-011
experiment. The sΛ peak is actually a doublet of natural parity state 0d
−1
5
2
⊗
s 1
2
Λ : J
π = 2+ and unnatural parity state 0d−15
2
⊗ s 1
2
Λ : J
π = 3+. The same
structure is also in p-shell (0d−15
2
⊗ p 1
2
Λ : J
π = 3−, 0d−15
2
⊗ p 3
2
Λ : J
π = 4−) as
well as in d-shell. Since the hole-particle interactions for high-spin states are
generally very small, the energy difference between the peaks in the doublet
is almost equal to the spin-orbit splitting. Relative strengths of the states in
the same particle-hole J-multiplet states are shown in Fig. 5.12.
In addition to the major structure with three prominent peaks there are,
both in experimental and theoretical MM spectrum, strengths in between.
This strengths are consequence of the inclusion of the breakup channels of
the 28Λ Al hypernuclei in the calculation. They were included since heavy hy-
pernuclei or hypernuclei at higher excitations tend to break up into a lighter
hypernucleus plus another nucleus. For example: p-shell 12Λ C hypernucleus
tends to break up into 11Λ B+ p or
6
ΛLi hypernucleus which breaks into
5
ΛHe
+ p. This is called hyperfragment process.
In Table 5.12, results obtained from present study and the results of
theoretical calculation by Sotona et al [97] for observed peaks are listed. At
this stage of optics calibration there seems to be a significant discrepancy
both in excitation energy of states and cross section values between present
study and theoretical calculations.
5.3.3 Comparison of the two mirror hypernuclei
The comparison of two mirror hypernuclei 28Λ Al and
28
Λ Si [46] [77] is presented
in Fig.5.13 and Table 5.13. The mirror hypernuclei 28Λ Si spectrum also ex-
hibits three clear peaks (#1,#3,#5) at BΛ ≈ −17MeV and -8 MeV in the
bound region and a broad peak at BΛ ≈ 1MeV in the unbound region. The
mentioned peaks have the same hole-particle configuration as 28Λ Al states [46]
[9].
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(a) Theoretical calculation
(b) Present study JLab Hall C (E01-011): (e, e′K+) reaction
Figure 5.11: Comparison of the 28Λ Al spectrum obtained in the E01-011
experiment and theoretical calculation. (a) Calculated spectrum
for the 28Si(e, e′K+)28Λ Al reaction at Eγ = 1.3 GeV and θ
LAB
K+ = 3
◦ with
SLA model [99] [109]. (b) The 28Λ Al by present study, JLab Hall C Exp.
E01-011: (e, e′K+) reaction
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Figure 5.12: Divided contributions to the particle-hole J-multiplet
state [j−1p j
Λ]J for the
28Si(e, e′K+)28Λ Al reaction at Eγ = 1.3 GeV and
θLABK+ = 3
◦ with SLA model. The height of each pillar corresponds to
the differential cross section [99].
Experimental results Theoretical calculation
Ex (dσ/dΩ)1◦−13◦ Structure : J
pi Ex (dσ/dΩ)1◦−13◦ [nb/sr]
Peak [MeV] [nb/sr] [MeV] C4 SLA KMAID
# 1 0.0±0.01±0.15 51±10±12 27Al( 5
2
)⊗ s 1
2
Λ
: 2+ 0.0 112.7 92.1 71.8
27Al( 5
2
)⊗ s 1
2
Λ
: 3+
# 2 10.91±0.03±0.15 78±13±18 27Al( 5
2
)⊗ p 3
2
Λ
: 4− 9.42 167.7 134.9 117.5
27Al( 5
2
)⊗ p 1
2
Λ
: 3− 9.67 109.1 91.3 58.5
# 3 19.18±0.04±0.15 33±7±8 27Al( 5
2
)⊗ d 3
2
Λ
: 4+ 17.6 184.7 148.4 135.1
27Al( 5
2
)⊗ d 5
2
Λ
: 5+ 17.9 167.1 139.1 89.9
Table 5.12: Comparison of the E01-011 hypernuclear binding energies
and cross sections from the 28Λ Al spectrum with theoretical calcu-
lation.
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Table 5.13 shows results of the 28Λ Si spectrum fit with five Gaussians
and a second-order polynomial representing the continuum part. Significant
differences between p-shell and d-shell excitation energies of the two mirror
nuclei exist.
Peaks MHY -MA Errors BΛ FWHM σ2◦−14◦
[MeV] [MeV] [MeV] [MeV] [νb]
#1 176.6 ±0.2 16.6 2.2 (fixed) 0.09±0.01
#2 181.3 ±0.4 11.9 4.4±1.0 0.10±0.04
#3 186.2 ±0.2 7.0 2.7±0.3 0.27±0.05
#4 189.0 ±0.2 4.3 1.4±0.4 0.07±0.04
#5 194.3 ±0.8 -1.0 6.5±1.1 0.51±0.16
Table 5.13: Hypernuclear states as obtained by fitting the 28Λ Si spec-
trum [77]. BΛ is binding and Ex is excitation energy.
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(a) KEK-E369:(π+,K+) reaction [77]
(b) Present study JLab Hall C (E01-011): (e, e′K+) reaction
Figure 5.13: The hypernuclear mass spectra of 28Λ Si by the (a) Exp.
KEK-SKS E369 :(π+,K+) reaction and (b) 28Λ Al by present study, JLab
Hall C Exp. E01-011: (e, e′K+) reaction
Chapter 6
CONCLUSION
This thesis is based on the experimental activities of the E01-011 HKS col-
laboration at the Thomas Jefferson National Accelerator Facility, Newport
News, Virginia, USA.
In the chapter Physics introduction the topic of Hypernuclear physics is
introduced. It has a wide territory of physics problems which are involved in
it: hyperon-nucleon interaction, probing of the nuclear interior, examination
of medium effects upon hyperon properties. . . A brief account is given of
the past exploration channels of hypernuclei formation being the hadronic
one. This thesis, however, deals with the novel channel of electroproduction
which features are exposed in the same chapter.
As the important challenge of the collaboration was the achievement of
the ultimate energy resolution in the hypernuclear spectra, it was necessary to
describe the full complexity of the experiment in the chapter: Experimental
apparatus and the data acquisition. The beam energy changes could have
negatively influenced the resolution. Therefore, the detection apparatus with
the beam monitoring features are described in detail. The essential parts of
the HKS system are discussed one by one: hodoscopes, drift chambers for
HKS and Enge spectromers, Cˇerenkov counters of aerogel and water type.
In the Data analysis chapter the procedures of tuning of the components
of the system leading to the spectra of optimal resolution are given. Here
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also each module of the complex system is discussed separately.
The chapter Result and discussion includes a number of spectra demon-
strating first the quality of the new apparatus which, due to the Tilt method,
has acquired much better statistics and energy resolution of the hypernuc-
lear states. The improvements obtained on the 12C target are also included
and compared both to previous experimental efforts and theoretical calcu-
lation. Finally, a very new information is displayed using the spectra from
the 28Si target. For the targets of 12C and 28Si a detailed discussion of the
interpretation of the structures in the spectra is given.
We may conclude that the novel components introduced by the HKS col-
laboration together with the careful calibration and data analysis explained
here, have resulted in both: improved spectrum of 12B hypernucleus and
the new spectrum for the 28Al hypernucleus. The latter one is resulting in
the observation of the hypernuclear excitation spectrum achieved through
electroproduction which goes beyond the known s and p shell excitations.
With the observed hypernuclear spectra, the second generation of the
(e, e′K+) hypernuclear spectroscopy experiments has proved that this exper-
imental technique is a practical and powerful tool for the investigation of
hypernuclei.
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Poglavlje 1
UVOD
1.1 Fizikalna motivacija
Hiperjezgra je stabilan nuklearni sistem tvoren kada se jedan ili viˇse nukleona
u jezgri zamjeni stranim barionom - hiperonom.
Hiperoni, kao npr. Λ, Σ and Ξ, SU(3)f klasifikaciji kvarkovskog modela
su barioni sa spinom J = 1/2 pri cˇemu je barem jedan od kvarkova u qqq
strukturi strani kvark. Barionski oktet s hiperonima koji nose kvantni broj
stranosti S = −1 prikazan je na slici 1.1.
Zakoni ocˇuvanja dozvoljavaju tezˇim hiperonima raspad u nuklearnom
mediju jakom silom u Λ hiperone koji se zatim raspadaju slabim kanalom.
Tipicˇno vrijeme zˇivota Λ hiperona od 263 ps dozvoljava vezanje na nuklearni
medij i tvorbu stabilnog sustava, Λ hiperjezgre [4] [10].
S tim novim stupnjom slobode, stranosˇc´u, hiperon se razlikuje od nukle-
ona i zbog toga ne podlijezˇe Paulijevom blokiranju nukleona u jezgri. Zbog
tog svojstva hiperon mozˇe biti i u duboko vezanim stanjima i na taj nacˇin
omoguc´ujw nam istrazˇivanje strukture unutrasˇnjosti jezgre koja nije dos-
tupna pobudivanjima normalnih jezgri.
Bez Paulijevog blokiranja Λ hipernuklearna struktura nivoa postaje uzˇa u
usporedbi sa strukturom normalnih jezgri. Ovaj efekt je diskutiran u Ref.[2]
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Slika 1.1: Oktet lakih JΠ=1/2+ bariona. Prikaz ovisnosti o trec´oj
komponenti izospina I3 i stranosti.
gdje se pokazuje da dok duboko vezana nukleonska stanja imaju sˇirine reda
velicˇine 10MeV, sˇirine Λ vezanih stanja su na skali nekoliko 100 keV-a jer je
ΛN interakcija slabija od NN interakcije.
1.2 Hiperon-nukleon interakcija
Postoji nekoliko specijalnih svojstava ΛN interakcije koja imaju vazˇnu ulogu
u hipernuklearnoj fizici. Buduc´i da Λ nema isospin (T=0) dok nukleon ima
(T=1/2), nije moguc´a izmjena jednog piona (T=1) imedu njih. Stoga nema
dominantne izmjene jednog piona (OPE) kao u NN interakciji. Odsustvo ΛN
OPE sile osigurava vazˇnost kratkodosezˇnog dijela barion-barion interakcije u
Λ hiperjezgrama.
Uz pretpostavku da se Λ hipernuklearna valna funkcija mozˇe rastaviti na
valne funkcije nuklearne sredice i Λ hiperona, hamiltonijan se mozˇe zapisati
[6] [29]:
H = HN +HΛ + VΛN + VΛNN , (1.1)
gdje HN i HΛ predstavljaju nuklearnu sredicu i Λ jednocˇesticˇni potencijal.
VΛN opisuje efektivnu ΛN interakciju koja se koristeci OBE modele, kao npr.
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Slika 1.2: Ovisnot energije vezanja Λ jednocˇesticˇnog stanja o mase-
nom broju (A) nuklearne sredice. Krivulje predstavljaju rezultate
fitanja podataka s obzirom na fenomenolosˇki Λ potencijal baziran na
sferni Skyrme-Hatree-Fock pristup [8] [32].
Nijmegen, mozˇe konstruirati sa G-matricˇnim racˇunom. Efektivni potenci-
jal mozˇe biti simuliran kombinacijom viˇse gausijana s razlicˇitim dosezima.
Analiticˇki, to se mozˇe zapisati preko kvadraticˇne forme u Fermi momentu,
kF :
VΛN(r) =
∑
i
(ai + bikF )exp(−r2/β2i ). (1.2)
Potencijal se mozˇe zapisati preko efektivne dvo-cˇesticˇne ΛN interakcije
[9,11]:
V effΛN (r) = V0(r)+Vσ(r)~σΛ·~σN+VΛ(r)~lΛN ·~σΛ+VN(r)~lΛN ·~σN+VT (r)Ŝ12, (1.3)
V0(r) je centralni dio; Vσ(r) je spin-spin interakcija; VΛ(r) je Λ-spin-orbit
interakcija; VN(r) je N-spin-orbit interakcija; VT (r) je tenzorska interakcija.
U hiperjezgri, nakon vezanja Λ na nuklearnu sredicu sa spinom J 6= 0 od
svakog nivoa nuklearne sredice nastane dublet stanja (J = JA−1 ± 1
2
). Ti
spinski dubleti predstavljaju ’hipernuklearnu finu strukturu’ i reda su velicˇine
10-100 keV. Na slici 1.2 prikazana je ovisnost energije vezanja Λ hiperona o
masenom broju (A) nuklearne sredice s Λ-om u razlicˇitim stanjima ljuske.
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Slika 1.3: Hipernuklearni produkcijski mehanizmi
1.3 Produkcijski mehanizmi Λ Hiperjezgri
Postoje dva nacˇina za produkciju hiperjezgri. Jedan je tkz. izmjena stranosti,
a drugi vezana produkcija. Slika 1.3 shematski prikazuje reakcije produkcij-
skih mehanizama hiperona na kvarkovskom nivou. U oba slucˇaja nukleon,
proton ili neutron, je pretvoren u hiperon. Λ hiperjezgra se mozˇe producirati
na razlicˇite nacˇine u hadronskim interakcijama preko mezon, proton, tesˇkih
iona ili elektrona. Svaki od tih mehanizama na specificˇan nacˇin komplemen-
tira i nadopunjuje informacije u studiji hiperjezgri.
Reakcije koje koriste sekundarnu mezonsku zraku su:
K− + n→ π− + Λ (1.4)
π+ + n→ K+ + Λ (1.5)
Elektroprodukcija i fotoprodukcija koristi elektronsku zraku, a reakcija
je:
γ + p→ K+ + Λ (1.6)
pri cˇemu foton, γ mozˇe biti realan (fotoprodukcija) ili virtualan (elektro-
produkcija).
Hiperjezgra mozˇe biti producirana sa svim reakcijama koje produciraju
hiperone u jezgri [7], ali eksperimentalno znacˇajne [25] su samo one interak-
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cije koje imaju znacˇajan udarni presjek [2] i produkte interakcije koji se mogu
detektirati eksperimentalnim uredajima. Osnovne karateristike razlicˇitih re-
akcija za produkciju hiperjezgri [2] navedene su u tablici 1.1.
Reakcija
pgranicno pprojektil qY σ
Komentar
[GeV/c] [GeV/c] [GeV/c] [νb/sr]
(K−, pi±) 0 0.4-0.8 <0.1 103 Zamjenska Λ, Σ (∆L = 0)
K− stopped 0 0.3 (Λ) 102 Zamjenska+ne-zamj. Λ, Σ
(pi,K+) 0.6-0.8 1.0-1.5 >0.3 10 Veliki J, duboke Y orbite,polarizacija
(γ,K+)
0.65-0.9 (Λ)
1.0-1.4 >0.2 0.1
neprirodan paritet
0.73-1.05 (Σ) jaki spinflip
(e,e’K+) 10−3 visoka rezolucija, mag. momentum
(K−,K+) 0.73-1.05 1.1-2.0 ≈0.5 10 ∆S=-2
(p,K+) 1.6 2.0-5.0 >1.0 <<10−3
Tablica 1.1: Karakteristike razlicˇitih reakcija za produkciju hiper-
jezgri [2]. Momenti: pgranicno-granicˇni, pprojektil-ulazne cˇestice , qY -
prenesˇeni
1.3.1 Elektroprodukcija
Jedna od znacˇajki elektroprodukcije hiperjezgri, jer virtualno foton nosi spin,
je produciranje Λ u spin-flip stanjima koja imaju ne-prirodni paritet i ukupni
angularni moment J = Jmax = ln + lΛ + 1. Produkcija tih stanja u (K
−, π−)
reakciji je potisnuta pa je produkcija hiperjezgri (e, e′K+) reakcijom komple-
mentarna hadronskim reakcijama.
Eksperimentalno, glavna znacˇajka (e,e′,K+) reakcije je moguc´nost mnogo
bolje energetske rezolucije elektronske zrake, naspram sekundarnim mezon-
skim zrakama. Mali udarni presjek u elektroprodukciji se kompenzira s elek-
tronskim zrakama visokog intenziteta i kvalitete sˇto omoguc´uje energetsku
rezoluciju od nekoliko 100 keV.
Reakcija elektroprodukcije na protonu i kinematicˇke varijable prikazane
su na slici 1.4. Moment i energija virtualnog fotona definirani su kao q =
pe − pe i ω = Ee − Ee′ .
Formula za diferencijalni udarni presjek elementarnog procesa se mozˇe
zapisati izdvajanjem dijelova ovisnih o ΦK+ odnosno o Γ
∗ [3] [14] kao:
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Slika 1.4: Kinematika elektroprodukcije hiperjezgri. Ravnina
rasprsˇenja xz definirana je ulaznim (pe) i izlaznim (pe′) elektronskim
momentima. Prenesˇeni moment q = pe − pe′, usmjeren u smjeru z-osi, i
moment produciranog kaona pK+ definiraju ravninu interakcije.
d3σ
dEe, dΩe, dΩK+
= Γ { dσT
dΩK+
+ ǫ
dσL
dΩK+
+ ǫ
σp
dΩK+
(1.7)
+
√
2ǫ(1 + ǫ)
dσI
dΩK+
cos 2ΦK+}
pri cˇemu su σT, σL, σP i σI tkz. transverzalni, longitudinalni, polariza-
cijski i interferencijski udarni presjek. Γ predstavlje tok virtualnih fotona.
Tok virtulanih fotona Γ je definiran sljedec´im izrazom:
Γ =
α
2π2Q2
1
1− ǫ
Ee′mp
(pe · pp)Eγ =
α
2π2Q2
Eγ
1− ǫ
Ee′
Ee
(1.8)
Eγ = ω − q
2
2mp
(1.9)
gdje Eγ predstavlja efektivnu fotonsku energiju.
Poglavlje 2
EKSPERIMENTALNI
POSTAV
Eksperiment E01-011 primjer je eksperimenta koincidencije jer se rasprsˇeni
elektron i kaon, produciran kada ulazni elektron (elektronski snop) interagira
s metom pri cˇemu nastaju Λ hiperjezgra i K+, detektiraju istovremeno, tj. u
koincidenciji, pomoc´u dva Hall C spektrometra, visokorezolucijskog kaonskog
spektrometra (HKS) i Enge spektrometra (Enge).
2.1 Kinematicˇki uvjeti
U reakciji elektroprodukcije
(
e, e
′
K+
)
u E01-011 eksperimentu, ulazni elek-
tron, s energijom Ee = 1.854 GeV, izmjenom virtualnog fotona, energije
Eγ ≈ 1.5 GeV, interagira s protonom u jezgi pri cˇemu nastaje strani par
kvark-antikvark te je proton konvertiran u Λ-u (uds) i kaon K+ (us¯). Λ
u interakciji s jezgrinom sredicom stvara hiperjezgru, dok je K+ emitiran s
centralnim momentom od 1.2GeV/c.
Navedeni kinematicˇki uvjeti detektiranih rasprsˇenih elektrona i kaona
pazˇljivo su odabrani s ciljem maksimizacije produkcije hiperjezgri. Produk-
cija hiperjezgri ovisi o udarnom presjeku elementarne reakcije fotoprodukcije
p (γ,K+) Λ i toku virtualnih fotona.
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Slika 2.1: Totalni udarni presjek reakcije fotoprodukcije
p(γ,K+)Λ[5].
Totalni udarni presjek Λ fotoprodukcije kao funkcija energije fotona, iz-
mjeren od strane SAPHIR grupe [5], prikazan je na slici 2.1.
Sa slike 2.1 vidljivo je da je totalni udarni presjek za fotoprodukciju kaona
p (γ,K+) Λ maksimalan u podrucˇju fotonskih energija od 1.1 GeV-a do 1.5
GeV-a. Odabir energije elektronskog snopa od Ee = 1.8GeV posljedica je
energije virtualnog fotona od Eγ ≈ 1.5 GeV i cˇinjenice da je Enge spektrome-
tar projektiran s centralnim momentom od pe′ 0.3GeV. Odabirom energije
elektronskog snopa i centralnog momenta rasprsˇenog elektrona fiksiran je
i centralni moment izlaznog kaona na pK+ = 1.2GeV . Korelacija mome-
nata detektiranih rasprsˇenih elektrona i kaona, posljedica sacˇuvanja impulsa
i energije, prikazna je na slici 2.2.
Ovisnost toka virtualnih fotona o kutu rasprsˇenja izlaznih elektrona pri-
kazana je na slici 2.3. Zbog proporcionalnosti udarnog presjeka elektropro-
dukcije o toku virtualnih fotona, elektroprodukcija hiperona najvec´a je za
male kuteve rasprsˇenja elektrona. Vrijednost kuta rasprsˇenja za koju je tok
virtualnih fotona maksimalan je:
θe′ = sin
−1(
meω
4EeEe′
) (2.1)
Limitirajuc´i faktor je da je i produkcija pozadinskih dogadaja, prije svega
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Slika 2.2: Korelacija momenata detektiranih rasprsˇenih elektrona
i kaona. Racˇun je napravljen sa: Ee = 1.851 GeV, pretpostavljenim
energijama vezanja 12Λ B osnovnog stanja od -11.37 MeV [27] i
28
Λ Al sta-
nja od -16.92 MeV [19] .)
Mo¨ller rasprsˇeni elektroni i elektroni producirani zakocˇnim zracˇenjem, maksi-
malna pri malim kutevima rasprsˇenja. Stoga je kod malih kuteva rasprsˇenja
izrazˇen doprinos pozadine u vidu losˇeg omjera signala i pozadine.
2.2 Spektrometarski sustav
Spektrometarski sustav E01-011 eksperimenta sastojao se od razdijeljnog
magneta (Splitter magnet) i dvije spektrometarske grane, Enge spektrometra
(Enge) i visokorezolucijskog kaonskog spektrometra (HKS-High Resolution
Kaon Spectrometer), za detekciju rasprsˇenih elektrona i produciranih kaona.
Konfiguracija eksperimentalnog postava prikazana je na slici 2.4. Da bi se
minimizirao broj viˇsestrukih rasprsˇenja cijeli je sustav, do izlaza is spektro-
metara, bio u vakuumu.
Splitter magnet omoguc´eva detekciju rasprsˇenih elektrona (i kaona) na
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Slika 2.3: Ovisnost toka virtualnih fotona o kutu rasprsˇenja elek-
trona za metu 12C.
malim kutevima rasprsˇenja, ali i separaciju cˇestica razlicˇitih naboja. Rasprsˇeni
su elektroni pomoc´u Splitter magneta usmjereni prema Enge spektrome-
tru dok se kaoni usmjeravaju prema HKS spektrometru. Na taj je nacˇin
omoguc´ena detekcija kaona u horizontalnoj ravnini cˇiji su kutevi rasprsˇenja
u rasponu od 0◦ do 14◦.
Enge spektrometar je normalno vodljivi tzv. split pole dipolni magnet
[9] [26] vec´ koriˇsten u prvom eksperimentu (HNSS) elektroprodukcije hiper-
jezgri. Glavno poboljˇsanje je nova geometrijska konfiguracija spektrometra,
tkz. nagibna metoda (Tilt method), kao sˇto je prikazano na slici 2.5. Tilt
metoda je naziv za istovremeno koriˇstenje vertikalnog pomaka i kutnog na-
giba Enge spektrometra s obzirom na disperzijsku ravninu Splitter magneta,
a s ciljem smanjenja pozadinskih dogadaja, Moller rasprsˇenih elektrona i
elektrona produciranih zakocˇnim zracˇenjem.
Uz navedenu prednost koriˇstenja Tilt metode, postoji i jedan nedosta-
tak, a to je da s povec´anjem kuta otklona Enge spektrometra povec´ava se i
kut elektrona koje mogu biti detektirani od strane Enge detektora, a time se
smanjuje tok virtualnih fotona koji opada s povec´anjem kuta rasprsˇenih elek-
trona. Vertikalni pomak i nagib Enge spektrometra odabrani su tako da su
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Slika 2.4: Dvodimenzionalni prikaz eksperimentalne postave: E01-011
spektrometarskog sistema (Splitter magneta, ENGE and HKS spek-
trometara) i detektorskog paketa.
(a) Enge konfiguracija u eksperimentu
E89-009
(b) Enge konfiguracija u eksperimentu
E01-001.
Slika 2.5: Enge konfiguracija u eksperimentu (a) E89-009: Enge se
nalazi u ravnini Splitter magneta (b) E01-001: Enge ima vertikalni
pomak i nagib prema ravnini Splitter magneta.
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Slika 2.6: Kutna ovisnost produkcije elektrona zakocˇnim zracˇenjem,
Moller rasprsˇenih elektrona i toka virtualnih fotona za 12C metu
gustoc´e 100 mg/cm2 i struje elektronskog snopa od I=30µA. Figure
of merit (FoM) definiran je kao FoM= S/N
1
2 , S- tok virtualnih fo-
tona; N - suma elektrona produciranih zakocˇnim zracˇenjem i Moller
rasprcˇenih elektrona. Tok virtualnih fotona i FoM su skalirani radi
graficˇkog prikaza. [13].
uravnotezˇeni tok virtualnih fotona i broj pozadinskih dogadaja. Na slici 2.6
Figure of Merritt (FoM ∝ Signal/√Pozadina pokazuje da je najoptimalniji
odabir nagiba Enge spektrometra u podrucˇju kuteva od 7◦ do 8◦.
Visokorezolucijski kaonski spektrometar, tj. High resolution kaon
spectrometer ili HKS, specijalno je dizajniran za detekciju kaona u E01-
011 eksperimentu. Spektrometar se sastoji od dva kvadrupola, jedan za
vertikalno (Q2) i jedan za horizontalno (Q1) fokusiranje, nakon kojih slijedi
dipol koji zakrec´e pozitivno nabijene cˇestice u horizontalnoj ravnini. Cijeli
HKS spektrometar zarotiran je u horizontalnoj ravinini za 7◦ te prihvac´a
kaone emitirane s kutevima u podrucˇju 1◦-13◦. Time je izbjegnut veliki broj
pozitrona s kutem rasprsˇenja od 0◦.
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Slika 2.7: Struktura c´elije Enge driftne komore.
2.3 Detektorski paket E01-011 eksperimenta
2.3.1 Enge detektorski paket
Enge detektorski paket sastoji se od honeycomb driftne komore (EDC) i tri
Enge hodoskopa, tj. ravnine scintilacijskih detektora, (EHODO1,EHODO2
i EHODO3). Detektorski paket smjesˇten je neposredno nakon izlaza Enge
spektrometra. Driftna komora koristi se za odredivanje trajektorije rasprsˇenog
elektrona. Scintilacijski detektori, rasporedeni u tri hodoskop ravnine, koriste
se za odredivanje vremena.
Honeycomb driftna komora koristi se za odredivanje trajektorije rasprsˇenog
elektrona. Dobivena trajektorija rasprsˇenog elektrona opisuje se setom fokal-
nih koordinata Xf ,Xfp,Yf ,Yfp koje predstavljaju smjer i kuteve pod kojima
trajektorija sijecˇe definiranu fokalnu ravninu. Iz fokalnih koordinata rekons-
truiraju se moment i kutevi rasprsˇenog elektrona. EDC se sastoji od deset
ravnina zˇica za signal pri cˇemu je svaka signalna zˇica okruzˇena zˇicama za
stvaranje elektricˇnog polja u heksagonalnoj strukturi kao sˇto je prikazano na
slici 2.7. S odabranom strukturom mogu se kvalitetno odrediti i trajektorije
s velikim upadnim kutem s rezolucijom momenta od 4 ×10−4 (FWHM).
Enge hodoskop, tj. ravnina scintilacijskih detektora koristi se u for-
miranju triggera i za odredivanje vremena prolaska elektrona kroz Enge de-
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Slika 2.8: Shematski prikaz Enge hodoskopa.
tektorski paket. Hodoskopi EHODO1 i EHODO2 imaju po dvadeset i pet
scintilacijskih detektora s kojih se pomoc´u fotomultiplikatora detektira signal
koji producira nabijeni elektron. EHODO3 se sastoji od samo jednog scin-
tilatora, a koristi se za kalibraciju EHODO1 i EHODO2. Shematski prikaz
Enge hodoskopa nalazi se na slici 2.8.
2.3.2 HKS detektorski paket
HKS detektorski paket, tj. detektorski sustav za detekciju kaona, sastoji
se od dvije ravnine driftnih komora (HDC1 i HDC2), tri HKS hodoskopa
(HTOF1X,HTOF2X i HTOF1Y) (ravnine scintilacijskih detektora), tri rav-
nine aerogel Cˇerenkov (ACˇ) detektora i dvije ravnine voda Cˇerenkov (WCˇ)
detektora. HKS detektorski paket prikazan je na slici 2.9.
HKS driftne komore koriste se, isto kao i Enge driftna komora, za
odredivanje trajektorije kaona koja se opisuje setom fokalnih koordinata
Xf ,Xfp,Yf ,Yfp iz kojih se zatim rekonstruiraju moment i kutevi emitira-
nog kaona. Shematski prikaz HKS driftnih komora nalazi se na slici 2.10.
HKS driftne komore (HDC) medusobno su udaljene 1m, a obje se sastoje od
sˇest ravnina zˇica u konfiguraciji UU’XX’VV’. Ravnine su okomite na smjer
centralne trajektorije (z-os) HKS spektrometra. Svaka od ravnina nalazi
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Slika 2.9: HKS detektorski paket: driftne komore (DC), HKS hodo-
skopi (TOF), aerogel (ACˇ) i voda (WCˇ) Cˇerenkov detektori.
se izmedu dvije katodne folije. U svakoj ravnini naizmjence se izmjenjuju
signalna (anoda) i zˇica za stvaranje elektricˇnog polja (katoda) pri cˇemu je
razmak izmedu dvije signalne zˇice 1 cm. U odnosu na smjer zˇica u X i X’
ravninama, U i U’ ravnine su zarotirane za 60◦, a V i V’ za −60◦ oko z-osi
(pozitivan smjer je u smjeru kazaljke na satu). Ravnine U’,X’,V’ su pomak-
nute u smjeru okomito na smjer zˇica za pola velicˇine c´elije (1cm) u odnosu na
UXV ravnine zbog odredivanja s koje je strane signalne zˇice prosˇla cˇestica.
HKS hodoskopi, HTOF1X, HTOF1Y i HTOF2X, osim sˇto se koriste
u formiranju triggera i za odredivanje vremena prolaska elektrona kroz HKS
detektorski paket, koriste se i za odredivanje brzine cˇestica, a koja je vazˇan
alat u identifikaciji cˇestica. Brzina cˇestica odreduje se iz razlike vremena
proleta cˇestice kroz dva razlicˇita hodoskopa i duljine putanje izracˇunate iz
HDC rekonstruiranih trajektorija. HKS hodoskopi, tj. ravnine scintilacij-
skih detektora, HTOF1X i HTOF2X segmentirani su u smjeru X-osi dok je
HTOF1Y segmentiran u smjeru Y-osi.
Aerogel Cˇerenkov detektori su prilikom izvodenja eksperimenta koriˇsteni
u formiranju triggera dok se u analizi podataka koriste za cˇesticˇnu identifi-
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Slika 2.10: Shematski prikaz HKS driftnih komora
kaciju, preciznije za separaciju kaona od piona. Aerogel Cˇerenkov detektori
postavljeni su u tri ravnine, pri cˇemu svaka ravnina ima sedam detektora.
Shematski prikaz HKS aerogel Cˇerenkov detektora nalazi se na slici 2.11. Ma-
terijal koriˇsten kao radijator je hidrofobni silicon aerogel n(SiO2)+2n(H2O)
s indeksom loma n=1.055 u kojem samo cˇestice s brzinom β > 0.948 produ-
ciraju Cˇerenkov zracˇenje. Odabrani radijator omoguc´ava separaciju kaona
i piona u podrucˇju momenata 1.2GeV ± 12.5% jer kaoni, za razliku od pi-
ona, uglavnom ne produciraju Cˇerenkov zracˇenje. Producirano Cˇerenkovog
zracˇenje detektira se fotomultiplikatorima koji se nalaze na svakom kraju po-
jedinog detektora. Da bi se potisnuo broj pionskih dogadaja, signal dobiven
u Aerogel Cˇerenkov detektorima u triggeru koristi se u veto modu.
Voda Cˇerenkov detektori su takoder koriˇsteni u formiranju triggera i
cˇesticˇnu identifikaciju u analizi podataka s razlikom da sluzˇe za separaciju
kaona od protona. Voda Cˇerenkov detektori postavljeni su u dvije ravnine,
pri cˇemu svaka ravnina ima dvanaest detektora. Shematski prikaz HKS voda
Cˇerenkov detektora nalazi se na slici 2.12. Materijal koriˇsten kao radijator
je cˇista (deionizirana) voda kojoj je dodan transformator valnih duljina, tj.
wavelength shifter, (amino-G-sol: 2-amino-6, 8-naphthalene-disulfonic kise-
lina) s indeksom loma n=1.33. Odabrani radijator omoguc´ava separaciju ka-
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Slika 2.11: Shematski prikaz HKS aerogel Cˇerenkov detektora
ona i protona u podrucˇju impulsa 1.2GeV ± 12.5% posˇto kaoni produciraju
viˇse Cˇerenkovog zracˇenja nego protoni. Producirano Cˇerenkovog zracˇenje
detektira se fotomultiplikatorima koji se nalaze na svakom kraju pojedi-
nog detektora. Voda Cˇerenkov signal se u triggeru koristi u AND modu
jer kaoni u zadanom impulsnom podrucˇju produciraju Cˇerenkovo zracˇenje.
Buduc´i da protoni produciraju manje svjetla od kaona, potiskivanje proton-
skih dogadaja vrsˇi se diskriminiranjem signala i odabirom granicˇnog napona.
Na slici 2.13 prikazana je ovisnost produciranih fotoelektrona, tj. signala, o
impulsu protona i kaona.
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Slika 2.12: Shematski prikaz HKS voda Cˇerenkov detektora.
Slika 2.13: Ovisnost broja produciranih fotoelektrona u
Cˇerenkovljevim detektorima o impulsu kaona i protona za dva
razlicˇita radijatora: voda (n=1.33) i akrilni radijator (n=1.49).
Obojano podrucˇje reprezentira impulsnu akceptanciju HKS-a.
Poglavlje 3
DETEKTORI
3.1 Kalibracija detektora
3.1.1 HKS driftne komore
Driftne komore se koriste za odredivanje trajektorija cˇestica. Velicˇine koje
se odreduju su pozicija i smjer cˇestice koja prolazi kroz detektorski paket:
(xf , x
′
f , yf , y
′
f ), a definirane na fokalnoj ravnini. S dobrim razumijevanjem
HKS spektrometarskog sustava iz fokalnih velicˇina rekonstruiraju se moment
i kut rasprsˇenja cˇestice (dp, x′t, y
′
t).
Informacija ekstrahirana iz TDC vrijednosti je driftno vrijeme, vrijeme
potrebno da elektron stvoren u interakciji nabijene cˇestice i plina u drift-
noj komori stigne do signalnih zˇica komore od mjesta ionizacije. Iz drif-
tnog vremena moguc´e je odrediti tocˇnu poziciju prolaska cˇestice pomoc´u
driftno vrijeme-pozicija mape. Da bi se odredila driftno vrijeme-pozicija
mapa koriˇstena je pretpostavka da je distribucija driftnog vremena unifor-
mna u svakoj driftnoj c´eliji. Navedena pretpostavka posljedica je cˇinjenica
da je tok cˇestica uniforman preko driftne c´elije i da je driftna brzina kons-
tantna. Obje cˇinjenice vrijede za planarni tip driftnih komora u kojima je
elektric´no polje uniformno i simetricˇno. Iz navedenog slijedi da se mapa drif-
tno vrijeme-pozicija mozˇe odrediti iz distribucije driftnog vremena pomoc´u
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Slika 3.1: Tipicˇna korelacija driftnog vremena i udaljenosti za HKS
driftne komore
sljedec´e formule:
D(T ) = Dmax
∫ T
tmin
F (τ)dτ∫ tmax
tmin
F (τ)dτ
, (3.1)
D je driftna udaljenost, Dmax je maksimalni drift.
Tipicˇna korelacija driftnog vremena i udaljenosti je prikazana na slici 3.1.
3.1.2 Enge driftne komore
Kao i u slucˇaju HKS driftnih komora, za Enge driftna komore (EDC) po-
trebno je odrediti mapu driftno vrijeme-pozicija. Buduc´i da je EDC tip
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Slika 3.2: Tipicˇna distribucija driftnog vremena Enge driftne komore
driftne komore sa heksagonalnom strukturom zˇica za stvaranje elektricˇnog
polja, u obliku pcˇelinjeg sac´a pa otuda i naziv honeycomb (vidi sliku 2.7 ),
zbog cˇega je elektricˇno polje unutar EDC-a simetricˇno i neuniformno. Zbog
neuniformnosti polja pretpostavka uniformnosti distribucije driftnog polja u
driftnoj c´eliji je nevazˇec´a te je stoga procedura za odredivanje mape driftno
vrijeme-pozicija drugacˇija od one koriˇstene za HDC.
Tipicˇna distribucija driftnog vremena EDC-a prikazana je na slici 3.2.
U pocˇetnom koraku kalibracije mape driftno vrijeme-pozicija EDC-a ko-
risti se kalibracijska procedura HKS komora. Slijedi iterativni proces u kojem
se koristi EDC algoritam za rekonstrukciju trajektorija za odredivanje drif-
tne udaljenosti, a koja je dobivena projiciranjem rekonstruirane trajektorije
na svaku od EDC ravnina. Nova mapa odreduje se prilagodbom ovisnosti
driftne udaljenosti o driftnom vremenu polinomom trec´eg stupnja. Tipicˇna
ovisnost prikazana je na slici 3.3.
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Slika 3.3: Tipicˇna ovisnost driftne udaljenosti o driftnom vremenu
ravnina Enge driftne komore. Lijevo Odredivanje tocˇaka za kalibra-
ciju. Desno Odredivanje mape driftno vrijeme-pozicija prilagodbom
ovisnosti driftne udaljenosti o driftnom vremenu polinomom trec´eg
stupnja.
Poglavlje 4
ANALIZA PODATAKA
4.1 Koincidencija elektronske i kaonske grane
Za odredivanje masenog (Missing mass - MM) spektra, potrebno je povezati
detektirane elektrone i kaone koji pripadaju istom dogadaju. Utvrdivanje da
li oni pripadaju istom dogadaju radi se s tzv. vremenom koincidencije, koje
predstavlja vrijeme (e,e’K+) reakcije na meti. U idealnom slucˇaju pravoj
koincidenciji kaona i elektrona odgovara vrijeme koincidencije tcoin = 0 ns.
Vrijeme koincidencije se odreduje iz izmjerenih vremena kaona i elektrona
projiciranih na HKS odnosno Enge fokalnu ravninu i korekcije zbog potrebnog
vremena preleta od meta do fokalnih ravnina:
tcoin = tHKS(fokalna ravnina)− δtHKS putanja − tEnge(fokalna ravnina)
+ δtEnge putanja (4.1)
Tipicˇna distribucija vremena koincidencije bez koriˇstene cˇesticˇne identifi-
kacije prikazana je na slici 4.1(a). Tipicˇna distribucija vremena koincidencije
s koriˇstenom kaonskom identifikacijom prikazana je na slici 4.1(b). Slika
4.1(a) ocˇekivano pokazuje dominaciju protonskih i pionskih dogadaja u po-
dacima pri cˇemu je njihov broj bio kontroliran granicˇnim naponom na ACˇ i
WCˇ signalima. Curenje koincidencija elektrona i piona u podrucˇje koinciden-
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Slika 4.1: Distribucija vremena koincidencije (a) bez korisˇtene
cˇesticˇne identifikacije (b) s koriˇstenom cˇesticˇnom identifikacijom
cija elektrona i kaona je viˇse nego ocˇito. Bez kvalitetne cˇesticˇne identifikacije
dobivanje cˇistih koincidencija kaona i elektrona nije moguc´e.
Na slici 4.1(b) prikazana je distribucija vremena koincidencije za K+ pri
cˇemu su prave (e’,K+) koincidencije centrirane oko tcoin = 0 ns. Lokalni
minimumi/maksimumi su medusobno udaljeni 2 ns, sˇto je posljedica 2ns
strukture elektronskog snopa, a predstavljaju slucˇajne koincidencije kaona i
elektrona.
Selekcija pravih K+ koincidencija radi se koriˇstenjem uvjeta na vrijeme
koincidencije u obliku:
|V rijeme koincidencije| ≤ 1ns (4.2)
4.2 Identifikacija cˇestica
Analiza podataka pocˇinje s identifikacijom kaona produciranih u elemen-
tarnom procesu p(e, e′K+)Λ i detektiranih detektorskom sustavu eksperi-
menta. Kaonski dogadaji producirani u procesu elektroprodukcije zbog ma-
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log udarnog presjeka bili su zagusˇeni velikim brojem proton, piona i pozi-
trona. Koriˇstenjem hodoskopa za odredivanje vremena preleta cˇestica, voda
i aerogel Cˇerenkov detektora pozadinski dogadaji se mogu separirati.
4.2.1 Alati za cˇesticˇnu identifikaciju
βTOF − βK+ spektar
Za kvalitetnu identifikaciju cˇestica (PID) potrebna je konzistentna βTOF −
βK+ distribucija sa sˇto boljom rezolucijom. βTOF je brzina cˇestice dobivena
iz vremena proleta. βK+ je brzina kaona dobivena iz momenta cˇestice. U
analizi podataka primjec´eni su pomaci βTOF − βpi spektra na skali jednog
seta mjerenja, sˇto znacˇi i da se javljaju u ∆βK = βTOF − βK+ spektru.
Zbog male statistike kaona u pojedinom setu podataka nije moguc´e napra-
viti korekciju jednostavnom translacijom ∆βK distribucije. Odredivanjem
korelacije izmedu ∆βpi i ∆βK pomaka i vrijednosti ∆βK pomaka mozˇe se
odrediti ∆βpi pomak te konacˇno i korekcija istog. Dovoljna kaonska statis-
tika i odredivanje trazˇene korelacije dobiva se grupiranjem seta podataka sa
slicˇnim ∆βpi pomakom. Korelacija izmedu ∆βK i ∆βpi pomaka, za
12C i 28Si
mete, prikazana je na slici 4.2. Korelacija je linearna.
Koriˇstenjem dobivene korelacije, u svrhu korekcija pomaka na svakom
setu podataka, omoguc´uje se bolja separacija cˇestica, prije svega kaona od
piona, sˇto rezultira u cˇiˇsc´em MM spektru i boljem omjeru signala prema
pozadini (S/A). Tipicˇni koregirani spektar prikazan je na slici 4.3 pri cˇemu su
kaoni centrirani oko nule. Tipicˇna βToF rezolucija je bolja od 0.025 (sigma).
Aerogel Cˇerenkov
U eksperimentalnim uvjetima primujec´eno je da se performanse ACˇ segme-
nata mijenjaju od segmenta do segmenta. Za koriˇstenje istog PID uvjeta
za separaciju K+/π na svim segmentima potrebno je renormalizirati eksperi-
mentalno dobivenu distribuciju na nacˇin da svaki segment jednako doprinosi.
S uniformnijom distribucijom dobiva se bolja identifikacija cˇestica, S/A omjer
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Slika 4.2: Ovisnost pomaka kaonske o pomaku pionske distribucije.
Dobivena ovisnost je koriˇstena za korekciju kaonskog pomaka, tj.
bolju separaciju cˇestica.
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Slika 4.3: Rezolucija brzine kaona βTOF (Lijevo) i tipicˇna βTOF −βK+ −
offset distribucija (Desno) s definiranim PID podrucˇjima.
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i manji broj pozadinskih dogadaja zbog curenja π u prave kaonske koinci-
dencije.
Normalizacija je napravljena koriˇstenjem pionskih dogadaja iz podatkov-
nog toka u kojem Cˇerenkovi detektori nisu sudjelovali u formiranju triggera.
Dobivene distribucije broja fotoelektrona (NPE) pojedinih AC segmenata
prvo su uskladene unutar pojedinog polja AC1(2,3) segmenata na nacˇin da
su uskladene pozicije maksimuma NPE distribucije:
NPEN(AC : i− k) = NPEpeak(AC : i−m)
NPEpeak(AC : i− k) NPE(AC : i− k) (4.3)
NPEN - normaliziran broj fotoelektrona; i-broj polja; k-broj segmenta u
polju; m- segment koji se koristi kao referenca.
Dobiven je uniformniji odgovor segmenata unutar pojedinog polja AC1
(2,3). Buduc´i da kroz sva tri polja prolazi jednak broj piona ocˇekivano bi bilo
da su NPE distribucije slicˇne (jednake). To nije slucˇaj, a da bi bio potrebno je
da su NPEN distribucije polja AC1 i AC3 normalizirane prema AC2 NPEN
distribuciji. Normalizacija polja izvedena je na nacˇin da je iznosu X NPEN
AC1 (AC3) polja pridodana ista tezˇina (vrijednost) kao iznosu Y NPEN
AC2 polja ukoliko je broj piona koji imaji NPEN < X(Y ) jednak. Rezultat
druge normalizacije su jednake distrbucije na sva tri ACˇ sloja.
Na slici 4.4 prikazana je distribucija cˇsetica u ovisnosti o normaliziranom
broju fotoelektrona i βTOF − βK+ − offset. Separacija piona od kaona i
protona je ocˇita, posˇto protoni i vec´ina kaona ne produciraju signal u aerogel
Cˇerenkovu detektoru.
Voda Cˇerenkov
U eksperimentalnim uvjetima primijec´eno je da se broj fotoelektrona produ-
ciranih u WCˇ segmentima, osim sˇto je bio razlicˇit od segmenta do segmenta,
smanjivao tijekom vremena. Koriˇstenje uniformnog PID uvjeta na broj fo-
toelektrona u WCˇ zahtjeva normalizaciju NPE distribucije. Za razliku od
ACˇ detektora, WCˇ detektor je dizajniran tako da kaoni u njemu produciraju
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Slika 4.4: Distribucija cˇestica u ovisnosti o noramaliziranom broju
fotoelektrona i βTOF − βK+ − offset
signal. Normalizacija je radena koristec´i signal produciran od strane kaona
koji su identificirani koriˇstenjem PID uvjeta na ACˇ i δβ(K+). Grupiranjem
nekoliko setova podataka iz istog vremenskog perioda dobivena je dovoljna
statistika kaona. Dobivena kaonska distribucija u svakom od WCˇ segmenata
je prilagodena gausijanom, a dobivena pozicija vrha gausijana koriˇstena je
za normalizaciju:
NPEN(WC : i− k) = 50 NPE(WC : i− k)
NPEK+peak(WC : i− k) (4.4)
NPEN - normaliziran broj fotoelektrona ; i-broj polja ; k-broj segmenta u
polju.
Rezultati normalizacije i tipicˇna normalizirana WCˇ distribucija, sa i bez
koriˇstenja PID uvjeta na ACˇ i δβ(K+), prikazani su na slici 4.5(a). Pozicije
vrhova NPE distribucija protona, kaona i piona su jasno vidljive. Na slici
4.5 prikazana je korelacija broja normaliziranih NPE na WCˇ i βTOF −βK+−
offset. Separacija protona i kaona/piona koriˇstenjam PID uvjeta na WCˇ i
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Slika 4.5: Lijevo Suma WCˇ normaliziranih NPE distribucija sa i bez
koriˇstenih K+ uvjeta na ACˇ i βToF . Desno Korelacija broja normali-
ziranih NPE na WCˇ i βTOF − βK+ − offset.
βTOF − βK+ − offset distribucijama je ocˇita.
4.2.2 Analiza identifikacije cˇestica
Identifikacija cˇestica, tj. kaona, radi se simultanim koriˇstenjem kriterija na
broju normaliziranih fotona aerogel i voda Cˇerenkova i brzini cˇestica, tj.
βToF − βK+ distribuciji. Koriˇsteni kriteriji se mogu zapisati u obliku:
AC1norm+ AC2norm+ AC3norm < XAC (4.5)
WC1norm+WC2norm > XWC (4.6)
|βTOF − βK+ − offset| < Xβ (4.7)
U finalnom odabiru navedenih PID kriterija XAC , XWC i Xβ istovremeno se
pokusˇavaju zadovoljiti sljedec´a dva uvjeta:
• maksimiziranje broja K+ radi vec´e statistike u hipernuklearnim sta-
njima
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• minimiziranje broja protona/piona radi boljeg omjera signala prema
pozadini
Na slici 4.6 prikazan je βToF −βK+−offset spektar dobiven kada se koriste
odabrani kaonski XAC i/ili XWC PID kriteriji. Kaonska distribucija pos-
taje jasno uocˇljiva kada se koriste i XAC i XWC u identifikaciji, medutim za
potpunu separaciju potrebno je koristi i Xβ uvjet.
Efikasnost PID kriterija XAC , XWC i Xβ definirana je kao omjer broja
kaona koji zadovoljavaju navedeni uvjet i ukupnog broja kaona. Broj ka-
ona je dobiven fitanjem βToF − βK+−offset distribucije s funkcijom koja je
kombinacija dvije pseudo-Voigt funkcije i gausijana. Pseudo-Voigt funkcije
predstavljaju protone i pione, a gausijan kaone u βToF − βK+−offset distribu-
ciji. Efikasnosti XAC i XWC uvjeta prikazane su na slikama 4.7 i 4.8.
4.3 Maseni spektar
Maseni spektar Λ hiperjezgre (MXΛ) mozˇe se odrediti iz zakona ocˇuvanja
energije i momenta ako su poznate vrijednosti sljedec´ih velicˇina:
• moment incidentnog elektrona pe
• nuklearna masa mete MA
• kutevi θK+ , φK+ i moment pK+ produciranog K+
• kutevi θe′ , φe′ i moment pe′ rasprsˇenog elektrona
Energija, tj. moment incidentnog elektrona dobro su poznati. Kutevi i mo-
menti rasprsˇenog elektrona i produciranog kaona rekonstruirani su iz mjere-
nih pozicija i kuteva trajektorija na fokalnoj ravnini. Definicija koordinatnog
sustava i kuteva rasprsˇenih cˇestica prikazana je na slici 4.9.
Poznavajuc´i navedene parametre MXΛ se racˇuna pomoc´u sljedec´e formule:
MXΛ = (Ee +MA − Ee′ − EK+)2 − p2e − p2e′ − p2K+
+ 2pepe′cosθe′ + 2pepK+cosθK+ − 2pe′pK+cosθe′K+ (4.8)
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Slika 4.6: βToF spektar sa koriˇstenim aerogel i/ili voda Cˇerenkov
PID kriterijima. Lijevo gore koriˇsten je AC uvjet XAC = 6. Desno gore
koriˇsten je WCˇ uvjet XAC = 80 Dolje Koricˇteni su i ACˇ i WCˇ uvjeti.
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Slika 4.7: Ovisnost prezˇivljavanja protona i kaona te efikasnost is-
kljucˇivanja piona o koriˇstenom PID uvjetu na ACˇ. Gresˇka je sta-
tisticˇka.
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CH2 Set1 Proton rejection with Normalized Water Cherenkov cut
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(a) Efikasnot iskljucˇivanja protona
CH2 Set1 Pion survival vs Normalized Water Cherenkov cut
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(c) Prezˇivljavanje kaona
Slika 4.8: Ovisnost prezˇivljavanja piona i kaona te efikasnost is-
kljucˇivanja protona o koriˇstenom PID uvjetu na WCˇ. Gresˇka je sta-
tisticˇka.
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Slika 4.9: Definicija koordinatnog sustava
Osim rekonstruiranih momenata i kuteva cˇestica koje sudjeluju u reak-
ciji te njihovih masa, potrebno je znati i nuklearne mase mete i nuklearne
sredice producirane hiperjezgre. U tablici tablica:masses navedene su vrijed-
nosti nuklearnih masa koriˇstenih u racˇunu masenog spektra kao i granicˇna
vrijednost energije za produkciju navedene hiperjezgre. Navedene vrijednosti
dobivene su pomoc´u G.Audi et al. [1] i jednadzˇbe nuklearne mase 4.9:
MNuclear =MAtom −melectronZ +Belectron
Belectron = 14.4381Z
2.39 + 1.55468Z5.3510−6[eV ] (4.9)
Belectron-energija vezanja elektrona, Z-atomski broj, melectron-masa elektrona.
Na slici 4.11 prikazan je maseni spektar i pozadina od slucˇajnih koinci-
dencija prisutnih u stvarnim kaonskim koincidencijama dobivenim elektopro-
dukcijom na CH2 meti. Na spektru se jasno vide Λ i Σ vrhovi. Pozadina od
slucˇajnih koincidencija predstavlja uprosjecˇenu distribuciju masenog spek-
tra od ukupno osam slucˇajno koincidentnih vrhova iz distribucije vremena
koincidencije, kao sˇto je prikazano na slici 4.1, odabranih sljedec´im uvjetom:
1[ns] < |V rijeme koincidencije| ≤ 9[ns] (4.10)
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Meta Masa Nuklearna sredica Masa Hipernuklearno stanje Granicˇna energija
[MeV/c2] [MeV/c2] [MeV/c2]
CH2 938.272 - - Λ 1115.683
(proton) 938.272 - - Σ 1192.642
6Li 5601.518 5He 4667.831 6
Λ
He 5783.514
7Li 6533.834 6He 5605.537 7
Λ
He 6721.220
9Be 8392.751 8Li 7471.366 9
Λ
Li 8587.049
10B 9324.437 9Be 8392.750 10
Λ
Be 6721.220
12C 11174.864 11B 10252.548 12
Λ
B 11368.231
28Si 26053.195 27Al 25126.506 12
Λ
Al 26242.189
Tablica 4.1: Nuklearne mase [1] meta koriˇstenih u E01-011 eksperi-
mentu.
4.3.1 Analiza pozadine od slucˇajnih koincidencija
Poznavanje doprinosa pozadine od slucˇajnih koincidencija masenom spektru
je vazˇno kod odredivanja udarnih presjeka. Da bi se odredio udarni presjek
doprinos pozadine od slucˇajnih koincidencija mora se ukloniti iz masenog
spektra koji, iako je koriˇsten uvjet |V rijeme koincidencije| ≤ 1[ns], osim
doprinosa od pravih koincidencija sadrzˇi i doprinos od slucˇajnih, kao sˇto je
prikazano na slici 4.1.
Buduc´i da se doprinos pozadine od slucˇajnih koincidencija mora ukloniti,
tj. oduzeti, masenom spektru, statisticˇke fluktuacije pozadine javljaju se i
u odredenom udarnom presjeku te se stoga moraju smanjiti na najmanju
moguc´u mjeru. U tu svrhu koriˇstena je tzv. metoda mijesˇanih dogadaja
(mixed event analysis) pomoc´u koje se prakticˇno proizvoljno mozˇe povec´ati
statistika pozadine od slucˇajnih koincidencija, odnosno smanjiti fluktuacije i
pogresˇka pozadine.
Princip analize mijesˇanih dogadaja prikazan je naslici 4.10. U analizi se
koriste dogadaji koji su identificirani pomoc´u oruda za identifikaciju cˇestica
kao kaoni, a da pritom prema vremenu koincidencije kaona i elektrona pripa-
daju slucˇajnim koincidencijama (slika 4.1(b) i jednadzˇba 4.10). Svaki takav
dogadaj sadrzˇi informacije o momentu i kutevima (p, x′, y′) rasprsˇenih elek-
trona i kaona. Iz skupa tih dogadaja, u analizi mjesˇanih dogadaja svakom
se kaonskom momentu i kutevima (pK+ , x
′
K+ , y
′
K+) slucˇajnim odabirom pri-
djeljuje do N (ukupan broj dogadaja u pozadini od slucˇajnih koincidencija)
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Slika 4.10: Princip analize mjesˇanih dogadaja za odredivanje pozadine
od slucˇajnih koincidencija.
elektronskih momenata i kuteva (pe′ , x
′
e′ , y
′
e′).
Na taj se nacˇin znacˇajno povec´ala statistika slucˇajnih koincidencija sa N
dogadaja u eksperimentalnim podacima do N2 dogadaja u analizi mijesˇanih
dogadaja. Rezultat analize mijesˇanih dogadaja je glatka pozadina i manja
statisticˇka gresˇka. Rezultat analize mijesˇanih dogadaja i usporedba s ekspe-
rimentalno dobivenom pozadinom od slucˇajnih koncidencija prikazani su na
slici 4.11.
4.4 Rezolucija driftnih komora
Rezolucija HKS driftnih komora (HDC) odgovara rezoluciji kaonskih mome-
nata koji se odreduju iz trajektorija dobivenih iz informacija s driftnih ko-
mora i poznatih opticˇkih i kinematskih svojstava spektrometarskog sustava.
Iz eksperimentalno odredenih, distribucije reziduala i Chi2 distribucije re-
konstruiranih trajektorija mozˇe se Monte Carlo metodom odrediti rezolucija
fokalnih velicˇina i rezolucija rekonstruiranih momenata.
Rezolucija rekonstruiranih momenata dobivena je koriˇstenjem eksperi-
mentalno odredenih kaonskih momenata i trajektorija (tj. fokalnih velicˇina
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Slika 4.11: Analiza mijesˇanih dogadaja za odredivanje pozadine od
slucˇajnih koincidencija na Λ masenom spektru. Gore lijevo Eksperimen-
talno utvrdena pozadina od slucˇajnih koincidencija. Gore desno Poza-
dina od slucˇajnih koincidencija dobivena analizom mijesˇanih dogadaja.
Dolje MM spektar s pozadinom od slucˇajnih koincidencija dobivenom
analizom mijesˇanih dogadaja.
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Slika 4.12: Tipicˇna distribucija pomaka kaonskog momenta zbog
gresˇke u odredivanju putanje usljed simuliranog reziduala. Distri-
bucija je fitana pseudo-Voigt funkcijom.
Xif ,Xifp,Yif ,Yifp) iz kojih su, projiciranjem na HDC ravnine, dobiveni broj
HDC signalne zˇice, koja je proizvela signal, i driftna udaljenost. Na svaku
driftnu udaljenost pridodani su Monte Carlo simulirani pomaci (reziduali)
pri cˇemu su koriˇstene eksperimentalno odredene distribucije reziduala. Tako
simuliran HDC dogadaj analiziran je kodom driftnih komora te je dobiven
novi set fokalnih velicˇina Xf ,Xfp,Yf ,Yfp i moment kaona. Za svaki simu-
lirani dogadaj racˇuna se razlika δXf , δXfp, δYf , δYfp, δp imedu eksperimen-
talno odredenih fokalnih velicˇina, tj. kaonskog momenta, i fokalnih velicˇina,
tj. kaonskog momenta, dobivenih iz simulacije.
Rezolucija kaonskog momenta dobivena je prilagodbom distribucije raz-
lika eksperimentalnog i simuliranog kaonskog momenta δp pseudo-Voigt funk-
cijom pri cˇemu je rezolucija definirana parametrom C3 (Voigt sigma) fitane
funkcije. Na slicˇan nacˇin studirana je i ovisnost rezolucije kaonskog momenta
o broju zˇicˇanih ravnina driftnih komora, ukupno ih ima dvanaest, koje su-
djeluju u rekonstrukciji trajektorija.
Tipicˇna distribucija δp velicˇine prikazana je na slici 4.12. Ne-gausijanski
oblik je ocˇit.
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Slika 4.13: Ovisnost prosjecˇne rezolucije kaonskog momenta o broju
koriˇstenih HDC ravnina u rekonstrukciji trajektorija.
Algoritam za rekonstrukciju kaonskih trajektorija krec´e s rekonstrukcijom
u slucˇaju da potencijalna trajektorija koristi informacije s barem deset (od
dvanaest) HDC ravnina. Na slici 4.13 prikazana je ovisnost rezolucije kaon-
skog momenta o broju koriˇstenih HDC ravnina u rekonstrukciji trajektorija.
Ocˇekivano, bolja rezolucija dobivena je s vec´im brojem koriˇstenih ravnina.
Ovisnost rezolucije momenta, dobivene fitanjem δp distribucije pseudo-
Voigt funkcijom, o fokalnoj varijabli Xf prikazana je na slici 4.14. Najbolja
rezolucija (Voigt sigma) od 90 ± 5keV (210±12 keV FWHM) postignuta je
u podrucˇju 0cm < Xf < 35cm. Dobivena vrijednost je blizu ocˇekivane vri-
jednosti od 180 keV (FWHM). Ovaj oblik ovisnosti posljedica je koriˇstenja
eksperimentalnih podataka hipernuklearnih stanja Λ,Σ i 12Λ B u kalibraciji
spektrometarskog sustava E01-011 eksperimenta. Ovisnost oslikava cˇinjenicu
da se vrijednost varijable Xf za najvec´i broj dogadaja, koji pripadaju nave-
denim stanjima, upravo nalazi u podrucˇju najbolje rezolucije i najviˇse utjecˇe
na rekonstrukciju momenta (i kuteva rasprsˇenja). Iz navedene slike (Gore
desno) takoder slijedi da simulirani pomaci (reziduali) ne prouzrokoju glo-
balne pomake kaonskog momenta jer je centar δp distribucije uglavnom oko
0 keV-a. Svi setovi podataka su podijeljeni, s obzirom na iznos Enge fo-
kalne varijable XfENGE, na dvije grupe (regije): RegionI-XfENGE ≤ −12cm
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Slika 4.14: Ovisnost rezolucije kaonskog momenta o fokalnoj varija-
bli Xf .
i RegionII-XfENGE > −12cm.
Poglavlje 5
REZULTATI I DISKUSIJA
Eksperiment E01-011, druga generacija spektroskopije Λ hiperjezgri koriˇstenjem
(e, e′K+) reakcije, uspjesˇno je izveden 2005. godine na Thomas Jefferson Na-
tional Accelerator Facility (TJNAF, JLab).
Izmjereni su hipernuklearni spektri dobiveni elektroprodukcijom Λ cˇestice
na 12C i 28Si metama pri cˇemu nastaju hiperjezgre 12Λ B i
28
Λ Al. Ekspe-
rimentalni rezultati prikazani su u obliku izmjerenog broja dogadaja i/ili
izracˇunatih udarnih presjeka uprosjecˇenih preko kutne akceptancije HKS
spektrometra.
Koriˇstene su dvije energetske skale u prikazivanju rezultata: energija veza-
nja (Bλ) i energija ekscitacije (Ex). Energija ekscitacije predstavlja energiju
pobudenja mjerenu s obzirom na osnovno stanje hiperjezgre:
BΛ =MΛ +MA −MHY (5.1)
gdje je MΛ masa Λ hiperona, MA je masa nuklearne srediˇsnjice u osnovnom
stanju, MHY je masa hiperjezgre.
5.1 E01-011 pregled
Produkcija hiperjezgri i omjera signala prema pozadini u prvoj generaciji ek-
sperimenata elektroprodukcije [17] [34] [?] bili su limitirani velikim pozadin-
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Slika 5.1: Usporedba distribucija vremena koincidencija dobivenih u
E89-099 [17] [12] i u E01-011 eksperimentima. Podaci sa CH2 mete.
skim zracˇenjem zakocˇnih (bremsstrahlung) elektrona. Eksperiment E01-011
je koriˇstenjem drugacˇije konfiguracije elektronske grane spektrometarskog
sustava, tzv. ”Nagibne metode”, smanjio kolicˇinu pozadinskog zracˇenja. Re-
zultat je bolji omjer signala prema pozadini (S/A) sˇto je omoguc´ilo koriˇstenje
tezˇih meta i vec´e struje elektronskog snopa. Konacˇni rezultat nove konfigura-
cije je vec´a produkcija hiperjezgri. Upotrebljen je novi kaonski spektrometar
(HKS), s vec´im prostornim kutom i boljom rezolucijom kaonskog momenta,
dizajniran za potrebe E01-011 eksperiment.
Efekt konfiguracije upotrebljene u eksperimentu E01-011 vidljiv je iz us-
poredbe spektara dobivenih u eksperimentima E89-009 i E01-011. Slika 5.1
pokazuje distribucije vremena koncidencije, ocˇito je poboljˇsanje S/A omjera
u E01-011 eksperimentu za faktor ≈2.5. Na slici 5.2 prikazani su spektri
dobiveni na CH2 meti. Spektar dobiven u eksperimentu E01-011 ima vec´u
statistiku i bolji S/A omjer.
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Slika 5.2: Usporedba masenih spektara dobivenih u E89-099 [?] [12] i u
E01-011 eksperimentima na CH2 meti.
5.2 Spektroskopija 12Λ B hiperjezgre
Eksperimentalni rezultati
Spektar 12Λ B hiperjezgre izmjeren u E01-011 eksperimentu prikazan je na
slici 5.3 u obliku broja izmjerenih dogadaja te izracˇunatog udarnog presjeka.
U oba slucˇaja prikazana je i kontribucija spektru od pozadinski dogadaja.
Na slici 5.5 prikazani su udarni presjeci, nakon subtrakcije kontribucije od
pozadinskih dogadaja, dobiveni u prezentiranoj studiji kao i u prijasˇnjim
elektroprodukcijskim eksperimentima, E89-009 (HNSS) [17] [12] [13] [?] i
E94-107 [21] [11], takoder izvedenima na Jlab-u.
Na dobivenom spektru vidljive su dvije prominentne strukture, jedna na
pozicji BΛ ≈ −11.5MeV , a druga blizu granice emisije Λ cˇestice na pozi-
ciji BΛ ≈ 0MeV . Navedene strukture odgovaraju konfiguracijama proton-
sˇupljine i Λ-cˇestice, sΛ osnovnom stanju
11B(3/2−)⊗ sΛ1/2 odnosno zamjen-
skom stanju 11B(3/2−)⊗pΛ1/2 te 11B(3/2−)⊗pΛ3/2. Izmedu osnovnog stanja
i stanja p-ljuske 12Λ B hiperjezgre postoje josˇ dvije strukture koje su poslje-
dica vezanja pobudenih stanja nuklearne sredice 11B i Λ hiperona. Ocˇekuje
se da energije tih stanja odgovaraju energijama pobudenih stanja nuklearne
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Slika 5.3: Izmjereni spektar 12Λ B hiperjezgre dobiven elektroproduk-
cijom na 12C meti. Spektar od slucˇajnih koincidencija takoder je pri-
kazan. Gresˇe su statisticˇke.
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sredice 11B jer se 12Λ B smatra kao slabo vezanje nuklearne sredice
11B i Λ
hiperona.
Energije vezanja i udarni presjeci dobiveni su iz eksperimentalno opazˇenog
spektra 12Λ B jezgre prilagodbom spektra funkcijom koja je kombinacija ga-
usijana za svako vezano stanje Λ hiperona i funkcije koja reprezentira kvazi-
slobodan dio. Dobivene vrijednosti energija vezanja i udarnih presjeka poje-
dinog hipernuklearnog stanja navedene su u tablici 5.1.
Izmjerena rezolucija osnovnog stanja 12Λ B hiperjezgre od 470 keV (FWHM)
predstavlja do sada najbolju rezoluciju dobivenu u spektroskopiji hiperjezgri.
Stanje Ex BΛ Gresˇka FWHM Udarni presjek
No. [MeV] [MeV] [MeV] [MeV] [µb/sr]
#1 0 -11.56 ±0.01±0.15 0.47±0.07 89±7±19
CE#1 2.80 -8.76 ±0.05±0.15 0.45±0.07 -
CE#2 6.32 -5.24 ±0.07±0.15 0.57±0.07 -
#2 11.20 -0.36 ±0.02±0.15 0.52±0.07 98±7±22
Tablica 5.1: Hipernuklearna stanja dobivena u eksperimentu E01-011
fitanjem 12Λ B spektra. BΛ je energija vezanja, a Ex je energija eksci-
tacije.
Energija vezanja dubleta osnovnog stanja 12Λ B hiperjezgre u prezentiranoj
studiji iznosi -11.56 ±0.01 (statisticˇka)±0.15 (sistematska) MeV. Vrijednost
je konzistentna s rezultatima dobivenim na eksperimentima s emulzijom -
11.37 ±0.06 MeV [27]. Rezultat je isto tako konzisentan s HNSS vrijednosˇc´u
od -11.52 ±0.35 [12]. Energija vezanja dubleta stanja s Λ u p-ljusci iznosi
-0.36 ±0.02±0.15 te je konzistentna s HNSS rezultatom -0.5 ±0.2 MeV [34]
i rezultatom eksperimenta E94-107 10.93 ± 0.03 MeV. Dodatna stanja su
vidljiva na spektru dobivenom eksperimentom E94-107 koja nisu uocˇljiva u
prezentiranoj studiji.
Usporedba s teorijskim predvidanjima
Usporedba dobivenih eksperimentalnih rezultata, udarnih presjeka, za sta-
nja 12Λ B hiperjezgre usporedena su s teorijskim predvidanjima baziranim na
DWIA racˇunu sa shell modelom koji ukljucˇuje konfiguracijsko mijesˇanje i tri
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Slika 5.4: Spektri 12Λ B hiperjezgre dobiveni u tri eksperimenta
na JLab-u: E89-009 [17], E94-107 [21] i E01-011 (prezentirano is-
trazˇivanje).
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razlicˇita izobarna modela za opisivanje elementarnog procesa (γp → ΛK+):
Williams-Ji-Cotanch (C4) [20], Saclay-Lyon (SLA) model [18]and Kaon-Maid
(KMAID) [16].
Sazˇetak i usporedba energija vezanja stanja 12Λ B hiperjezgre dobivenih u
E01-011 eksperimentu s teorijskim predvidanjima od strane M.Sotona et al
[30] nalaze se u tablici 5.2. Mozˇe se izvuc´i zakljucˇak da je vrijednost ekscita-
cijske energije stanja u p-ljusci u skladu s predvidanjima. Eksperimentalno
dobiveni udarni presjeci favoriziraju teorijski racˇun ucˇinjen sa Saclay-Lyon
(SLA) izobarnim modelom.
Eksperimentalni rezultat Teorijska predvidanja
Stanje Ex (dσ/dΩ)1◦−13◦ Struktura : J
pi Ex (dσ/dΩ)1◦−13◦ [nb/sr]
[MeV] [nb/sr] [MeV] C4 SLA KMAID
# 1 0.0±0.01±0.15 89 ±7 ± 19
11B( 3
2
; g.s.)⊗ s 1
2
Λ
: 1− 0.0 22.8 19.7 20.7
11B( 3
2
; g.s.)⊗ s 1
2
Λ
: 2− 0.14 82.0 65.7 43.0
# 2 11.20±0.02±0.15 98 ±7 ± 22
11B( 3
2
; g.s.)⊗ p 3
2
Λ
: 3+ 10.99 56.9 48.3 38.0
11B( 3
2
; g.s.)⊗ p 1
2
Λ
: 2+ 11.06 107.3 75.3 68.5
Tablica 5.2: Usporedba eksperimentalno utvrdenih energija vezanja
i udarnih presjeka 12Λ B hiperjezgre s teorijskim predvidanjima.
Usporedba s zrcalnom jezgrom
Nabojno zrcalna jezgra 12Λ B hiperjezgri je
12
Λ C. Oba spektra imaju slicˇnu
strukturu s dva prominentna stanja. Usporedbom energetskih nivoa istog
spina-paritet stanja dobiva se informacija o potencijalnom lomljenju nabojne
simetrije (CSB efekt).
Na slici 5.5 prikazani su spektar 12Λ B hiperjezgre dobiven u prezentiranoj
studiji te spektri 12Λ C hiperjezgre izmjereni na eksperimentima KEK-E369
[15] i FINUDA [22] [23] [24].
Energetski razmak izmedu stanja s Λ u s-ljusci i stanja s Λ u p-ljusci
dobiven u E01-011 eksperimentu je 11.2±0.1 MeV. Razlika energetskih raz-
maka 12Λ B i
12
Λ C hiperjezgre navodi na efekt lomljenja nabojne simetrije. U
tablici 5.3 prikazani su navedeni energetski razmaci izmedu s i p-ljuske za 12Λ B
i 12Λ C hiperjezgre te njihove eksperimentalno izmjerene i teorijski predvidene
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razlike. Rezultat dobiven koriˇstenjem podataka E01-011 i KEK-E369 ekspe-
rimenta je konzistentan s teorijskim predvidanjima. Slicˇno se ne mozˇe rec´i
kada se koriste podaci FINUDA eksperimenta i predvidenih sedam hipernuk-
learnih stanja 12Λ C hiperjezgre.
Eksperiment Teorija
Reakcija ∆sp ∆sp(12
Λ
B)-∆sp(12
Λ
C) ∆sp ∆sp(12
Λ
B)-∆sp(12
Λ
C)
[MeV] [MeV] [MeV] [MeV]
12C(e, e′K+)12
Λ
B 11.20±0.02± 0.15 - 11.06 [30] -
12C(pi+,K+)12
Λ
C 10.66±0.04 0.54±0.16 10.6 [28] 0.46
12C(K−, pi−)12
Λ
C 11.2±0.1 0.0±0.18 10.6 0.46
Tablica 5.3: Izmjereni i teorijski predvideni energetski razmak izmedu
stanja s Λ u s-ljusci i stanja s Λ u p-ljusci za 12Λ B and
12
Λ C hiperjezgre
[30] [28] .
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(a) KEK-E369: (pi+,K+) reakcija [15] (b) INFN-DAΦNE: (K−, pi−) reakcija
[22]
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(c) Prezentirana studija JLab Hall C (E01-011): (e, e′K+) reakcija
Slika 5.5: Spektri 12Λ C hiperjezgre dobiveni u (a) Eks. KEK-SKS E369:
(pi+,K+) reakcija (b) Eks. DAΦNE-FINUDA: (K−, pi−) reakcija (c)
spektar 12Λ B hiperjezgre iz prezentirane studije JLab Hall C Eks. E01-
011: (e, e′K+) reakcija
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5.3 Spektroskopija 28Λ Al hiperjezgre
Eksperimentalni rezultat
Spektar 28Λ Al hiperjezgre izmjeren u E01-011 eksperimentu predstavlja prvu
ikad ucˇinjenu spektroskopiju hiperjezgri (e, e′K+) reakcijom s Λ u stanju
iznad p-ljuske. Takoder, u eksperimentu E01-011 je po prvi put izmjeren
spektar 28Λ Al hiperjezgre.
Izmjereni spektar prikazan je na slici 5.6 u obliku broja izmjerenih dogadaja
i izradunatog udarnog presjeka sa substrahiranom kontribucijom pozadinskih
dogadaja.
Spektar 28Λ Al hiperjezgre izmjeren u E01-011 eksperimentu prikazan je na
slici 5.3 u obliku broja izmjerenih dogadaja te izracˇunatog udarnog presjeka.
U oba slucˇaja prikazana je i kontribucija spektru od pozadinski dogadaja.
Dobiveni spektar ima tri prominenta vrha, dva u podrucˇju vezanja s ener-
gijom BΛ ≈ −18MeV i BΛ ≈ −7MeV , a trec´i izvan podrucˇja vezanja s
energijom BΛ ≈ +2MeV . Predstavljena stanja #1,#2,#3 odgovaraju kon-
figuraciji proton-ˇsupljina s Λ hiperonom u 0d−15
2
⊗ sΛ, 0d−15
2
⊗ pΛ i 0d−15
2
⊗ dΛ.
Izmjereni spektar fitan je s tri gausijana, po jedan za svako Λ vezano
stanje, i polinomom drugog stupnja radi prezentacije kontinuuma. Rezultati
fita, energija vezanja i ekstrahirani udarni presjek Λ vezanog stanja, navedeni
su u tablici 5.4.
Stanje Ex BΛ Gresˇka FWHM Udarni presjek
No. [MeV] [MeV] [MeV] [MeV] [µb/sr]
#1 0 -17.82 ±0.03±0.18 0.42±0.07 51±10±12
#2 10.91 -6.91 ±0.03±0.15 0.48±0.07 78±13±18
#3 19.18 1.36 ±0.04±0.15 0.58±0.07 33±7±8
Tablica 5.4: Hipernuklearna stanja dobivena fitanjem spektra 28Λ Al
hiperjezgre dobivenog u E01-011 eksperimentu.
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Slika 5.6: Spektar 28Λ Al hiperjezgre. Gresˇke su statisticˇke.
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Slika 5.7: Teorijski predviden spektar za 28Si(e, e′K+)28Λ Al reakciju.
Racˇun je raden s Eγ = 1.3 GeV i θ
LAB
K+ = 3
◦ u SLA izobarnom modelu
[31] [33].
Usporedba s teorijskim predvidanjima
Teorijska predvidanja 28Si(e, e′K+)28Λ Al reakcije i ekstrakcija hipernuklear-
nih svojstava bazirana su na koriˇstenju DWIA formalizma za tri razlicˇita
izobarna modela za opis elementarne reakcije: Saclay-Lyon (SLA), Williams-
Ji-Cotanch (C4) i Kaon-MAID (KMAID). Razlike medu modelima proizlaze
iz odabira ukljucˇenih nukleonskih i hiperonskih rezonancija, koriˇstenja (ili ne-
koriˇstenja) hadronskog form faktora, koriˇstenja (ili nekoriˇstenja) ogranicˇenja
iz SU(3) simetrije [31].
Na slici 5.7 prikazni su teorijski predvideni spektar 28Λ Al hiperjezgre dobi-
ven koriˇstenjem SLA izobarnog modela. Iz prikazanog slijedi da je stanje s Λ
hiperonom u sΛ ljusci ustvari dublet stanja prirodnog pariteta 0d
−1
5
2
⊗ s 1
2
Λ :
Jpi = 2+ i stanja neprirodnog pariteta 0d−15
2
⊗ s 1
2
Λ : J
pi = 3+. Slicna struk-
tura se javlja i u stanju s Λ hiperonom u pΛ ljusci (0d
−1
5
2
⊗ p 1
2
Λ : J
pi = 3−,
0d−15
2
⊗)p 3
2
Λ : J
pi = 4− kao i u stanju s Λ hiperonom u dΛ ljusci.
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Rezultati teorijskog racˇuna napravljeni od strane M. Sotona et al [30]
za eksperimentalno opazˇena stanja 28Λ Al hiperjezgre navedeni su u tablici
5.5. Iako oblik spektra upuc´uje na konzisentnost teorijskih predvidanja i
izmjerenog spektra, numericˇke vrijednosti navedene u tablici 5.5 upucˇuju na
neuskladenost s teorijskim dobivenim energijama vezanja kao i u udarnim
presjecima.
Eksperimentalni rezultat Teorijska predvidanja
Ex (dσ/dΩ)1◦−13◦ Struktura : J
pi Ex (dσ/dΩ)1◦−13◦ [nb/sr]
Stanje [MeV] [nb/sr] [MeV] C4 SLA KMAID
# 1 0.0±0.01±0.15 51±10±12 27Al( 5
2
)⊗ s 1
2
Λ
: 2+ 0.0 112.7 92.1 71.8
27Al( 5
2
)⊗ s 1
2
Λ
: 3+
# 2 10.91±0.03±0.15 78±13±18 27Al( 5
2
)⊗ p 3
2
Λ
: 4− 9.42 167.7 134.9 117.5
27Al( 5
2
)⊗ p 1
2
Λ
: 3− 9.67 109.1 91.3 58.5
# 3 19.18±0.04±0.15 33±7±8 27Al( 5
2
)⊗ d 3
2
Λ
: 4+ 17.6 184.7 148.4 135.1
27Al( 5
2
)⊗ d 5
2
Λ
: 5+ 17.9 167.1 139.1 89.9
Tablica 5.5: Usporedba eksperimentalno utvrdenih energija vezanja
i udarnih presjeka 28Λ Al hiperjezgre s teorijskim predvidanjima.
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Poglavlje 6
ZAKLJUCˇAK
Ova doktorska disertacija bazirana je na eksperimentalnim aktivnostima E01-
011 HKS kolaboracije na Thomas Jefferson National Accelerator Facility,
Newport News, Virginia, USA.
U poglavlju Uvod predstavljeno je podrucˇje hipernuklearne fizike: hiperon-
nukleon interakcija, istrazˇivanje unutrasˇnjosti jezgre, efekt medija na svojstva
hiperona... Dan je kratki pregled dosadasˇnjih eksperimentalnih istrazˇivanja
i produkcijskih kanala, sa specijalnim osvrtom na elektroprodukcijski kanal,
kojim se bavi ova disertacija, i njegove glavne karakteristike.
U drugom i trec´em poglavlju opisan je eksperimentalni postav i metode
kalibracije detektora E01-011 eksperimenta sa svim znacˇajkama potrebnim
da bi se ostvarilo visokorezolucijsko istrazˇivanje hiperjezgri.
U pogljavlju Analiza podataka opisane su koriˇstene procedure i rezultati
njihovih primjena u procesu dobivanja masenih spektara optimalne rezolu-
cije.
U poglavlju Rezultati i diskusija prikazani su maseni spektri dobiveni na
CH2,
12C i 28Si metama. Efektivnost eksperimentalne postave prikazana je
usporedbom s rezultatima HNSS spektra. Spektar 12Λ B hiperjezgre usporeden
je s prijasˇnjim rezultatima i teorijskim predvidanjima. Po prvi je put pred-
stavljen spektar 28Λ Al hiperjezgre koji je usto i prvi hipernuklearni spektar
dobiven (e, e′K+) reakcijom s Λ u stanju iznad p-ljuske.
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